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”Science (or magnanimity) are bitter-tasting at first, but sweeter than honey in the end”.
Dish with epigraphic decoration, Louvre Museum.
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Every living being is an engine geared to
the wheelwork of the universe. Though
seemingly affected only by its immediate
surrounding, the sphere of external influ-
ence extends to infinite distance.
Nikola Tesla
To see a world in a grain of sand and a
heaven in a wild flower, hold infinity in
the palm of your hand and eternity in an
hour.
William Blake
If you cannot do great things, do small
things in a great way.
Napoleon Hill
If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a
door.
Milton Berle
Imagination is everything. It is the pre-
view of life’s coming attractions.
Albert Einstein
Opportunity is missed by most people
because it is dressed in overalls and
looks like work.
Thomas Edison
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—I
took the one less traveled by, and that
has made all the difference.
Robert Frost
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The kinship verification field attracted much attention in the few past years due to its
capacity to improve biometrics systems as a soft biometric for face verification (kinship
traits) and an important role in many society applications (kinship verification). Among
these applications include the creation of family trees, family album organization, image
annotation, finding missing children and forensics. Although, the DNA test is the most
trustworthy way for kinship verification, it cannot be used in many situations. Automatic
kinship verification from facial images can exemplary be done in video surveillance scenes.
In this thesis, facial kinship verification over facial images is studied. At this end, we start
with the previously proposed approaches like features learning-based kinship verification
methods, metric learning-based kinship verification methods, and convolutional deep
learning-based kinship verification methods. Also, the general facial kinship verification
system is presented, challenges and measures of characteristics are mentioned. Furthermore,
the various evaluation terms are illustrated. Concluding with the proposed approaches and
the obtained results on various databases. The proposed frameworks comprise of three
main phases as follows: 1) features extractions; 2) subspace transformations analysis; 3)
kinship verification decision.
The aim of feature extraction is to extract discriminative representations of facial images.
This phase is important since the kinship traits are very sensitive to the unconstrained
environments (i.e. facial images captured under uncontrolled environments without any
restrictions in terms of pose, lighting, background, expression, and partial occlusion). Also,
it can affect the final decision performance of the framework. Subspace transformations
analysis phase extract and select the more attractive and discriminative facial traits.
Therefore, the features are extracted by a projection of the original data (features) of the
previous phase to get better discrimination and make more precise decisions. In the last
phase, cosine similarity is used as the best metric compatible with discriminant analysis
methods (subspace transformations analysis methods) and kinship verification. The final
metric between two facial images is compared to a threshold to decide if the pair facial
images come from the same family or not.
Finally, our results show great improvement for facial kinship verification on the largest
and smallest databases. Also, a robust and good performance was achieved by the proposed
systems and comparing favorably with the state of the art approaches. The proposed
frameworks are also convenient for real-time applications.
Keywords: facial kinship verification, facial images, feature extraction, subspace
transformations analysis, features learning-based kinship verification, metric learning-
based kinship verification, convolutional deep learning-based kinship verification, forensics.
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Résumé
Le domaine de la vérification de la parenté a attiré beaucoup d’attention ces dernières années
en raison de sa capacité à améliorer les systèmes biométriques en tant que biométrique
souple pour la vérification du visage (traits de parenté) et un rôle important dans de
nombreuses applications de la société (vérification de la parenté). Parmi ces applications,
citons la création d’arbres généalogiques, l’organisation d’albums de famille, l’annotation
d’images, la recherche d’enfants disparus et la criminalistique. Bien qu’un Le test ADN
est le moyen le plus fiable pour la vérification de la parenté, il ne peut pas être utilisé dans
de nombreuses situations. La vérification automatique de la parenté à partir d’images
faciales peut être réalisée à titre d’exemple dans les scènes de vidéosurveillance.
Dans cette thèse, la vérification de la parenté faciale sur les images faciales est étudiée.
À cette fin, nous commençons avec les approches précédemment proposées telles que
les méthodes de vérification de parenté basées sur les fonctionnalités, les méthodes de
vérification de parenté basées sur l’apprentissage métrique et les méthodes de vérification
de parenté basées sur l’apprentissage profond par convolution. En outre, le système général
de vérification de la parenté faciale est présenté, les défis et les mesures des caractéristiques
sont mentionnés. De plus, les différents termes d’évaluation sont illustrés. Conclusion
avec les approches proposées et les résultats obtenus sur diverses bases de données. Les
systèmes proposés comprennent trois phases principales comme suit: 1) extractions de
caractéristiques; 2) analyse des transformations du sous-espace; 3) décision de vérification
de la parenté.
Le but de l’extraction de traits est d’extraire des représentations discriminantes d’images
faciales. Cette phase est importante car les traits de parenté sont très sensibles aux environ-
nements non contraints (i.e. images capturées dans des environnements non contrôlés sans
aucune restriction termes de pose, d’éclairage, d’arrière-plan, d’expression et d’occlusion
partielle). En outre, cela peut affecter la performance de décision finale du système. La
phase d’analyse des transformations du sous-espace extrait et sélectionne les traits du
visage les plus attrayants et discriminants. Par conséquent, la les caractéristiques sont
extraites par une projection des données originales (caractéristiques) de la phase précédente
pour obtenir une meilleure discrimination et prendre des décisions plus précises. Dans la
dernière phase, la similarité cosinus est utilisée comme la meilleure métrique compatible
avec les méthodes d’analyse discriminante (méthodes d’analyse des transformations de
sous-espace) et la vérification de parenté. La métrique finale entre deux images faciales est
comparée à un seuil pour décider si les images faciales de la paire proviennent ou non de
la même famille.
Enfin, nos résultats montrent une grande amélioration pour la vérification de la parenté
faciale sur les bases de données les plus grandes et les plus petites. En outre, les systèmes
proposés ont obtenu une performance robuste et bonne et se comparent favorablement l’état
vi
de l’art approche. Les systèmes proposés sont également pratiques pour les applications
en temps réel.
Mots clés: vérification de la parenté faciale, images faciales, extraction de caractéris-
tiques, analyse des transformations du sous-espace, vérification de la parenté basée sur les
caractéristiques, vérification de la parenté basée sur l’apprentissage métrique, Vérification
de la parenté basée sur l’apprentissage profond par convolution, criminalistique.
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1.1 Context and motivation
The capacity to determine the identity of persons and to accord personal traits (e.g. name,
age, nationality, and so on) with a person has been very intrinsic to the structure of our
society. Generally, humans utilized appearance characteristics such as voice, face and
gait as well as other contextual data information (for example, clothing and location)
to identify themselves. The set of traits associated with an individual describes their
own personal identity. At the beginning of civilization, people lived in limited small
communities where persons could easily identify each other. Furthermore, a big explosion
of population expansion accompanied by raised mobility in the modern society which has
required the development of advanced identity management automatic-based systems that
can efficiently record, preserve and erase the private identities of peoples.
A facial biometric system is subdivided into two phases, the training stage (offline
training) and the test stage (online classification/verification). The training stage will be
carried out only once in which the enrollment of the facial images of the different individuals
is used in order to extract and describe the biometric signature of each individual. During
the test stage, the new data is compared with the training data that is automatic learned
in the training stage in order to make a decision to accept or reject the candidate. The
steps carried out in these two phases in a face recognition system are subdivided into
three main modules [70]: face detection, feature extraction and recognition (classification).
The general face recognition system scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. A detailed face
recognition system scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.2.





Figure 1.1: Face recognition structure.
Three essential steps are utilized to develop a robust facial recognition system: (i) face
detection, (ii) feature extraction, and (iii) face recognition (shown in Figure 1.1). The face
detection stage is utilized to detect and determine the human facial image acquired by the
system. The feature extraction stage is used to extract the discriminant feature data for
each human face determined in the first stage. Finally, the face recognition stage comprises
the extracted features from the human facial that compare it with whole template facial





































Figure 1.2: Basic building blocks of a generic biometric system [72].
• Face Detection: The face recognition system starts first with the center on of the
human facials in a input image. The aim of this stage is to define if the target image
comprises human facials or not. The illumination variations and facial expression
can block proper facial detection. In order to make easier the design of a robust face
recognition system and create it more effective, pre-processing stages are performed.
Many approaches are utilized to detect and define the human facial image, as an
example, Viola–Jones detector [152,180], histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) [137],
and principal component analysis (PCA) [141]. Furthermore, the face detection
stage can be utilized for image and video classification [122], regression [51], object
tracking [148], region-of-interest detection [141], and so on.
• Feature Extraction: The essential function of this stage is to describe the facial
images captured in the detection stage. This stage explains a face as a group of
features vector called a “traits” that characterizes the discriminate features of the
facial image such as mouth, nose, and eyes with their geometrical distribution [122].
Each facial is described by its size, structure, and shape, which permit it to be
identified. Many approaches involve extracting the form/shape of the eyes, mouth,
or nose to identify the facial utilizing the size and/or distance [122]. HOG [137],
Eigenface [149], independent component analysis (ICA) [88], Gabor filter [108]
approaches are widely utilized to extract the facial features.
• Face Recognition: This stage considers the features vector extracted from the
background within the feature extraction stage and compares it with similar facial
stocked in a specific dataset. There are two essential general applications for face
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recognition, one is called recognition or identification and another one is called
verification. Within the identification stage, a test facial is compared with a group
of facials aiming to find the most similar match. Within the verification stage, a test
facial is compared with a known facial in the dataset in order to make a decision of
the acceptance or rejection.
Several systems proposed and implemented to identify a human facial in 2D or 3D images.
We classify these systems into three methods based on their detection and recognition
approach (Fig. 1.3): (1) local, (2) holistic (subspace), and (3) hybrid approaches. The
first method is classified according to specific face features, not considering the whole face.
The second method employs the whole face as input information and then projects into a
small and discriminative subspace or in correlation sub-plane. The third method utilizes































Figure 1.3: Face recognition methods. SIFT, scale-invariant feature transform; SURF, Speeded Up Robust Features; BRIEF,
binary robust independent elementary features; LBP, local binary pattern; BSIF, binarized statistical image
feature; LPQ, local phase quantization; PCA, principal component analysis; LDA, linear discriminant analysis;
KPCA, kernel PCA; CNN, convolutional neural network; EDA, exponential discriminant analysis.
Kinship verification from face images, one of the new topics in computer vision that
has been studied and used for several years, can be applied to potential applications,
such as the creation of family trees, family album organization, image annotation, finding
missing children and forensics. Checking if two persons are from the same family or not
can be automatically verified through facial images. Learn and extract the face similarities
between family members is challenging. Many encouraging results have been shown over
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the past a few years, kinship verification from face images still remains open. Although, a
DNA test is the most trustworthy way for kinship verification, it cannot be used in many
situations. Automatic kinship verification from facial images can exemplary be done in
video surveillance scenes. In addition to the obstacle generally faced the face verification in
unconstrained environments (i.e. facial images captured under uncontrolled environments
without any restrictions in terms of pose, lighting, background, expression, and partial
occlusion), kinship verification inserts another layer of obstacles which is far from being
easy. Kinship verification treats facial images which belong inevitably to different persons
with a considerable age difference and in some condition with different gender. Further,
the face traits of persons of the same family may offer a large dissimilarity whereas pair
faces of persons with no kinship may look similar. All these challenges greatly increase
the difficulties of the automatic kinship verification problem.
Through the different chapters, we highlight the interest of using algorithms based on
mono-dimensional (vector-based) and multi-dimensional (tensor-based) analysis using deep
and shallow features in kinship verification.
1.2 Kinship verification challenges
Kinship verification, one of the basic topics in computer vision and pattern recognition,
has received substantial attention in recent years. Many approaches have been proposed to
kinship verification in unconstrained environments, while each of these approaches consists
in checking if two persons are from the same family or not through facial images.
Verifying kinship through facial images is difficult due to the high degree of variability
of the visible effects such as genetic difference, gender difference and age gap. In short,
the following two factors have a major impact on problem solving:
• Unique challenges: The appearance gap in the kinship verification problem is
much greater than in the traditional facial verification setup (for example, by looking
at two pictures with different genders and different ages, and checking whether
these two subjects have a relationship between the parent and child). Moreover, the
relationships of different relatives will have different patterns of similarity. These
may cause major challenges for all facial kinship verification frameworks.
• Common challenges: Due to the challenges in verifying faces, the appearance of
close-up faces is sensitive to changing various factors, such as variations in facial
expressions, obstruction and position. Furthermore, some other influence factors
may be presented in the real scene, like to as illumination, opacity or low resolution,
may change the visual representation of kinship from facials in various ways.
Figure 1.4 illustrates the mentioned challenges. Several algorithms have been suggested
to meet these challenges over the past decade. More recently, [4, 30], have studied various
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representative approaches of verifying kinship in the situation of the small sample training
data only with a few kinds of relations, namely father-son, father-daughter, mother-son
and mother-daughter. Therefore, it remains to be test whether modern kinship checking
approaches work well on large samples training data with various closer relationships,
particularly now that the released FIW dataset has been published [138]. As Figure 1.4
illustrates, the more varied samples relationships of family members pose larger challenges
















Figure 1.4: Samples of 11 pair types of FIW. Each type is of a unique pair randomly selected from a set of diverse families
to show variation in ethnicity, while four faces of each individual depict age variations [138].
1.3 Benchmark databases
To evaluate the performance of the proposed kinship verification approaches, we consid-
ered six kinship databases: Cornell KinFace database, UB KinFace database, TSKin-
Face database, KinFaceW-I database, KinFaceW-II database and FIW database. These
databases consist of four kinds of Parent-Child relationships (except FIW database which
contains eleven relations of four Parent-Child relations, three Siblings relations and four
Grandparent-Grandchild relations). The face images are with various ages and ethnicities,
and captured under uncontrolled environments and no restriction in terms of pose. For
face verification (face matching or self-kinship), we considered two challenging databases
namely Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) database and YouTube Face (YTF) database.
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1.3.1 Kinship verification databases
Cornell KinFace database [44] consists of 143 pairs of parents and children images
gathered from the web. There are 286 cropped frontal face images of size 100× 100 pixels.
Most of the images were taken from Google Images. To ensure that the facial extracted
characteristics are in high quality, only frontal face images with a neutral facial expression
are chosen. We note that, 7 families are taken out of the original database which consists
of 150 families for privacy issues.
UB KinFace database [170] includes 600 images of 400 people which are divided into
200 pairs of child-young parent (set 1) and 200 pairs of child-old parent (set 2). These
two sets of pairs are used to enhance, test, and evaluate kinship verification algorithms.
Most of images in the database are real-world combinations of public figures (celebrities
and politicians) from Internet. It is the first database that comprises all children, young
parents and old parents for the purpose of kinship verification.
TSKinFace database [133] consits of two types of tri-subject kinship relations which
are: Father-Mother-Daughter (FM-D) and Father-Mother-Son (FM-S). The FM-D contains
502 relations and FM-S has 513 relations (4060 face images). These images are from public
figures gathered from the Internet. The face images are cropped using the position of
eyes into 64× 64 pixels resolution. For fair comparison, we restructured the database by
separating the group of Father-Mother-Daughter into two groups Father-Daughter and
Mother-Daughter kinship relations, and the group of FatherMother-Son into two groups
Father-Son and Mother-Son kinship relations.
Kinship Face in the Wild database (KinFaceW) [103] consists of two different
sub-databases: KinFaceW-I and KinFaceW-II. Both sub-databases are gathered through
Internet research, including some public figures with their parents and/or children. In the
KinFaceW-I dataset, there are 156, 134, 116, and 127 pairs corresponding to the F-S, F-D,
M-S, and M-D relations, respectively. For the KinFaceW-II dataset, each kin relation type
contains 250 pairs. In total KinFaceW-I counts 1066 face images and 2000 face images for
KinFaceW-II.
FIW database [138] we considered the largest FIW kinship database using: four rela-
tions, Grandfather-Granddaughter (GF-GD), Grandfather-Grandson (GF-GS),
Grandmother-Granddaughter (GM-GD) and Grandmother-Grandson (GM-GS) face sub-
sets. In GF-GD subset, there are 7,078 pairs of images for positive and negative relations.
In GF-GS subset, there are 4,830 pairs of images for positive and negative relations. In
GM-GD subset, there are 6,512 pairs of images for positive and negative relations. In
GM-GS subset, there are 4,614 pairs of images for positive and negative relations.
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1.3.2 Face verification databases
Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) database [67] is a big dataset collected from
the web, specially gathered to study the problem of face recognition in unconstrained
environments containing real-world variations in terms of lighting, pose, expressions, blur,
occlusion, resolution, and so on. This challenging dataset consists 13,233 facial images
belonging to 5,749 different subjects.
YouTube Face (YTF) database [162] consists of 3425 videos from 1595 different
subjects with various variations of pose, expression and illumination, and the average
length of each video clip is 181.3 frames.
1.4 Objectives and contributions
The main thesis focuses on the development, implementation and evaluation of automatic
and efficient kinship verification frameworks based on metric learning techniques of linear
and multi-linear subspaces in uncontrolled environments in which the variations of pose,
lighting, background, expression, and partial occlusion are very different between the
training and the test classes.
We can organize our contributions in classification stage into two essential categories:
i) vector-based methods and ii) tensor-based methods. These two categories need the
features extraction stage, which we categorized theme into two essential categories as
it: i) shallow features (shape/texture features), and deep&shallow features. Figure 1.5
illustrated our main contributions on classification stage using different features extraction




















Figure 1.5: Thesis map: our main contributions over different categories of classification stage (vector-based and tensor-
based strategies design) for kinship verification using different features extraction categories.
We summarize the main research contributions of this thesis as follows:
• Study of the State Of the Art (SOA) of different kinship verification approaches
based on deep learning and metric learning.
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• Develop and design of robust kinship verification frameworks against variations in
expression, illumination and pose, based on vector-based and tensor-based metric
learning, using the shallow features (i.e. texture/shape) and deep features of intensity
facial images and color facial images.
We can subdivide our contributions into four folds as follow:
I- First contribution (illustrated in Chapter 3):
• We introduce an efficient method for facial kinship verification based on multiple
scale feature extraction projected through Side Information Exponential Discriminant
Analysis (SIEDA) subspace and combined different features using Logistic Regression
(LR) method scores fusion.
• We evaluate the effectiveness of color-texture information data over discriminative
subspace utilizing two-step learning technique, SIEDA and Logistic Regression, for
automatic facial verification of kinship from facial images.
• We evaluate different color spaces and descriptors on four benchmark kinship
databases. Especially, each color channel of face image from a specified color
space is projected through the same implicit learned color channel subspace, and
then all the channels information are combined to achieve better discrimination.
• We study the combination of the different descriptors from the different color
components.
II- Second contribution (illustrated in Chapter 4):
• We introduce a novel discriminative subspace of the proposed Side-Information based
Linear Discriminant analysis integrating Within Class Covariance Normalization
(SILD+WCCN) subspace transformation analysis method for facial kinship verifica-
tion. Therefore, WCCN minimises the class intra-variability impact by minimising
the expected classification error on the training stage [9].
• We suggest a two robust automated facial kinship verification systems appropriate
for bi-subject and tri-subject kinship verification, from facial images captured in
unconstrained environments. The facial data is exemplified as a multiple view feature
based on the fusion of different deep and shallow features in order to get a more
discriminative facial model.
• We evaluate the effectiveness of deep/shallow information data over a novel discrimi-
native subspace using the two-step learning technique, SILD+WCCN, and Logistic
Regression, for automatic verification of kinship from facial images.
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• We extensively test our SILD+WCCN/LR technique versus the state-of-the-art
approaches utilizing two challenging facial kinship databases namely KinFaceW-II
and TSKinFace.
III- Third contribution (illustrated in Chapter 5):
• Introducing a new native feature for describing facial photos. Our descriptor is based
on the local statistical features of the face image and the original BSIF descriptor.
• We propose a new SIWEDA method to verify face and kinship based on the classic
SIEDA method. Moreover, to mitigate the internal variance of the class, we proposed
two variants SIEDA + WCCN and SIWEDA + WCCN by incorporating WCCN
into SIEDA and SIWEDA, respectively.
• We broadly evaluate our approach against the state-of-the-art approaches using
five challenging face and kinship databases namely Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace,
TSKinFace, YTF and LFW.
IV- Fourth contribution (illustrated in Chapter 6):
• For the first time, we are dealing with the problem of verifying facial kinship as a
cross-view matching problem because each kinship usually changes from two facial
images belonging to two different people.
• We suggest a robust and suitable automatic face verification framework for kinship
verification, from face photos taken in unrestricted environments. The face data
is represented as a high-level tensor that relies on a combination of different local
features in order to provide a more robust face model.
• We propose a new method for reducing and classification dimensions, called Ten-
sor Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (TXQDA), which preserves data
structure, expands the margin between samples, helps alleviate the problem of small
sample size, and reduces computational cost.
• We evaluate our TXQDA method broadly against state-of-the-art methods using
five challenging facial kinship databases namely Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace,
TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II, and FIW.
Finally, we can classified our contributions (cited in Chapters 3,4,5 and 6) as mentioned
in Figure 1.5 as follows: In Chapter 3, we used the combination of Shallow features
projected through SIEDA (vector-based) method. In Chapter 4, we used the combination
of Deep&Shallow features projected through the proposed SILD+WCCN (vector-based)
method. For Chapter 5, we used the combination of Shallow features projected through
the proposed SIWEDA+WCCN (vector-based) method. For Chapter 6, we used the




1.5 Machine learning explanations
In computer vision field, a published framework in the literature works should take into
account several points and must be explainable. As mentioned in [112], an explanation
way for a black-box (a framework/a method) machine learning approach should take into
account the following properties:
•Accuracy. This trait refers to how degree of success that an explanation predicts new
tested data (unseen data). weak explanation accuracy could be fine only if the black-box
framework to be explained is also inaccurate.
•Fidelity. The explained model predictions should correspond and conclude the
explanations. There is high relation between accuracy and fidelity: where if the explanation
has larger fidelity and black-box model is high accurate, the explanation of the model has
also larger accuracy
•Consistency. Explanations must apply equally important to all model trained using
the same train data set.
•Stability. Similar instances must present similar explanations, as long as particular
instances was provided its explanations.
•Representativeness. A highly representative explanation is one that can be applied
to many decisions on many instances.
•Certainty. If the method at study provides a measure of confidence on its decisions,
an explanation of this decision must reflect this.
•Novelty. This property indicates to the ability of the explanation paradigm to cover
instances far from the training space.
•Degree of importance. The explanation must pinpoint the important characteris-
tics.
•Comprehensibility. Explanations must be comprehensible to humans. This belongs
on the target audience and has psychological and social implications, although short
explanations ordinarily go a long way across comprehensibility.
Miller studied explainability from the social sciences perspective [110] and notes four
essential observations: (i) people prioritize contrastive explanations, i.e. why the model
took a specific decision does not matter to us as much as why a different decision was not
taken instead; (ii) people choose only a few reasons from the various reasons that make up
an explanation, and personal biases evidence this selection; (iii) refer ring to probabilities
orstatistical links is not as efficient as refer ring to reasons; and (iv) explanations are
social, and thus should be portion of a larger conversation, or an interaction between the
explainer and the explainee.
In [58], the authors confirm the importance of human domain experts guiding the
growth and evaluation of explanation paradigms, given that current machine learning
frameworks work on a statistical and/or model-free setting, and demand context from
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human/scientific frameworks to transfer convincing explanations (particularly for other
domain experts). No single explanation model in the current literature works is able to
satisfy all the mentioned properties (for more details refer to [16, 52, 112] for extensive
surveys workbooks on explainable artificial intelligence frameworks).
In our frameworks, all these points were taken into consideration. Furthermore, as
mentioned in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6, our contributions/publications achieved all of these
points.
1.6 Repercussion the limits of biometric on kinship systems
Kinship verification systems suffer and affected by traditional factors of biometric systems
as well. Some of the main factors affecting the accuracy of the biometric systems [71] are
as follows:
1. Noise in sensed data: Noise in the obtained biometric face sample could result
from degraded and improperly maintained cameras or unfavorable ambient (uncon-
strained environment) conditions. For instance, quality camera also could result in a
noisy face image as shown in Fig. 1.6. Noisy biometric face sample could not be
felicitous matched, for genuine users, by their competent templates in the dataset or
cloud infelicitous matched with the impostors, in which leading to a considerable
minimisation in the performance of the framework [160,161].
Figure 1.6: Typical frames from surveillance videos. (a) and (c) are the surveillance images from a camera with CIF size
(pixels) and a camera with 720P size (pixels) respectively; (b) shows two noisy interested faces extracted from
(a) and (c) [73].
2. Intra-class variations: Intra-class variations in biometric face samples are exem-
plary created by the user’s unsuitable interaction with the time span at capture or
the camera e.g., incorrect facial pose - see Fig. 1.7), changes in the environment
conditions (e.g., illumination changes) [182], use of various cameras during enroll-
ment and verification, or temporal-related variation in the biometric features such
as aging [36]. Huge intra-class variations generally reduce the genuine acceptance



























Figure 1.7: Example face images with (a) illumination variations in different sessions [182], (b) expression variations in
different sessions [182], (c) pose variations in different sessions [182], and (d) Positive sample pairs from AgeDB
[113] with the gap of 30 years, facial appearances undergo dramatically changes in this time span [36].
3. Inter-class similarities: Inter-class similarity is known as the interference of the
biometric samples, in the feature level space, according to different classes or peoples.
The weak of singularity in the biometric trait set leading to a maximize in the false
acceptance rate (FAR) of the framework. Therefore, there is a maximum bound




4. Non-universality: Universality denotes that each person utilizing a biometric
framework is capable of ready the respective biometric feature. The biometric
framework could not be capable to extract significative biometric information from
a dataset of users. For example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) has reported that it is impossible to extract correct minutia traits from the
fingerprints of two persons of the population (manual workers with various bruises
and cuts on their own fingertips, individuals with hand-related inabilities etc.), due
to the low quality of the ridges [21]. This contributes to maximize in the failure to
enroll (FTE) rate. Therefore, there is no biometric feature is truly universal.
5. Interoperability issues: Generality biometric frameworks are contagious and
designed by the presumption that the biometric sample to be verified is acquired
utilizing the same camera and, therefore, are restricted in their capability to match
or verify biometric samples resulting from various cameras.
6. Spoof attacks: A biometric spoof attack is the intentional attempt to tamper
one’s biometric features in order to dodge verification, or the induction of physical
biometric artifacts in order to reincarnate on the identity of another individual.
In kinship verification field, all the proposed methods must be face all these challenges
(challenges of biometric systems) before dealing with the kinship factor. In Chapters 3,4,5
and 6, our results performed by the proposed frameworks show that all these challenges
are treated successfully over kinship verification databases captured in unconstrained
environments.
1.7 Performance evaluation
Biometrics is the scientific term for body measurements and computations. It indicates to
metrics belonged to human traits. Biometrics verification (or realistic authentication) is
utilized in computer vision as a form of matching identity and accessing control. We refer
that also utilized to identify persons in groups that are under surveillance.
Biometric recognizers are the discriminatory, measurable traits utilized to describe and
label persons. Biometric recognizers are overwhelmingly classified as physiological against
behavioral traits. Physiological traits are belonged to the the body shape. Examples
involve, but are not limited to palm veins, fingerprint, facial recognition, palm print, DNA,
hand geometry, retina and odour/scent, iris recognition. Behavioral traits are belonged to
the modality of behavior of a individual, involving but not limited to typing rhythm, gait,
and voice. Some researchers have used the term behaviometrics to characterize the latter
class of biometrics.
More conventional means of accessing control comprise token-based recognition systems,
such as a driver’s license or passport, and knowledge-based identification systems, such
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as a password or personal identification number. Since biometric identifiers are singular
to each person, but they are highly reliable in the identity verification than token and
knowledge-based methods; furthermore, the set of biometric identifiers elevates privacy
issues about the integral utilize of this information traits.
1.7.1 Biometric functionality
Many various aspects of person physiology, behavior or chemistry may be utilized for
biometric verification. The choose of a specific biometric for utilize in a particular
application includes a weighting of various factors. Jain et al. [69] describe seven important
factors (indication points) to be utilized when estimating the suitability of any feature for
utilize in biometric verification.
• Universality means that each person utilizing a system must take possession of the
feature.
• Uniqueness means the trait must be sufficiently varied for persons in the pertinent
population such that they may be differentiated from one another.
• Permanence belongs to the way in which a feature changes over time. More particu-
larly, a feature with ’good’ permanence will be rationally unchanged over time with
conserve to the particular matching model.
• Measurability (collectability) belongs to the facility of measurement and/or storage
of the feature. Also, acquired information must be in a shape that simply permits
subsequent treatment and extraction of the pertinent trait sets.
• Performance belongs to the speed, accuracy, and robustness and effectiveness of
technology utilized (see performance subsection 1.7.2 for more specifics).
• Acceptability belongs to how highly persons in the pertinent population consent the
technology in which that they are ready to have their biometric feature captured
and processed.
• Circumvention belongs to the simply with which a feature should be imitated utilizing
a substitute or an artifact.
Proper biometric utilize is extremely application dependent. Furthermore, certain
biometrics should be better than other ones based on the in demand levels of security
convenience [17]. No monocular biometric should meet all the requirements of all possible
application [69].
The block diagram of bimetric system includes two essential modes of a biometric
models [70]. First, in verification (or authentication) model the system executes a one-to-
one verification of a measured biometric with a special template stocked in a biometric
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dataset in which simpler verifying the individual target is the same person they should to
be. In general, three procedures are include in the person identity verification [139]. In
the first stage, reference frameworks for all users where they are produced and stocked in
the framework dataset. In the second stage, some of the samples where they are matched
with reference frameworks to produce the impostor and genuine scores and compute the
threshold. The third stage is the testing stage. This step may utilize a smart card (SC), ID
number or username (e.g. PIN) to signalize which template must be utilized for verification
comparison. ’Positive identification’ is a joint use of the authentication mode, "where the
goal is to block multiple users from utilizing the unique identity" [139].
Second, the identification/recognition mode, the framework proceed a one-to-many
verification/comparison versus a biometric dataset in an effort to found the identity of an
unknown person. The system could succeed to manage the identifying of the person if
the verification of the biometric sample tested to a template in the datatset falls within
a previously set threshold. Recognition/Identification mode may be utilized many for
’true recognition’ (so that the user doesn’t have to show any information data about the
template to be utilized) or for ’false recognition’ of the individual "where the framework
founds whether the individual is who she (explicitly or implicitly) denies to be" [139].
This latter may only be done over biometrics since the other approaches of personal
identification such as PINs, passwords or keys are unavailing.
1.7.2 Performance
In the following, the utilized as performance metrics for biometric systems (for more
details, see Appendix B):
• False match rate (FMR, also named as FAR = False Accept Rate): represent
the probability of that the framework misclassified the test input pattern to a non-
matching sample in the dataset. It represents the percent of null and void inputs
that are wrongly accepted. In situation of similarity measure, if the individual is
an imposter in reality, but the matched score is larger than the threshold, then we
treated it as genuine. This maximizes the FMR, in which thus also relies onto the
threshold score [139].
• False non-match rate (FNMR, also named FRR = False Reject Rate): the
likelihood that the framework wrongly indicate that there is a match between the
sample input pattern and a matched template in the dataset. It computes the
percent of useful inputs that are wrongly rejected.
• Receiver operating characteristic or relative operating characteristic (ROC):
The ROC is a visual plot characterization of the trade-off between the FMR (FAR)
and the FNMR (FRR). Generally, the matching approach generates a decision based
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on a threshold that defines how close to a template the sample input necessarily
to be for it to be look as a match. When the threshold is decreased, there should
be smallest false non-matches but additional false accepts. Furthermore, a larger
threshold should decrease the FMR but enlarge the FNMR. A common difference
is the Detection error trade-off (DET), by which it is acquired utilizing normal of
deviation scales on the two axes. This more linear graph lighten the divergences for
greater performances (scarce errors).
• Equal error rate or crossover error rate (EER or CER): the rate at which both
rejection and acceptance errors are equal. The rate of the EER can be simply
extracted using the ROC curve. The EER is a rapid way to be compare the accuracy
of machines with various ROC curves. Generally, the machine with the smallest
EER is the high accurate.
• Failure to enroll rate (FTE or FER): the rate at which tries to generate a template
from an sample input is failing. This is high commonly inspired by low-quality sample
inputs.
• Failure to capture rate (FTC): Within automatic frameworks, the likelihood that
the framework fails to determine a biometric sample input when given correctly.
• Template capacity: the extreme number of collections of data that may be stocked
in the framework.
1.8 Articulation of the thesis
The thesis manuscript is structured around seven chapters:
In Chapter 1, we gave a general introduction of the contexts, motivations, objectives
and contributions of this thesis.
In Chapter 2, we mention a general overview state of the art methods of the kinship
verification as well as their different types: features learning-based kinship verification,
metric learning-based kinship verification and convolutional deep learning-based kinship
verification. On the other hand, we presented the kinship problem from facial images and
its measuring characteristics as well as the general kinship verification system.
In Chapter 3 (our first contribution), we present a Facial Kinship Verification (FKV)
approach based on an automatic and more efficient two-step learning into color/texture
information. Most of the proposed methods in automatic kinship verification from face
images consider the luminance information only (i.e. gray-scale) and exclude the chromi-
nance information (i.e. color) that can be helpful, as an additional cue, for predicting
relationships. We explore the joint use of color-texture information from the chrominance
and the luminance channels by extracting complementary low-level features from different
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color spaces. More specifically, the features are extracted from each color channel of the
face image and fused to achieve better discrimination. We investigate different descriptors
on the existing face kinship databases, illustrating the usefulness of color information,
compared with the gray-scale counterparts, in seven various color spaces. Especially, we
generate from each color space three subspaces projection matrices and then score fusion
methodology to fuse three distances belonging to each test pair face images. Experiments
on three benchmark databases, namely the Cornell KinFace, the KinFaceW (I & II) and
the TSKinFace database, show superior results compared to the state of the art.
In Chapter 4 (our second contribution), we present the combination of deep and shallow
features (multi-view features) using the proposed metric learning (SILD+WCCN/LR)
approach for kinship verification. Our approach based on an automatic and more efficient
two-step learning into deep/shallow information. First, five layers for deep features and
five shallow features (i.e. texture and shape), representing more precisely facial features
involved in kinship relations (Father-Son, Father-Daughter, Mother-Son, and Mother-
Daughter) are used to train the proposed Side-Information based Linear Discriminant
Analysis integrating Within Class Covariance Normalization (SILD+WCCN) method.
Then, each of the features projected through the discriminative subspace of the proposed
SILD+WCCN metric learning method. Finally, a Logistic Regression (LR) method is
used to fuse the six scores of the projected features. To show the effectiveness of our
SILD+WCNN method, we do some experiments on LFW database. In term of evaluation,
the proposed automatic Facial Kinship Verification (FKV) is compared with existing
ones to show its effectiveness, using two challenging kinship databases. The experimental
results showed the superiority of our FKV against existing ones for bi-subject matching
on KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace. Also, the experimental results showed the superiority of
our FKV on the available TSKinFace database for Father-Mother-Son and Father-Mother-
Daughter.
In Chapter 5 (our third contribution), we develop a novel criterion, named Side-
Information based Weighted Exponential Discriminant Analysis (SIWEDA), that is based
on the classical SIEDA method. We reformulate and generalize the classical Fisher crite-
rion function in order to maximize it, with the property to pull as close as possible the
intra-class samples (within-class samples), and push and repulse away as far as possible the
inter-class samples (between-class samples). Thus, SIWEDA selects the eigenvalues of high
significance and eliminate those with less discriminative information. To reduce the feature
vector dimensionality and lighten the class intra-variability, we use SIWEDA and within
class covariance normalization (WCCN) using the proposed statistical binarized image
features (StatBIF). Moreover, we use score fusion strategy to extract the complementarity
of different weighting scales of our StatBIF descriptor. We conducted experiments to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method under unconstrained environment, using
five datasets namely LFW, YTF, Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace and TSKinFace datasets,
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in the context of matching faces and kinship verification in the wild conditions. The
experiments showed that the proposed approach outperforms the current state of the art.
Very interestingly, our approach showed superior performance compared to methods based
on deep metric learning.
In Chapter 6 (our fourth contribution), we present a new Tensor Cross-view Quadratic
Discriminant Analysis (TXQDA) method based on the XQDA method for kinship veri-
fication in the wild. Many researchers used metric learning methods and have achieved
reasonably good performance in kinship verification, none of these methods looks at the
kinship verification as a cross-view matching problem. To tackle this issue, we propose a
tensor cross-view method to train multilinear data using local histograms of local features
descriptors. Therefore, we learn a hierarchical tensor transformation to project each pair
face images into the same implicit feature space, in which the distance of each positive pair
is minimized and that of each negative pair is maximized. Moreover, TXQDA was proposed
to separate the multifactor structure of face images (i.e. kinship, age, gender, expression,
illumination and pose) from different dimensions of the tensor. Thus, our TXQDA achieves
better classification results through discovering a low dimensional tensor subspace that
enlarges the margin of different kin relation classes. Experimental evaluation on five
challenging databases namely Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace, TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II
and FIW databases, show that the proposed TXQDA significantly outperforms the current
state of the art. In addition, our TXQDA method works well on smallest or limited
training data classes and on biggest or large-scale training data classes.
In Chapter 7, we conclude this thesis by summarizing the main points of our contributions
and we mention some interesting perspectives to be explored following our work.
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2.1 Introduction
Kinship verification models consists in checking if two persons are belonging to the same
family or not is termed kinship (or family) verification. Automatic kinship verification
aiming to discover computational models to decide whether two persons are from the
same family or not and purely based on patterns such as voices, faces and gaits. The
automatic kinship verification systems define their inputs by two faces (Face A and Face
B) and the predictable output is a decision whether Person A is with relation with a family
member (father, mother, brother, sister etc.) of Person B or not. Many applications can
be beneficial e.g. for forensics, finding missing children, social media comprehension and
image annotation. Though a DNA test is the most precise way for kinship verification, it
regrettably cannot be used in many situations such as in video surveillance.
The existing works on kinship verification essentially share similar face features as in
face recognition. This involves for instance the use of shallow features LBP (Local Binary
Patterns), LPQ (Local Phase Quantization) and HOG (Histograms Of Gradients) features
for inputs to SVMs (Support Vector Machines) for verification of kin relation [44,100].
Such methods work better under some limited face image variations (in terms of image
resolution, illumination, blur etc.) but always to suffer under unconstrained environment
or to generalize to unseen data. However, the very recently developments in machine
learning suggest that highest performance can be obtained from learned features e.g. based
on deep learning methods [174] instead of shallow features e.g. LBP, LPQ and HOG.
Many authors feed their method by different features or multiple features (multi-view
data) to represent facial images for kinship verification. Lu et al. used the Multiview
neighborhood repulsed metric learning (MNRML) [103] method to train four multi-
view features, Local Binary Patterns (LBP), Learning-based descriptor (LE), SIFT and
Three-patch LBP (TPLBP). Yan et al. [174] employed three different feature descriptors
including Local Binary Patterns(LBP), Spatial Pyramid LEarning (SPLE) and Scale-
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) to extract different and complementary information
from each face image through DMML method. Yan et al. [175] applied three dif-ferent
feature descriptors including LBP, spatial pyramid lEarning (SPLE), and SIFT to extract
different and complementary information from each face image to train the MPDFL
method. Lu et al. [101] used four features as it; Local Binary Patterns (LBP), Dense SIFT
(DSIFT), the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and LPQ for train DDMML method.
Lu et al. [60] used MvDML to train four multi-view features, Local Binary Patterns
(LBP), Learning-based descriptor (LE), SIFT and Three-patch LBP (TPLBP). Laiadi et
al. [83] used three features LPQ, BSIF and CoALBP to train SIEDA method. Dornaika
et al. used MNRML to train the two features, FC7 layers of VGG-F and VGG-Face for
the purpose of kinship verification. Laiadi et al. proposed TXQDA [84] method to train
LPQ and BSIF features using ten scales.
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2.2 Kinship verification
Many psychology researches [5, 28, 33, 74, 75] studied the human perception of kinship
verification aiming to understand the ability of kin inference from faces. Motivated by this
research, machine learning and computer vision communities are showing increasing interest
in incubating and promoting computational approaches to verify kin relations between
humans. Although several works have been published in the recent years, satisfactory
results are still beyond. To the best of our knowledge, the work of Fang et al. [44] was
among the first effort to deal with the challenge of kinship verification from face images by
collecting the first database containing kin-related image pairs. They utilized 22 features
(such as distance from eye to nose, skin color, etc.) for kinship classification. Firstly, by
using a simplified pictorial structure model, they localized the essential facial features
in an image, which are extracted to characterize the face. Then, they computed the
differences between feature vectors of corresponding parent and child, and applied the
k-nearest-neighbor (KNN) and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers to classify the
pairs of face images. More recently, Xia et al. [169, 170] proposed a transfer subspace
learning algorithm for kinship verification. Their main idea is to use an intermediate
young parent set of face images to minimize the dissimilarity between the children and old
parent images, basing on the hypothesis that the children and young parents have more
facial similarity.
Later on, Lu et al. [103] released two databases, KinFaceI & KinFaceII, for kinship
verification which greatly promoted the research on the topic. They also suggested a
neighborhood repulsed metric learning (NRML) method for kinship verification. The
purpose is to learn a distance metric with the property to pull as close as possible the
intra-class samples (with a kinship relation), push and repulse away as far as possible the
inter-class samples (without a kinship relation) lying in a neighborhood. Similarly, Yan et
al. [62,174], proposed a discriminative multimetric learning method for kinship verification
through facial image analysis. Firstly, they extracted various features to describe face
images from several aspects in order to obtain integral information. Then, the multimetric
approach was applied to different features to learn suitable metrics for each one.
Dehghan et al. [35] employed autoencoders with a discriminative neural network layer
to learn both the features and metrics. They proposed an algorithm that integrates the
two techniques to determinate parent-offspring relationships. Moreover, they examined
and discussed the interconnection between the automatically detected features and those
in anthropological studies. Liu et al. [96], proposed inheritable Fisher vector feature
(IFVF) method. First, the Fisher vector is extracted from each image by assembling the
intensity sampled SIFT features from the RGB color space. Second, a new inheritable
transformation, which simultaneously increases the similarity between kinship images while
decreasing that between non-kinship images, is learned based on the Fisher vectors. As a
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result, and from each image, the IFVF is extracted by using the inheritable transformation
applied on the Fisher vector. The authors also applied a fractional power cosine similarity
measure for kinship verification. Recently, Wu et al. [168] investigated for the first time
the usefulness of color information in the verification of kinship from facial images by using
a simple scoring approach. For this purpose, they extracted joint color-texture features
from RGB, HSV and YCbCr spaces using different descriptors. The features are then
concatenated to form an enhanced feature vector. Finally, they applied cosine similarity
between the feature vectors of the pair of the two face images.
Yan H [172] presented a neighborhood repulsed correlation metric learning (NRCML)
method for kinship verification through facial image analysis. The author utilized the
correlation similarity measure where the kin relation of facial images can be better
highlighted. Since negative kinship samples are usually less correlated than positive
samples, the most discriminative negative samples are automatically identified in the
training set to learn the distance metric so that the most discriminative information
encoded by negative samples can be better exploited.
In summary, the existing facial kinship verification methods could be categorized into
three groups: (a) feature learning-based [2,20,38,44,49,86,87,98,105,114,156,168,170,
173, 175]. (b) metric learning-based [14, 39, 61, 101, 103, 131, 193, 195]. (c) convolutional
deep learning-based [79,80,155,157,177,178,188,189].
2.3 Measuring kinship characteristics
Searching a true facial representation is the solution to any face analysis framework. If
the obtained facial traits are really effectively discriminative, one could easy publish the
note book as the nearest neighbor. Furthermore, verifying the relationships of kinship, the
general idea of this kind of research was to used certain discriminative traits extracted
from facial images of cut facials to obtain stable cues linked to kinship. In the following, a
review of the several features and traits that have been developed and proposed in the
literature works to verify kinship.
2.4 The general kinship verification framework
Due to the hardness and difficulty of kinship verification task, we look at the various
differences at several stages with the division strategy to conquer them, as shown in Fig.
2.1. We can see that the architecture scheme is roughly subdivided into four components,
namely preprocessing, feature extraction and the degree of similarity to the kinship and
verification [132]. It is necessary to note that we only provide the general tasks for the
facial kinship verification task and that not all blocks are important for instantiation.
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Figure 2.1: A global system framework for kinship verification [132].
2.5 Features learning-based kinship verification
In this section, we cite and illustrate the state of the art methods which learn features/traits
of kinship to describe the face images.
Fang et al. [44] considered the first one who propose kinship verification over facial
images, where they used a set of low-level features. They make a test and evaluation of the
individual performance of numerous low-level traits of face images, and then select the best
14 features. We split these best features into three parts: the color, face parts distances,
and the gradient histograms. More recently, Lopez et al. [98] proposed to make prediction
over the use of the chrominance distance metric between each pair of face images as the
confidence score. These types of approaches can extend to a certain precision, but there is
the existence of many problems, amongst that the hypothesis of each face kinship pair
is cropped using the same photo and the pose variation of face images is comparatively
simple are generally outstanding problems.
Xia et al. [170] provided two model features that simply can separate positive child–parent
face images pairs from the negative ones. The first one was based on the facial appearance
and taken by 40 collection of Gabor [1] filters parameters (eight directions and five scales).
MoreoverFurthermore, they firstly subdivided each of the facial image into regions in five
parts, as shown in Fig. 2.2. As shown in this figure, the total face image is the first part.
Furthermore, the second part includes many regions as it: upper, lower, left, right and
center regions of the face image. The brow, nose, eyes, mouth, and the areas of cheek are
include the third part and their finer sub-parts form the fourth part. Finally, a collection
of sub parts based on the four fiducial points form the fifth part. After that, they used
Gabor filters on each aforementioned local parts. The same idea has been utilized in [164]
to describe the face expressions through local traits description. Intuitively, facial kinship
verification is also a process on local parts. Meaning that when people are talking about
face kinship, they predominantly focus on parts of the face between parents and their
children and decide whether they share comparable eyes, noses, or mouths. Another trait
is based on the anthropometric model [135] which basically looks for structure data of
facials. Based on the captured key points, they obtained 6-D structure traits of ratios of
typical region distances, e.g., “eye–eye” metric versus “eye–nose” metric. Structured data
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is supposed to inherit widely from parents, and therefore might be a key step for kinship
verification [44]. However, due to aging factor between the parents and their children [135],
the old parents facial structures are transformed from the ones when they were young. So,
they use transfer learning subspace to lighten the age degrading factor.
Figure 2.2: Face partitions in different layers and face image illumination normalization. For simplicity, only four layers are
illustrated instead of five. Red dots on faces in Layer1 illustrate four key points mentioned in this work [170].
As seen in Fig. 2.3, Wang et al. [170] utilised the height differences and the closeness of
persons change in family and non-family face images. Under a reasonable hypothesis of
camera pose. The camera positions of faces in an image supply an estimate of proportional
height of people in the image (which may signalize their proportional age), and proportional
physical nearness in the photograph (which may signalize social context). Although these
estimates may not be true, the total geometry of face positions is a key step for family photo
classification. The geometric data of a group facial images has shown to be more helpful
for event recognition [46]. For social relationship analysis in a group face image, there
have been efforts to add this new factor into account. Pairwise measure of two persons’
positions is the most generally utilized method. Wang et al. [153] utilized the metric
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between two individuals to represent the closeness in a face image. Counting the number
of individuals between the samples being compared was utilized in [25]. Furthermore,
these measurements only measure the relative proportional of two people, instead of the
total geometry as we longing.
Figure 2.3: Face partitions in different layers and face image illumination normalization. For simplicity, only four layers are
illustrated instead of five. Red dots on faces in Layer1 illustrate four key points [170].
Bottinok et al. [20] relies upon more concentrate on texture features, including LPQ,
WLD, TPLBP and FPLBP. The proposed framework products the highest performance on
the image restrict setting in the second kinship competition [100]. Furthermore, Bottino
et al. [19] and Vieira et al. [151] used a collection of geometric, holistic or texture traits.
These two approaches got 81.5% on KinFaceW-II database. The results show that multiple
traits instead of monocular trait is more powerful to got a higher performance for kinship
verification.
Besides the geometry, color and texture traits, appearance features is another efficient
path to characterize kin facials due to the gaining obtained in facial analysis task. This
kind of method comprises Gabor wavelet [196], salient part [54] and self similarity [78].
Wang et al. [156] used both features, the appearance and geometry traits. For the
appearance trait, pyramid facial images are first constructed on each facial to get an
overlapping blocks then feature extraction is performs within those blocks. A Gaussian
blend model is used to find the similar block pairs in corresponding locations of two
facial images. Then, the absolute gap between two similar blocks traits is calculated as
the appearance trait. For geometry trait, face landmarks are first calculated and then
projected to a new subspace called the Grassmann manifold. Finally, the Geodesic metric
between two facial frames is computed as the geometry trait.
Moreover, Dibeklioglu et al. [38] show that facial dynamics may provide more effective
information cues for facial kinship verification. To this end, videos of expressions (enjoyment
smiles) instead of still face images are utilized to extract facial dynamic traits fused with
spatio-temporal appearance description. The prudence of this approach is that the casual
facial expressions of born-blind individual and their considered family are similar [129] not
only depends on the appearance of the expression but also related to its dynamics.
More recently, many of researches have been performed on feature learning in the
domain of computer vision, and a lot of different types of feature learning methods have
been presented. In facial kinship verification, representative feature learning methods
comprise spatial pyramid learning-based (SPLE) approach [194], gated auto-encoder [35]
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and Convolutional Neural Networks [79, 80, 155, 157, 177, 178, 188, 189]. These methods
usually learn representations by encoding some prior understanding, such as sparsity,
smoothness, or spatial and temporal coherence, directly through raw pixels [13].
Differently from the aforementioned approaches, Yan et al. [175] used mid-level trait
by means of low-level features instead of the raw pixels, where the learned trait vector
comprises of various decision values from one SVM (support vector machine) hyperplane.
Furthermore, a big unlabeled facial dataset and a very small dataset of facial pairs labeled
with kinship pairs relations are utilized to augment an target function so that facials with
kin relation are prospective to have identical decision scores from the used hyperplane.
The work of Yan et al. [175] proposed a novel prototype-based discriminative feature
learning (PDFL) approach for facial kinship verification. Differently from most prior works
on kinship verification which utilize low-level hand-crafted (shallow) descriptors including
local binary pattern (LBP) and Gabor traits for facial representation, their work goal is
to learn a new and more discriminative mid-level features to perfectly describe the kin
relation of facial images for kinship verification. To perform this, they collect a group
of facial images with unlabeled kinship relation from the LFW (labeled face in the wild)
dataset as the baseline set. After that, each face in the training facial kinship database
is demonstrated as a mid-level feature (trait) vector, where each input is the identical
decision score from one SVM hyperplane. Thereafter, they design an target function
by decreasing the intra-class faces (with a kin relation) and increasing the neighboring
inter-class faces (without a kin relation) with the mid-level traits. Finally, they used
multiple low-level traits for mid-level feature learning. Therfore, they further suggested a
multi-view PDFL (MPDFL) approach to learn multiple mid-level traits to improve the
verification of kinship performance. Fig. 2.4 shows the illustration of the proposed pipeline
for facial kinship verification.
Figure 2.4: Pipeline of the proposed kinship verification approach. First, they construct a set of face samples from the LFW
dataset as the prototypes and represent each face image from the kinship dataset as a combination of these
prototypes in the hyperplane space. Then, they use the labeled kinship information and learn mid-level features
in the hyperplane space to extract more semantic information for feature representation. Lastly, the learned
hyperplane parameters are used to represent face images in both the training and testing sets as a discriminative
mid-level feature for kinship verification [175].
The work of Moujahid et al. [114] presented a new approach for image-based kinship
verification eligible to effectively fuse local and global facial traits information extracted
from various descriptors. As shown in Fig. 2.5 the proposed framework depends on
two main steps: (1) they model the facial images utilizing a Pyramid Multi-level (PML)
description where local face descriptors are extracted through many blocks at various
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size scales; (2) they calculated the covariance (second-order statistics) of various local
features describing each individual block in the PML description. This allows rise to a
facial descriptor with a two effective properties: (i) that the PML description, different
scales and facial regions are explicitly fused together in the final description without the
need to detect the face landmarks; (ii) the covariance descriptor describes spatial traits of
any kind granting the combination of various state-of-the-art color and texture features.
Figure 2.5: (Top) Multi-block covariance descriptor and (Bottom) Pyramid Multi-Level (PML) covariance descriptor [114].
Lan et al. [87] proposed a simpler efficient approach called quaternionic Weber local
descriptor (QWLD) for color face image traits extraction. Fig. 2.6 illustrates the proposed
QWLD framework for color images. Combining quaternionic representation (QR) of the
color facial image and Weber’s law (WL), QWLD has both their proprieties. It utilizes
QR form to deal with all color channels of the facial image in a global way while saving
their relations (neighborhood from different channels), and applied WL to guarantee that
the combined descriptors are more robust and more discriminative. Utilizing the QWLD
approach, they further discover the quaternionic-increment-based Weber descriptor and
quaternionic-distance-based Weber descriptor in terms of multiple perspectives.
Wu et al. [168] realized that the generality of the proposed approaches for facial kinship
verification have essentially based on processing only the luminance (i.e.gray-scale) of the
facial images, hence excluding the chrominance (i.e. color) information data which may
be a powerful additional trait to verify kinship from faces. Their work shows for the first
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Figure 2.6: QWLD framework [87].
time that the color information contains an additional traits in the verification of kinship
from face images. For this objective, they used joint color-texture traits to describe both
the luminance and the chrominance data information in the color facial images. The
kinship verification performance utilizing both color and texture analysis is compared
to the counterpart methods using only gray-scale data information. Fig. 2.7 shows an
illustration of the Color/Texture classification method for facial kinship verification.
Figure 2.7: An illustration of the Color/Texture classification method [168].
Mahpod et al. [105] proposed a multiview hybrid combined symmetric and asymmetric
distance learning (CSADL) network for face kinship verification. Both discriminative
descriptions are combined for the parents and the children utilizing a margin maximization
learning framework, while the kinship verification is formed as a classification task solved
by SVM. Fig. 2.8 describes the proposed hybrid distance learning (HDL) network for
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facial kinship verification.
Figure 2.8: The proposed hybrid distance learning (HDL) network. (1) A training set consisting of pairs of faces images
of parents and their children. (2) Computation of image descriptors. (3) Training the HDL per feature. (4)
Applying the HDL projection. (5) concatenating the multiple learnt representations. (6) Training the HDL
using the fused features. (7) Fused representation of the pair of input images. (8) Kernel SVM classification.
(9) Kin verification result [105].
Aliradi et al. [2] proposed a novel framework that used discriminative data information,
which is focused on the exponential discriminant analysis (DIEDA) fused with various
scale descriptions. The histograms of multiple blocks are assembled together to get a high
dimensional vector of features, which demonstrates a specific descriptor of the scale. The
projected features based histograms for each region used the cosine similarity distance to
minimize the feature data vector dimension. Finally, region scores depending to several
descriptors extracted at multiple scales are then fused together and compared by utlizing
a classifier. Their work feats effective side information data for face matching and kinship
verification in the wild conditions (to decide if the facial image pairs are taken from the
same person or not). To tackle this problem, they take samples of the face images with
unlabeled kinship facial images from the labeled face in the wild dataset as the baseline set.
They created an optimized target function by descreasing the intra-class samples (with
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a kin relation) and increasing the interclass samples (without a kinship relation) with
the proposed framework. Fig. 2.9 shows the architecture of the dieda face and kinship
verification system.
Figure 2.9: The architecture of the dieda face and kinship verification system [2].
Lan et al. [86] suggested a simpler and effective framework named quaternion-Michelson
descriptor (QMD) to encode local features for color facial image classification. Fig. 2.10
illustrates schematic picture of Quaternion-Michelson descriptor (QMD). Unlike the most
local descriptors using directly from the original (raw face) image data, QMD is deduced
from the Michelson contrast law and the quaternionic representation (QR) of color facial
images. The Michelson contrast is a robust measurement of facial images tenor from the
multiple view paints of human vision, while QR is capable to deal with all the color data
information of the facial image holisticly and top save the dynamics over various color
channels. Therefore, QMD combines both the merits of Michelson contrast and QR. Based
on the QMD approach, the authors further proposed two new quaternionic Michelson
contrast binary pattern descriptors from various perspectives.
Figure 2.10: schematic picture of Quaternion-Michelson descriptor (QMD) [86].
Yan et al. [173] proposed a new weakly-supervised (semi-supervised) feature learning
approach called discriminative compact binary face descriptor (D-CBFD) for face kinship
verification. Unlike the generally previous kinship verification approaches where hand-
crafted (shallow features) features are utilized for face description, their D-CBFD performs
effective face description from a collect of weakly-labeled data samples. Given a facial
image, they first calculated pixel difference vectors (PDVs) at different local regions.
Then, they learn a effective projection space to map each PDV and project them into a
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new discriminative low-dimensional binary features space, where the total energy data
information of the PDV should be well saved and the metric of the positive pairs is smaller
and that of the negative pairs is greater. Finally, they pool all binary features vectors
over each facial into a histogram extraction features as the final description. Fig. 2.11
illustrates the D-CBFD method proposed for kinship verification.
Figure 2.11: The flow-chart of face representation by using D-CBFD. They first divide each training face into several non-
overlapped regions and learn the feature mapping W and the codebook for each region. Then, they first project
each PDV into a low-dimensional binary feature vector. Then, they pool these binary feature vectors within
each face into a histogram feature as the final representation [173].
Golay et al. [49] proposed a new eccentricity-based facial kinship verification (EKV)
approach to show powerful of dominant face regions for kinship verification. The proposed
EKV approach used eccentricity of ellipse-approximated dominant face regions as effec-
tive parameter to describe facial images for kinship verification. It shows two essential
frameworks, named single eccentricity (SE) and fused eccentricity (FE). SE framework for
EKV approach built single formulation by utilizing single face region. For each used face
region, it approximated as an ellipse to calculate eccentricity parameter and implement
verification. Next, FE framework for EKV approach utilized multi-view description by
using two or more face regions. Eccentricity of various ellipse-approximated face regions is
calculated and combined to form a converted parameter and implement verification. Fig.
2.12 shows a samples of ellipse estimation for facial images in kinship databases.
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Figure 2.12: Samples of ellipse estimation for facial images in kinship databases. The first, second, fifth and sixth columns
in each row correspond to original images. The third, fourth, seventh and eighth columns correspond to images
with ellipse estimation on facial sections of respective images. Kinship image pairs are distributed as (a) F–S,
(b) F–D, (c) M–S, (d) M–D [49].
2.6 Metric learning-based kinship verification
In this section, we show and describe the state of the art methods that learn a metric
distance through a deep learning metric learning strategy or subspace transformation
metric learning strategy proposed for kinship verification task.
Lu et al. [103] proposed a novel neighborhood repulsed metric learning (NRML) approach
for facial kinship verification. Encouraged by the conviction that inter-class samples face
images (without a kinship relation) that with huge similarity actually lie in a neighborhood
and are more readily misclassified compared to those with less similarity, they goal is to
discover a metric distance by which the intra-class samples face images (with a kinship
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relation) are pulled as close as possible and inter-class samples face images lying in a
neighborhood are repulsed and pushed away as far as possible, Furthermore, such that
more effective information can be extracted for kinship verification. To show better
utilize of multiple features description and to extract integral information, they further
proposed a multiview NRML (MNRML) method to compute a common metric distance to
combine multiple features over a subspace fusion to enhance the facial kinship verification
performance. Fig. 2.13 shows framework of the proposed kinship verification approach via
facial image analysis
Figure 2.13: Framework of the proposed kinship verification approach via facial image analysis. Given a set of training
face images, they first extract features for each face image and learn a distance metric to map these feature
representations into a low-dimensional feature subspace, under which the kinship relation of face samples can
be better discriminated. For each test face pair, they also extract features of each face image and map these
features to the learned low-dimensional feature subspace. Finally, a classifier is used to verify whether there is
a kinship relationship or not between the test face pair [103].
Zhou et al. [195] proposed a novel kinship metric learning (KML) approach with a
merged deep neural network (DNN) model. As mentioned in Fig. 2.14 KML clearly models
the cross-generation contradiction inherent on parent-child pairs face images, and learns a
merged deep similarity metric such that the facial image pairs with kinship relation are
thrown close (pulled close), while those without kinship relation (but with high appearance
similarity) are thrown away (pushed as far away as possible). Furthermore, by assessing
the intra-connection assortment and inter-connection uniformity over the merged DNN,
they present the property of hierarchical compactness into the merged network to make
easier deep metric learning with finite collection of kinship training information data.
The work of Bessaoudi et al. [14] proposed a framework based on tensor-based metric
learning (high order tensor) design of facial images. The facial tensor is structured based
on local texture descriptors extracted from multi-scales. Furthermore, they proposed a
novel Multilinear Side-Information based Discriminant Analysis (MSIDA) to deal the semi-
supervised multi-linear subspaces projections reduction and classification. By utilizing
only the weakly labeled information data, MSIDA allows to project the input facial
tensor into a discriminative subspaces defined by tensor subspaces analysis in which the
discrimination is enhanced and the size (dimension) of each tensor modes are minimized
simultaneously. As depicted in Fig. 2.15, the block diagram of the MSIDA approach consists
of three fundamental components: feature extraction, tensor subspace transformation and
comparison.
Each facial image is appeared by two local texture descriptors, MSLPQ and MSBSIF,
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Figure 2.14: The meta-view of the KML method with a carefully designed deep architecture KinNet [195].
Figure 2.15: Block diagram of the MSIDA face pair matching system [14].
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performed at various scales subjecting many features vectors of each face image. The
features vectors of the total training facials are stacked as a third order tensor (i1, i2, i3),
where i1 represents the feature length of single feature vector, i2 represents the various
local texture descriptors extracted from multiple scales, and i3 represents the facial images
samples contained in the training dataset. The built tensor is firstly projected by MPCA
[154] to minimize the subspace dimensions to j1 × j2 × i3, where j1 × j2 << i2 × i2.
The cause for effect MPCA before to MSIDA is to process the small sample size (SSS)
problem in several tensor modes. This problem appears when the dimension length of the
features vector is bigger than the number of training samples face images, resulting to the
singularity of different MSIDA scatter matrices. Minimizing the dimension length of each
tensor mode firstly is therefore applied.
After performing MPCA, the training information data tensor was split into two sub-
tensors according to the positive pairs (match pairs) and negative pairs (non-match pairs),
respectively. The subdivision was done corresponding to the third tensor mode i3. The
positive tensor was utilized to calculate the within-class scatter matrix (Smsida)w and the
negative tensor was utilized to calculate the between-class scatter matrix (Smsida)b of the
MSIDA method. The information data tensor was projected through MSIDA subspaces to
obtain a lower and more discriminative fearures k1 × k2, where k1 × k2 << j2 × j2.
In the test stage, each of the facial images of the pair was checked the matching was
represented as a second order tensor defined by stacking the local texture descriptors of
the facial image. Furthermore, the two tensors were projected though MPCA method
and then MSIDA method. Finally, the cosine similarity distance between the test pair
was calculated and utilized to decide whether the pair is positive (belonging to the same
person/family) or not.
The work of Dornaika et al. [39] introduced a novel scheme that extract facial deep
traits for kinship verification. The approach merges effective features selection and kinship-
oriented prominent data information projection. The presented framework comprised of
three stages of fusion: (1) an early fusion of features descriptors where the filter selection
chooses the most discriminant deep features, (2) a middle-level fusion which used a kinship-
based multi-view metric learning (MNRML) method, and (3) a late-level fusion that
combines classifiers (SVM) responses. In their work, facial features are obtained by the
pre-trained deep convolutional neural networks VGG-F and VGG-Face that were basically
proposed for classifying groups of objects and identities, respectively.
They focus on four relations of kinship relations. The four relations are: Father–Son
(F–S), Father–Daughter (F–D), Mother–Son (M–S), and Mother– Daughter (M–D). Fig.
2.16 shows an overview of the structure of the proposed framework. The input is a pair of
facial images. The first image was given to describe a child and the second for the parent.
Furthermore, a child facial image according to either a child or an adult. The parent
facial image according to a young adult or an old person. The confirm that the order of
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positioning of the pairs in the facial images is not important. Therefore, the output of
their proposed framework was a binary decision which verifies the facial kinship relation.
Given a pair of facial images (Parent–Child), the deep facial features descriptions by
VGG-F and VGG-Face are defined as the vectors p, c and p’ and c’, respectively. Each
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Figure 2.16: Pipeline flowing from left to right, turning the pair of input images into a predicted class. Each block performs
a change in its input and its output is connected to the input of another block. The pipeline architecture is
the same for any number of descriptor types [39].
Lu et al. [101] proposed a DDML approach to train a deep neural network that can be
learn a group of hierarchical non-linear transformations subspaces to project facial images
pairs into the same implicit features space, in which the metric of each positive pair was
minimized and that of each negative pair was maximized, respectively. To better exploit
the commonality of different features descriptors and to make all the features more effective
for facial and kinship verification, they developed a efficacious deep multi-metric learning
(DDMML) method to together learn multiple neural networks by which the correlation
of various features of each sample is increased, and the metric of each positive pair is
decreased and that of each negative pair is maximized, respectively.
As illustrated in Fig. 2.17 DDML learns one neural networks from a monocular feature
description and cannot deal with various feature descriptions directly. In facial and kinship
verification, it is simply to extract various features for each facial image for various feature
fusion. However, the features were extracted from the same facial image are generally
extremely correlated to each other even if they could describe facial images from several
aspects [45]. For various feature fusion, these extremely correlated information data should
be saved because they generally reflect the fundamental information data of samples. An
significant principle to utilize multi-feature metric learning is to simultaneously learn a
multiple distance metrics by saving the correlation between various feature pairs facial
images.
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Figure 2.17: The flowchart of the proposed DDML method for face verification. Given a pair of face images x1 and x2, we
map them into the same feature space h(2)1 and h
(2)
2 by learning a set of hierarchical nonlinear transformations,
where the similarity between their outputs at the top level of the network is computed to determine whether
the pair is from the same person or not. [101].
Hu et al. [61] discussed that the most existing metric learning methods performed to
learn only one Mahalanobis distance metric from a monocular feature description for each
facial image and cannot make utilize of various feature description directly. In several
face-related topics, it can be easily extract various features for a facial image to perform
more complementary data information, and it is eligible to learn distance metrics from
these various features so that more effective information data can be extracted than those
extracted from single features. To get this, they presented a large-margin multi-metric
learning (LM3L) approach for facial and kinship verification, which together learns various
global distance metrics by which the correlations of various feature descriptions of each
sample are enlarged, and the distance of each positive pair is minimal than a low threshold
and that of each negative pair is bigger than a high threshold. To better extract the local
data structures of facial images, they also proposed a local metric learning (LML) and
a local large-margin multi-metric learning (L2M3L) approaches to learn a group of local
metrics for face and kinship verification.
Qin et al. [131] proposed to learn and predict with gender-unknown kin relations. To
address this issue, they presented a novel heterogeneous similarity learning (HSL) approach.
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Encouraging by the fact that various kinship relations may not only share several common
genetic traits but also have its own inherited characteristics from parents to offspring.
They goal to learn a similarity metric by which the commonality among various kinship
relations were kept and the geometry of each relation was saved, simultaneously. They
further extended a multi-view HSL approach by optimal merge of the similarity methods
from various feature descriptions, such that the integrally knowledge in multi-view kinship
data information can be leveraged to obtain a better refined information. Fig. 2.18 shows
illustration of pipeline of (a) the gender-fixed kinship verification and (b) the proposed
heterogeneous kinship verification.
Figure 2.18: Pipeline of (a) the gender-fixed kinship verification and (b) the proposed heterogeneous kinship verification.
For (a), one first train a classifier for each kind of kin relationship. When a pair of testing samples come
in, one first pick out the corresponding classifier according to the genders of the query samples. Then, the
selected classifier is conducted to find the real label of the testing samples; For (b), one first train a classifier
for heterogeneous kin data. When a pair of testing samples come in, a fine classification is conducted to find
the real label of the testing samples by using the trained classifier [131].
Zhao et al. [193] discussed that the related work methods focused either on discovering
hand-crafted feature (shallow feature) descriptions to represent the facial or on learning
the Mahalanobis metric distance to compute the similarity between face images. Instead,
they proposed a new Multiple Kernel Similarity Metric (MKSM), by which, unlike from
the Mahalanobis metric, the similarity calculation is essentially based on an inherent
nonlinear feature transformation space. The general MKSM is a weighted collection
of basic similarities and therefore have the capacity for features fusion. The essential
similarities are derived from base kernels and local texture features, and the weights are
resulted by solving a mannered linear programming (LP) problem that derived from a Large
margin (LM) criterion. Furthermore, the LM criterion not only saves the generalization
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on unseen data samples when the training data is very small, but also leads to sparsity in
the weights vector in which turn boost the effectiveness at the prediction phase.
2.7 Convolutional deep learning-based kinship verification
In this section, we presented the state of the art methods were based essentially on deep
convolutional neural networks to the problem of kinship verification.
Zhang et al. [188] proposed to learn high-level features descriptions for kinship verification
based on deep convolutional neural networks. Their method is end-to-end, with non
complex pre-processing often utilized in traditional approaches. The high-level features
descriptions are resulted from the neuron activations of the last hidden layer, and then fed
into a softmax classifier to make verifying the kinship of two facial images. Considering the
significance of face key-points, they also extracted key-points-based features descriptions
for kinship verification. Fig. 2.19 shows CNN-basic architecture.
Figure 2.19: The architecture of basic CNN for kinship verification. For all layers,the length of each cuboid is the map
number, and the width and height of each cuboid are the dimension of each map. The inside small cuboids and
squares denote the 3D convolution kernel sizes and the 2D pooling region sizes of convolutional and pooling
layers. The input is a pair of RGB images and the output is a two-value label [188].
Kohli et al. [79] made a human study that performed to understand the abilities of
human perception and to identify the discriminated regions of a facial that smooth
kinship cues. The visual stimuli offered to the participants define their capability to
identify kinship relationship utilizing the total facial as well as particular facial parts. The
influence of participant age and gender and kinship pairs of the stimulus is studied utilizing
quantitative measurement such as accuracy, discriminability index d’, and perceptual
information entropy. Using the information data acquired from the human study, a
hierarchical kinship verification via representation learning (KVRL) approach was used
to better learn the description of various facial parts in an unsupervised manner. They
proposed a new method for feature description named as filtered contractive deep belief
networks (fcDBN). The proposed feature description combnes relational information data
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present in facial images using filters and contractive regularization penalty. A compact
description of face images of kinship was used as an output from the learned model and
a multi-layer neural network was used to verify the kinship accurately. A novel WVU
kinship database was collected, which comprises of several facial images per person to
make easier kinship verification. The results conclude that the proposed deep learning
approach (KVRL-fcDBN) outperforms the state-of-the-art kinship verification accuracy on
the WVU kinship dataset and on four existing benchmark databases. Moreover, kinship
information data was utilized as a soft biometric quality to increase the performance of
facial verification by product of likelihood ratio and support vector machine based methods.
Fig. 2.20 shows the KVRL-fcDBN approach for kinship verification.
Figure 2.20: hierarchical kinship verification via representation learning (KVRL-fcDBN) framework. In the first stage of
2.20(a), representations of individual regions are learned. A combined representation is learned in the second
stage of Fig. 2.20(a). Fig. 2.20(b) shows the steps involved in kin vs non-kin classification. [79].
Kohli et al. [80] proposed a novel deep learning approach for facial kinship verification in
unconstrained videos utilizing a new Supervised Mixed Norm AutoEncoder (SMNAE). This
novel autoencoder formularization presents class-specific sparsity includes in the matrix
weight. The proposed three-stage SMNAE based facial kinship verification approach uses
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the learned spatio-temporal description in the still video frames to verify the kinship in
a pairs of videos. A novel kinship video (KIVI) dataset of more than 500 persons with
variations due to occlusion, pose, illumination, ethnicity, and expression was gathered
for their research. It includes basically of 355 positive kin video pairs with over 250 000
image frames. The efficiency of the proposed approach was applied and performed on the
KIVI dataset and six other existed facial kinship datasets. On the KIVI dataset, SMNAE
obtained video-based kinship verification accuracy of 83.18% which is at least 3.2% better
than the existed methods. The approach was also tested on six publicly available facial
kinship databases and achieves the best reported results. Fig. 2.21 illustrates the proposed
kinship verification framework.
Figure 2.21: kinship verification framework: two input videos are divided into non-overlapping vidlets and for every vidlet,
SMNAE features are extracted. The final video classification is performed by fusion of all the vidlet pair
scores [80].
Yan et al. [178] presented an approach for face kinship verification, which utilizes an
attention network to concentrate on obtaining discriminative information of local facial
regions. Unlike most existed methods that use low-level features descriptions for kinship
verification, they introduced an attention mechanism in the deep network to obtain high-
level traits for face description. They also proposed a self-supervised method to orientate
the attention network. Furthermore, they at random include a mask to five face features
regions of each facial to get more help the network to focus on obtaining more effective data
information at these group of regions. The visualization of the overall process illustrated
in Fig. 2.22.
Wang et al. [155] proposed a towards-young cross-generation framework for efficient
facial kinship verification by combining the two factors age and identity divergences. Fig.
2.23 shows Illustration of the cross-generation generative kinship verification framework.
Furthermore, they explored a conditional generative method to force in an intermediate
space to connect each pair. Moreover, they could obtain more discriminative features
over deep networks with a newly-designed Sparse Discriminative Metric Loss (SDM-Loss),
which was exploited to include the positive and negative data information.
Zhang et al. [189] show that the most existing approaches for facial kinship verifica-
tion could be subdivided as handcrafted features-based shallow learning methods and
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Figure 2.22: Flow chart of the experimental process. First cover a mask of the same local part for one image pair, then
superimpose the two images together as an input to the network. The network outputs two different labels,
where the local parts label records the location of the added mask, and the kinship label reports the verification
result [178].
Figure 2.23: Illustration of the cross-generation generative kinship verification framework. The towards-young generative
model is proposed to first generate young parents from its input old images and then the second stage network
deal with the identity variation for a family pair with age gap mitigated and a newly-designed Sparse Discrim-
inative Metric Loss (SDM-Loss), which is exploited to involve the positive and negative information [155].
convolutional neural network (CNN)-based deep-learning methods. Furthermore, these
approaches are still deal the challenging problem of identifying kinship traits from face
images. Moreover, the reason is that all the family ID identifiers information data and the
distribution diverse of pairwise kinship from facials are seldom taken into consideration in
facial kinship verification problems. Therefore, a family ID-based data adversarial convolu-
tional network (AdvKin) approach mainly focused on effective Kinship traits was proposed
for both kinds of kinship databases (large-scale and small-scale facial kinship verification).
The advantages of their proposed framework are four-fold: 1) for kinship relationships
detection, a simpler yet efficiency self-adversarial paradigm based on a negative maximum
mean discrepancy (NMMD) loss was proposed as attacks in the first (FC-1) fully connected
layer; 2) a pair-wise contrastive loss and family ID-based softmax loss are then together
formulated in the second and third (FC-2 and FC3) fully connected layer, respectively, for
supervised strategy training; 3) a two-stream network scheme with residual connections
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was proposed in AdvKin; and 4) for more fine-grained deep kinship traits augmentation, an
ensemble of patch-wise AdvKin networks was proposed (E-AdvKin). Fig. 2.24 illustrated
the two-stream shared AdvKin approach.
Figure 2.24: Pipeline of the two-stream shared AdvKin approach. C denotes convolution layer, P denotes pooling layer, and
FC denotes fully connected layer. Note that the parts (i.e., residual connection versus SL layer) indicated by
dashed lines are specifically added for large-scale kinship verification tasks [189].
Wang et al. [157] proposed a effective sampling approach to obtain the most efficient
negative samples via deep reinforcement learning for facial kinship verification. Fig. 2.25
shows the deep convolutional architecture utilized for kinship verification. Unlike the
most previous facial kinship verification approaches which focus basically on extracting
discriminative features with the random sampling paradigm, they developed a deep
reinforcement learning approach to obtain samples which are more suitable for learning
discriminative kinship traits, so that the total performance could be enhanced. Furthermore,
their approach utilizes two sub-networks to tackle the facial kinship verification problem:
one DQN-based sampling architecture to filter the negative samples, and one multi-layer
convolutional architecture to verify the kinship and make the final decision.
Figure 2.25: The figure details the structure of the deep convolutional network used for kinship verification. Each layer
included in the network is shown in the figure. The dimension marked in the picture is the size of the data
after passing through each layer. [157].
Yan et al. [177] proposed a deep relational network in which extracts multiple scale
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information data of face images for kinship verification. Unlike the most previous deep
learning based face kinship verification approaches which mostly used convolutional neural
networks to obtain holistic features, they presented a deep model to obtain face kinship
relationship from local parts. For each input pair of facial images, their method utilized
two convolutional neural networks which share parameters to extract various scales of
features, by which expected to give global contextual data information of facial images.
They subdivide a set of traits at the one scale into multiple collections, where various
collections capture information data of various local parts. For each face pair of local
feature collections which are extracted from the same scale and position, they proposed a
relation network to source their relationship, and utilized a verification model to infer the
kinship relation based on the results of local relations from various facial parts. Fig. 2.26
shows the detailed structure of the deep relational network for facial kinship verification.
Figure 2.26: The detailed structure of the deep relational network. The network takes a pair of face images as the input.
It first uses two convolutional neural networks with shared parameters to transform facial images into three
scales of features. These features are only generated by partial face image regions due to different convolutional
kernel sizes. These three scales of features provide both local and global information of face images. Features
from two faces are concatenated together, and are processed by using a multi-layer perceptron with shared
weights. The network then adds these features and uses another multi-layer perceptron to determine whether
there is a kin relation or not for a given pair of face images [177].
We summarize in Table 2.1, the previous research works that show advance in the facial
kinship verification field as well as their years of publication, results and benefiting of
external training data for facial kinship verification or not.
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Table 2.1: Review of facial kinship verification approaches. Outside Training column represents if an external face database
was required for training the algorithm.
Year Authors Algorithm Database Accuracy (%) OutsideTraining
2014
Lu et al. [103] MNRML KinFace-I 69.90
No
KinFace-II 76.50










Zhang et al. [188] CNN-Points KinFace-I 77.50KinFace-II 88.4%
2016 Kohli et al. [79] KVRL+fcDBN
Cornell KinFace 89.50
YesUB KinFace 91.80KinFace-I 96.10
KinFace-II 96.20
2017
Yan et al. [172] NRCML KinFace-I 66.30
No
KinFace-II 78.70
Dibeklioglu et al. [37] Method in [37] KinFace-I 80.50KinFace-II 82.30


























Dornaika et al. [39] MNRML+SVM KinFace-I 84.55KinFace-II 86.90










Wang et al. [157] NESN-KVN KinFace-I 78.60KinFace-II 89.00
Yan et al. [177] Method in [177] KinFace-I 85.60KinFace-II 88.80
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2.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced the general common challenges encountering facial kinship
verification. Also, we explored the various measuring kinship characteristics which can
be benefit from the facial kinship verification systems. Moreover, we described the
general kinship verification framework and each essential components to make a decision.
Furthermore, an overview was presented about facial kinship verification frameworks
and we roughly categorise them into three types as it: Features learning-based kinship
verification methods, Metric learning-based kinship verification methods and Convolutional
deep learning-based kinship verification methods.
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3 Kinship Verification from Face Images in Discriminative Subspaces of Color Components
3.1 Introduction
The majority of previous works on automatic verification of kinship have focused on the
use of gray-scale information of face images, thus ignoring color information that can
be an important clue for enhancing the verification performance. Biologically [144], the
human traits’ color can differentiate between individuals. For this reason, the chromaticity
of the face parts, such as skin and eye color, is considered as significant imprint that
distinguishes individuals. Furthermore, prior research indicates that color-texture provides
useful information for face recognition compared with the luminance information. The
experimental results in [147] show that the principal component analysis method using
color information can improve the recognition rates compared with utilizing the luminance
information only. The results in [183] show that color cues play a role in face recognition
and their contribution becomes evident when shape cues are degraded. The results
in [26] further elucidate that color cues can greatly ameliorate recognition performance
compared with luminance-based features for dealing with low resolution face images. Other
works from research community also demonstrate the efficiency of color-texture for face
recognition [64,97,165,181].
There exists a number of different color representations of images. Color spaces are the
mathematical representation of color images in computer vision. The most frequently used
image color space is RGB. However, RGB space has some limitations compared with other
chrominance-luminance spaces, such as Luv and YCbCr spaces, since they are very close
to human perception [18].
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the efficiency of color-texture features
extracted from facial images for the verification of kinship relations. Therefore, we consider
the effect of seven color spaces, HSL, HSV, Lab, Luv, RGB, YCbCr and YUV. We
compare the effectiveness of using different descriptors in gray-scale component versus their
counterparts from color images in the seven spaces. More specifically, we use the color-
texture characteristics from color images to encode the chrominance and the luminance
information together. The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1. We propose an effective approach for kinship verification based on multiscale feature
extraction projected into side information exponential discriminant analysis (SIEDA)
subspace and fused various features using Logistic Regression (LR) scores fusion.
2. We investigate the efficiency of color-texture information through discriminative
subspace using two-step learning approach, SIEDA and Logistic Regression, for
automatic verification of kinship from facial images.
3. We evaluate various color spaces and descriptors on four benchmark kinship databases.
Especially, each color channel of face image from a specified color space is projected
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through the same implicit learned color channel subspace, and then all the channels
information are fused to achieve better discrimination.
4. We study the complementarity of the different descriptors from the different color
components.
The chapter is organized as follows: Our proposed method for color face kin verification
is described in Section 3.2. The experimental data and setup are presented and results are
discussed in Section 3.3. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 3.4.
3.2 Color-based face kinship verification
We aim to investigate the effectiveness of using color information by extracting face
representations from luminance and chrominance components in several color spaces using
different texture descriptors. Figure 3.1 shows our kinship verification scheme. The
Parent-Child pair of face images is given as an input. First, the pair face images is cropped
and normalized into an X× Y pixels. Then, we convert each pair of face images from
(RGB) into different color spaces (e.g. HSV ). Then, we extract the local features from each
channel using multi-scale local descriptors of the considered color space (e.g. H, S and
V ). The encoded images are divided into K non-overlapping rectangular patches and each
patch is summarized by a histogram. The histograms of different patches are concatenated
to form a high dimensional feature vector. The features are then projected into (SIEDA)
subspace. We compute the cosine similarity between the projected feature vectors of the
pair for each color channel. We apply score fusion of the three scores resulting from the
considered color space channels using Logistic Regression method (LR) [56]. Finally, the
fusion score is compared to a threshold, set from the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC ) curve during performance evaluation, to decide whether the pair belongs to the
persons from the same family or not. In the following we provide the details of the steps
of our approach.
3.2.1 Color spaces
A color space is a mathematical representation of a set of colors. There are three popular
color models: RGB (utilized in computer graphics), YUV or YCbCr (utilized in video
systems) and CMYK (utilized in color printing). However, none of these color spaces
is connected to the notions of hue, saturation and brightness. Therefore, other models,
such as HSL and HSV, are invented to facilitate programming, processing, and end-user
manipulation. All of the color spaces can be extracted from the RGB information provided
by devices such as cameras and scanners.
In this work, in addition to RGB color space, we consider six other color spaces:
HSL, HSV, Lab, Luv, YCbCr and YUV to examine the effectiveness of the color-texture
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Figure 3.1: The proposed kinship verification approach.
information for kinship verification problem. The RGB color space is mostly used in
computer graphics and displays. Red, green, and blue are the three primary individual
components that can be mixed together to create a desired color. The colors are represented
by a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. On the other hand, HSV and HSL
are the cylindrical-coordinate representation of every point in the RGB color space. These
two color spaces avoid the RGB-like representation (the Cartesian cube) to achieve
better perceptual description. Lab and Luv are two CIE (Commission Internationale de
l’Éclairage) based color spaces. Both are founded on the CIE system of color measurement,
which is based on human vision. The component L stands for lightness and (a, b and u,
v) for the two color components green-red and blue-yellow. YCbCr and YUV are used
for image pipeline specially in video and digital photography. The component Y in the
both spaces represents the luminance, or intensity, which is appropriate for black and
white display devices. Cb and Cr are the blue-difference and red-difference chrominance
components, respectively in YCbCr space color. In YUV space color, U and V represent
chrominance components.
3.2.2 Feature extraction
To describe face images, we extract three popular local texture descriptors: the Binarized
Statistical Image Feature (BSIF) [77], the Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [120] and
the Co-occurrence of Adjacent Local Binary Patterns (CoALBP) [117]. To increase the
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verification rate, we extract the three descriptors at multiple scales by varying the values
of their parameters, i.e., W the filter size of BSIF; M the window size of LPQ; and S the
number of directions and R the radius of circle of CoALBP. As an illustrative example,


























Gray-Scale H S V
Figure 3.2: Illustrative example of application of Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) and Binarized Statistical Image Features
(BSIF) on gray-scale and H, S and V color components of a face image.
3.2.3 Side-Information based Exponential Discriminant Analysis (SIEDA)
In order to enhance the discrimination of the extracted features, supervised methods,
such as linear discriminant analysis, are usually applied to transform these features into
(sub)space where their separability becomes easier. Supervised methods require the
availability of class information for each sample. In the case of LDA [192] this information
is used to compute the within class scatter matrix (Mw) and the between class scatter
matrix (Mb). However, in kinship verification the only available information at training
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stage is whether a pair of images belongs to the same family or not. Usually, the identity
(or label) of each image is not available. In such case, refereed to as weakly labeled or
weakly supervised, LDA is not applicable. To tackle this issue, Kan et al. [109] proposed
a new approach where Mw and Mb matrices are computed using the weak labels (or
side-information). In this case, the positive image pairs are utilized to calculate the within
class scatter matrix and the negative image pairs are used to compute the between class
scatter matrix. Let Pclass = {(zi, zj) : k(zi) = k(zj)} be the set of positive image pairs and
Nclass = {(za, zb) : k(za) 6= k(zb)} the set of negative image pairs, where the image z is
represented by the class label k(z). The within-class and between-class scatter matrices









(za − zb)(za − zb)T (3.2)
The optimization function for SILD is:




|UT (V Tb ΛbVb)U|
|UT (V Tw ΛwVw)U |
(3.3)
This problem is reduced to finding the eigenvectors V and the eigenvalues Λ of the
matrix M−1w Mb.
M−1w Mb = V TΛV (3.4)
One particular problem that is frequently confronted to when applying LDA-like methods
is the small sample size problem of LDA-based facial recognition frameworks. The
dimension of feature vectors is usually very high compared with the number of per class
samples, which causes the singularity of the within-class scatter matrix of LDA and SILD.
To overcome this limitation, Kan et al. [109] apply PCA [40] first to lower the dimension
of feature vectors then SILD is applied. However, proceeding so has the inconvenient that
the discriminative information included in the null space of M sildw are lost. To retain this
useful discriminative information, Ouamane et al. [121] proposed the Side-Information
Exponential Discriminant Analysis (SIEDA). Inspired by EDA [190], SIEDA replaces Λwk,
the eigenvalues of M sildw , by exp(Λwk) and Λbk the eigenvalues of M sildb by exp(Λbk). Thus,
the target function for SILD becomes:
U siedaopt = argmaxU
|UT (V Tb exp(Λb)Vb)U|
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The projection matrix U siedaopt is composed by the most significant eigenvectors of
(exp(M sildw ))−1exp(M sildb ).
The advantages of SIEDA compared to SILD are threefold: firstly, from the properties of
matrix exponential, the matrix exp(M sildw ) is a full-rank matrix. Therefore, the null space
of M sildw which includes the discriminant information in the solution of Equation (3.5) will
be preserved. Secondly, a kernel method (diffusion) is utilized for the transformation of the
nonlinear posed problem toward linear problem. Similarly to the kernel methods, the scatter
matrices are transformed into a new space by the exponential function [124]. Finally, the
target function for SILD is to maximize the distance of the between-class and minimize the
distance of the within-class. The corresponding trace of scatter matrices, trace(M sildb ) =
Λb1+Λb2+· · ·+Λbn and trace(M sildw ) = Λw1+Λw2+· · ·+Λwn, ensures the satisfaction of the
two conditions. Thus, the larger of the ratio Λbk/Λwk is, the higher of the discrimination
power. From the matrix exponential properties, we have: trace(exp(M sildb )) = exp(Λb1) +
exp(Λb2) + · · ·+ exp(Λbn) and trace(exp(M sildw )) = exp(Λw1) + exp(Λw2) + · · ·+ exp(Λwn).
Therefore, the ratio exp(Λbk)/exp(Λwk) is bigger than Λbk/Λwk. Thus, one can conclude
that there is a difference in the spread scale through the within and between-class distances
which leads to a better separation.
3.3 Experiments
In this section, we perform a number of experiments to evaluate the proposed kinship
verification system and investigate the strengths of color-texture representations. In
addition to their fusion, different color spaces are studied individually. Firstly, we present
the benchmark databases used in our experiments. Then, we investigate the advantage
of color-texture for kinship verification. Finally, we provide and discuss the results and
compare the best ones with those of the state of the art.
Figure 3.3 shows samples of positive pairs and negative pairs from the kinship databases.
3.3.1 Parameter Settings
The performance of the proposed approach is evaluated on the same experimental protocol
as the literature works [103,172,174], where five-fold cross-validation for kin verification
is performed while keeping the number of pairs images roughly equal in all folds. This
protocol is followed to ensure that our results are directly comparable to the state of the
art. The negative pairs for kinship are generated randomly such that each image appears
only once in the training set. The number of positive pairs and negative pairs is the same
for both training and test.
To mitigate the effect of face normalization and to be consistent with several previous
works, including [3, 35, 96, 101,103, 168,172, 174,175], all feature descriptions are extracted
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Figure 3.3: (Left) Positive pairs (with kinship relation) and (right) negative pairs. From top to bottom the pairs are from
Cornell, TSKinFace, KinFaceW-I and KinFaceW-II databases, respectively.
from face images that are aligned and cropped using the position of the eyes to 64× 64
pixels.
Regarding feature extraction, we use eight filters with different sizes W = 3, 5, 7 in
the Multi-Scale Binarized Statistical Image Features (MSBSIF). In the Multi-Scale Local
Phase Quantization (MSLPQ), the window size is M = 3, 5, 7. The choice of these
scales is to depend on the size of the face image. Every face image is subdivided into 64
blocks, each of size 8 × 8 pixels. We use histograms of 256 bins to aggregate the local
features extracted from each block. By concatenating the histograms of all the 64 blocks,
a vector of dimension 3× 64× 256 is obtained. For Multi-Scale Co-occurrence of Adjacent
Local Binary Patterns (MSCoALBP), the extracted features from each face image are the
combination of three histograms where the size is 3× 1024, using the LBP+ operator with
radius R = 1, 2, 4 and the identical directions specified by the distances S = 2, 4, 8.
3.3.2 Face kinship similarities in color spaces
To analyze the effect of different color spaces on kinship verification, we first perform
a preliminary experiment on the face similarities. As shown in Figure 3.4, similarities
between face pairs in different color components are computed. The similarity between
the pair of feature vectors is computed using the normalized cosine distance:
sim(U, V ) = ~u.~v
‖~u‖ . ‖~v‖
(3.6)
The using of cosine similarity distance after discriminant analysis methods has an
adventage comes from its connection to the Bayes decision rule, as the optimal used
method is the Bayes classifier for decreasing the classification error [95].
For this particular example in Figure 3.4, the similarity of the negative pair in gray-scale
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is larger than that of the positive one. When considering the similarity between the same
parts in the components of HSV color space, the similarity of the negative pair is lower
than that of the positive pair with a significant margin. This means that, for this example,
the kinship verification is clearly easier in HSV color space. For a general analysis, we plot,
in Figure 3.5, the distributions of the similarities of positive pairs and negative pairs on
TSKinFace database. The positive and negative pairs similarities in gray scale are dense
and their overlap is considerable while the distributions in RGB and HSV color spaces are
spread and the overlap is less significant. This first experiment suggests that color spaces
are more discriminative through subspace transformation method (i.e. SIEDA) for kinship





































































Figure 3.4: Example for computing the kin similarity between face image pairs in gray-scale and HSV components.
3.3.3 Results and discussion
To demonstrate the efficiency of SIEDA projection, we compare its performance to PCA
and SILD methods as well as simple cosine scoring with no projection in kinship verification.
We run the experiments on all the databases for gray-scale. Table 3.1 shows the obtained
mean accuracy of kinship verification of different methods using MSLPQ features. These
results show the superiority of SIEDA compared to other methods. This is mainly due to
the enhanced discriminative power of SIEDA.
The experimental results of the three face descriptors, MSBSIF, MSLPQ and MSCoALBP
separately as well as four fusion variants: Fusion1 (MSBSIF+ MSLPQ), Fusion2 (MSB-
SIF+ MSCoALBP), Fusion3 (MSLPQ+ MSCoALBP) and Fusion4 (MSBSIF+ MSLPQ+
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Gray-scale RGB
HSV
Figure 3.5: The distribution of similarities between the positive pairs (blue) and negative pairs (red) of TSKinFace Database
using gray-scale images RGB and HSV color spaces.
Table 3.1: The mean accuracy (%) of kinship verification for simple scoring, PCA, SILD and SIEDA methods using MSLPQ
for the gray-scale on each database.
XXXXXXXXXXXXDatabase
Method Simple scoring PCA SILD SIEDA
Cornell 68.13 69.93 73.11 76.94
TSKinFace 72.86 77.25 81.53 83.23
KinFaceW-I 71.75 73.27 74.24 76.30
KinFaceW-II 70.65 70.75 76.20 77.00
MSCoALBP) are depicted in Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 for Cornell, TSKinFace,
KinFaceW-I and KinFaceW-II, respectively. For detailed results of color spaces on the
four databases, see Appendix D. The descriptor fusion is performed with the Logistic
Regression method (LR) [56]. The performances of the different feature descriptors and
their fusions are computed for the gray-scale as well as HSL, HSV, Lab, Luv, RGB, YCbCr
and YUV color image representations.
Furthermore, these Figures clearly depict the fact that all the color spaces outperform
the gray-scale in all configuration through the descriptors and databases. Table 3.2 shows
the best accuracy from each color space in the experimental databases. The performance
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Figure 3.6: Mean kinship verification accuracy for individual descriptors and their fusion for the gray-scale and the seven
color spaces on Cornell database.


































Figure 3.7: Mean kinship verification accuracy for individual descriptors and their fusion for the gray-scale and the seven
color spaces on TSKinFace database.
is improved with variation between 2.4% and 9.6%. Moreover, the RGB, which is the
most used color space for kinship verification, face recognition and analysis as well as
many image processing applications, gives lower performance than the other spaces in
most cases. The gain in performance using other color spaces than RGB is clearer and
significant on Cornell, TSKinFace, KinFaceW-I and KinFaceW-II databases.
Generally on Cornell, KinFaceW and TSKinFace databases, MSBSIF performs the
best compared to MSLPQ and MSCoALBP. On an other hand, each of Fusion1, Fusion2,
Fusion3 and Fusion4 further improves the performances of individual descriptors through
the color spaces and databases.
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Figure 3.8: Mean kinship verification accuracy for individual descriptors and their fusion for the gray-scale and the seven
color spaces on KinFaceW-I database.


































Figure 3.9: Mean kinship verification accuracy for individual descriptors and their fusion for the gray-scale and the seven
color spaces on KinFaceW-II database.
Table 3.2: Best obtained accuracies (%) on each database for different color spaces and gray-scale.
``````````````̀Database
Color space HSL HSV Lab Luv RGB YCbCr YUV Gray
Cornell 80.45 81.50 79.13 78.38 77.89 79.06 79.77 77.60
TSKinFace 87.76 88.11 86.95 86.96 84.88 87.52 87.66 83.63
KinFaceW-I 79.18 80.00 78.98 79.44 78.71 78.41 79.06 77.59
KinFaceW-II 87.60 87.40 84.45 84.90 80.15 85.10 84.50 78.05
To check the performance of different kinship relations, we plot in Figures 3.10 and 3.11
the ROC curves for each relation on TSKinFace and KinFaceW-II databases. For clarity
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purpose, only curves of Fusion4 for gray-scale and color spaces are depicted. The ROC
curves confirm the previous remarks for individual relations. Color spaces are better than
gray-scale and RGB performances are less than the other color spaces. Furthermore, HSV
color space outperforms all color spaces in the most cases.








































































































Figure 3.10: ROC curves of Fusion4 for (a) F-D, (b) F-S, (c) M-D and (d) M-S on TSKinFace database considering different
color spaces.
3.3.4 Comparison with the results of the state of the art
The best kinship verification performances of our approach are achieved using: MSBSIF on
Cornell, the three descriptors (Fusion4) on KinFaceW-I, and the two descriptors (Fusion2)
on TSKinFace and KinFaceW-II databases. For color, verification rates of 81.50%, 88.11%
and 87.60% are reported on Cornell, TSKinFace and KinFaceW-II databases, respectively.
These results are compared with the state of the art in Table 3.3. From KinFaceW-
I, we see that our proposed method achieve competitive performance with the cited
kinship verification methods. The comparison reveals that our proposed color-texture
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Figure 3.11: ROC curves of Fusion4 for (a) F-D, (b) F-S, (c) M-D and (d) M-S on KinFaceW-II database considering
different color spaces.
analysis based method outperforms the recent state of the art on the three databases,
Cornell, TSKinFace and KinFaceW-II. This demonstrates the effectiveness of using the
face color-texture information in SIEDA subspace for kinship verification.
Our approach vs. Simple scoring approach [168] From the evaluation on TSKin-
Face database using the Gray and HSV spaces, we can see that our approach improves the
performance about 9.6% and 6.9% using the Gray and HSV spaces, respectively. The work
of Wu et al. [168] was based on simple scoring method, where only cosine similarity was
used to compare kinship face images and obtained 74.03% and 81.19 % using Gray and
HSV spaces, respectively. However, in our work, we used the two-step learning method
(i.e. SIEDA/LR) to learn the kinship face images achieving better performances, 83.63%
and 88.11% using Gray and HSV spaces, respectively. Furthermore, our approach used
the three channels from each color space to learn three subspaces specific to each color
space using SIEDA method. Then, the projected face pairs by three SIEDA subspaces
are fused by Logistic Regression method. This is different from the work of [168] which
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simply extracts features from separate channels without tacking redundancy, correlation
and complementarily into account. Therefore, our approach considers and handles better
these aspects.
Table 3.3: Comparison with state of the art.
Author Cornell TSKinFace KinFaceW-I KinFaceW-II
Fang et al. [44] (2010) 70.67 / / /
Lu et al. [103] (2014) 71.60 / 69.90 76.50
Yan et al. [174] (2014) 73.50 / 72.00 78.00
Dehghan et al. [35] (2014) / / 74.50 82.20
Yan et al. [175] (2015) 71.90 / 70.10 77.00
Liu et al. [96] (2015) / / 73.45 81.60
Alirezazadeh et al. [3] (2015) / / 81.30 86.15
Zhou et al. [197] (2016) / / 78.60 75.70
Wu et al. [168] (2016) / 81.19 / /
Yan [172] (2017) / / 66.30 78.70
Lu et al. [101] (2017) / 84.15 83.50 84.30
Proposed-Gray 77.60 83.63 77.59 78.05
Proposed-Color 81.50 88.11 80.00 87.60
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed an approach to the problem of kinship verification through
face texture representations in components of various color spaces. We experimented with
three texture descriptors (MSLPQ, MSBSIF and MSCoALBP) and their fusion in seven
color spaces (RGB, HSL, HSV, Lab, Luv, YCbCr and YUV), considering the gray-scale as
baseline. Thorough experiments are performed on the available kinship facial databases,
namely the Cornell KinFace, TSKinFace and KinFaceW. The obtained results show the
effectiveness of using the color information for kinship verification compared with the
gray-scale counterparts. Generaly, HSV color space outperforms the other spaces. These
results point out the importance of face color information for kinship verification in all
scenarios. Additionally, our results compare favorably against the recent approaches in the
literature on the benchmark databases. As a future work fusion of different color spaces
will be investigated. Also, generate new color space by using mixture of different color
spaces channels (chrominance/luminance) for kinship verification.
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4 Learning Multi-view Deep and Shallow Features through new Discriminative Subspace...
4.1 Introduction
The learning of metric distance or differential function of data plays an important role in
various visual analysis tasks such as multimedia retrieval [167], image clustering [171] and
object recognition [159]. While a number of distance metric learning methods have been
proposed over the past decade [31,47,53,116,143,159,171]. In general, these metric learning
methods mainly focus on learning a single distance scale, either in a monolithic pattern
to represent the feature, or sequentially representing multiple types of features, which
are usually deficient: first, complementary information cannot be used well of multiview
representations; another is that such a direct sequential manner ignores the importance of
different perspectives and a short chain of meaningful explanation physically because each
single viewing feature possesses its own characteristics. While many multi-view distance
learning methods have been introduced [60,101,103,174,193], these methods generally
assign multiple data terrain in an area so latent that they cannot maintain a property
specific to each view.
In this chapter, we present a deep and shallow multi-view metric learning
(SILD+WCCN/LR) method by exploiting more traits of multi-view data. The
SILD+WCCN/LR jointly learns an optimal combination of multiple scores on multi-
view representations, in which it not only learns an individual distance metric for each
view to retain its specific property but also learns a shared representation for different
views in a unified latent subspace to preserve their common properties. In addition, to
exploit the nonlinear structure of data points, we used deep and shallow features (multi-
view) through the proposed SILD+WCCN combined with Logistic Regression (LR) [56]
method (score fusion strategy). VGG-Face [128] method shows best performances for face
verification topic, and obtained 98.95% on LFW database. Inspired by this work, we used
in our work deep and shallow features projected into the discriminative subspace of the
proposed SILD+WCCN method combined with LR method for kinship verification. In our
frameworks, the set of face images are represented as a deep and shallow features of the
different descriptors, VGG-Face [128], Multi-scale Local Phase Quantization (MSLPQ)
[120], Multi-scale local Binarised Statistical Image Features (MSBSIF) [77], Multi-Scale
Local Binary Patterns (MSLBP) [119], the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [29]
and Multi-Scale Co-occurrence of Adjacent Local Binary Patterns (CoALBP) [117]. The
contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1. We propose a new discriminative subspace of the proposed Side-Information based
Linear Discriminant analysis integrating Within Class Covariance Normalization
(SILD+WCCN) subspace transformation method for kinship verification. Thus,
WCCN decreases the class intra-variability effect by reducing the expected classifica-
tion error on the training step [9].
2. We propose a two robust automated kinship verification frameworks suitable for
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bi-subject and tri-subject kinship verification, from face images captured in uncon-
strained environments. The face data is represented as a multi-view feature based
on the combination of different deep and shallow features in order to provide a more
powerful face model.
3. We investigate the efficiency of deep/shallow information through new discrimina-
tive subspace using the two-step learning approach, SILD+WCCN, and Logistic
Regression, for automatic verification of kinship from facial images.
4. We extensively evaluate our SILD+WCCN/LR method against the state-of-the-
art methods using two challenging kinship databases namely KinFaceW-II and
TSKinFace.
The chapter is organized as follows: Our bi-subject and tri-subject kinship verification
frameworks are presented in Section 4.2. The experimental data and setup are presented
and results are given in Section 4.3. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 4.4.
4.2 Proposed kinship verification frameworks
We aim to investigate the effectiveness of using deep and shallow features through the
proposed SILD+WCCN method. For this issue, we propose two frameworks for Bi-Subject
matching and Tri-Subject matching problems. Figure 4.1 shows our two frameworks
scheme. The Parent-Child pair of face images is given as an input. First, the pair face
images is cropped and normalized into an X × Y pixels. Then, we extract the features
from each face image (i.e. deep and shallow features) using five layers of VGG-Face
[128] (i.e. pool5, fc6, relu6, fc7 and relu7 ) and five local texture/shape descriptors (i.e.
LPQ, BSIF, LBP, HOG and CoALBP). The features are then projected into the proposed
(SILD+WCCN) subspace.
Bi-subject matching: We compute the cosine similarity between the projected feature
vectors of one pair for each feature type (Deep&Shallow). We apply score fusion of the
six scores resulting from the considered pair face image using Logistic Regression method
(LR) [56]. Finally, the fusion score is compared to a threshold, set from the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve during performance evaluation, to decide whether
the pair belongs to the persons from the same family or not.
Tri-subject matching: We compute the cosine similarity between the projected feature
vectors of the two pairs (F-S and M-S for FM-S tri-Subject, and F-D and M-D for FM-D
tri-Subject) for each feature type (Deep&Shallow). We refer that F, M, S, and D mean,
Father, Mother, Son, and Daughter, respectively. We apply score fusion for two pairs of the
six scores resulting from the first pair and the six scores resulting from the second pair face
image using Logistic Regression method [56]. Finally, the fusion score is compared to a
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threshold, set from the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve during performance
evaluation, to decide whether the Child belongs to the persons from the same family




Figure 4.1: The two proposed kinship verification frameworks using deep and shallow features through the proposed
SILD+WCCN method, (a) Bi-Subject framework and (b) Tri-Subject framework.
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4.2.1 Framework design
In the offline (training) stage, the optimal projection matrices are estimated, and in
online (test) stage, new samples are projected by these matrices and matched. The
training is constructed using deep and shallow features extracted from the training face
images. The six models of the proposed SILD+WCCN method are defined as follows:
VGG+SILD+WCCN, LPQ+SILD+WCCN, BSIF+SILD+WCCN, LBP+SILD+WCCN,
HOG+SILD+WCCN and CoALBP+SILD+WCCN.
The training data of SILD+WCCN method includes the positive pairs and negative
pairs. The positive pairs are used to compute the covariance matrix of the within-class
scatter matrix and the negative pairs are used to compute the covariance matrix of the
between-class scatter matrix of SILD+WCCN method.
In the test phase, each face pair passes the same steps of feature extraction as in the
training phase, then each pair projected, in the dimensionality reduction and classification
(SILD+WCCN). Finally, the cosine similarity is used to check whether the pair of reduced
features are match (belonging to the same family) or not.
4.2.2 Feature extraction
To describe face images, we extracted two kind of features (Deep and Shallow):
Deep features (VGG-Face [128]): We extracted deep features from color face
images of size 224 × 224 × 3 using five layers: the pool5 layer consists of 7 × 7 × 512
weights (25,088D). The fc6 layer is the sixth fully connected layer which contains 4,096D
weights. The relu6 layer is the sixth Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function
layer which contains 4,096D weights. The fc7 layer is the seventh fully connected layer
which contains 4,096D weights. The relu7 layer is the seventh Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) activation function layer which contains 4,096D weights. We concatenate all
weights resulted from the five layers of VGG method.
Shallow features (texture/shape features): Regarding shallow features extraction,
we resize the gray face images into 64× 64× 1. Five local texture/shape descriptors (i.e.
LPQ, BSIF, LBP, HOG and CoALBP) was used. We use eight filters with different sizes
W = {3, 5, 7} in the Multi-Scale Binarized Statistical Image Features (MSBSIF) [77].
In the Multi-Scale Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [120], the window size is M = {3,
5, 7}. The choice of these scales is to depend on the size of the face image. We extract
at Multi-Scale the Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [119], the radius R = {1, 2, 3} and the
number of pixels in the neighborhood P = 8. Every face image is subdivided into 64 blocks,
each of size 8× 8 pixels. We use histograms of 256 bins to aggregate the local features
extracted from each block. By concatenating the histograms of all the 64 blocks, a vector
of dimension 3× 64× 256 is obtained. For Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [29],
the window size is 8× 8. For Multi-Scale Co-occurrence of Adjacent Local Binary Patterns
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(CoALBP) [117], the extracted features from each face image are the combination of three
histograms where the size is 3× 1024, using the LBP+ operator with radius R = {1, 2, 4}
and the identical directions specified by the distances S = {2, 4, 8}.
4.2.3 Side-Information based Linear Discriminant analysis (SILD)
Supervised subspace transformation methods, such as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
[127] and Exponential Discriminant Analysis (EDA) [190], enhance the discrimination
of the extracted features by transform these data into subspace where make easier their
separation and classification. These methods need the handy of class information for
each sample where the classes are supervised of each sample, and the within class scatter
matrix (Sw) and the between class scatter matrix (Sb) must be calculated with full label
information.
That means, LDA and EDA fail in weakly labeled data. Kan et al. [109] proposed a new
representation to resolve this problem by directly operating the Sw and Sb matrices with the
side-information. While, the positive classes pair images are directly utilized to calculate
the within class scatter matrix and the negative classes pair images are used to compute
the between class scatter matrix. Let us refer that Pclass =
{
(ξ̌1i , ξ̂1i ) : l(ξ̌1i ) = l(ξ̂1i )
}
as
the collection of positive-class image pairs and Nclass =
{
(ξ̌0i , ξ̂0i ) : l(ξ̌0i ) 6= l(ξ̂0i )
}
as the
collection of negative-class image pairs, where the image ξ is represented by the class label
l(ξ). Here, the within-class and between-class scatter matrices of Side-Information based








(ξ̌0i − ξ̂0i )(ξ̌0i − ξ̂0i )T (4.2)
The target function for SILD is:




The problem in 4.3 can be solved by a two-step method [145]. Firstly, Sw is diagonalized
as follows:
Sw = HΛHT (4.4)
(HΛ−1/2)TSw(HΛ−1/2) = I (4.5)
Secondly, Sb is also diagonalized:
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(HΛ−1/2)TSb(HΛ−1/2) = ZEZT (4.6)
Finally, the projection matrix can be computed as:
U sild = HΛ−1/2Z (4.7)
where H and Z are orthogonal matrices and Λ and E are diagonal matrices.
A solution to the optimization problem in (4.3) is obtained via solving the generalized
eigenvalue problem. The projection matrix of SILD is formed by the first k eigenvectors
in (4.7) that ordered in the descending order of eigenvalues.
In Eq. (4.3), the inter-class distance of training samples from different subjects (ξ̌0i , ξ̂0i )|C0i=0
for all pairs is maximized by the numerator while the intra-class distance of training samples
from the same subjects (ξ̌1i , ξ̂1i )|C1i=0 for all pairs is minimized by the denominator. This








The between-class distance (distb) and the within-class distance (distw) can be calculated
by trace of two scatter matrices: distb = trace(Ssildb ) = Λb1 + Λb2 + · · · + Λbn and
distw = trace(Ssildw ) = Λw1 + Λw2 + · · ·+ Λwn .
4.2.4 Within-class covariance normalization
The first use of the Within-Class Covariance Normalization (WCCN) is in the community
of speaker recognition. While Dehak et al. [34] founded that it is the best technique
to project the reduced-vectors of LDA method to a new subspace determined by the
square-root of the inverse of the within-class covariance matrix. We propose a new variant




(U sild)T ξ̌1i − (U sild)T ξ̂1i
(U sild)T ξ̌1i − (U sild)T ξ̂1i
(4.9)
where, U sild is the SILD projection matrix found in Eq.4.7. The WCCN projection
matrix C is obtained by Cholesky decomposition [68,184] of the inverse ofW : W−1 = CCT .
Where the new projection matrix Bsild+wccn is obtained by: Bsild+wccn = CTU sild. By
imposing upper bounds on the classification error metric [9], WCCN decreases the
within-class variations effect by reducing the expected classification error on the training
step.
The procedure of this proposed method, SILD+WCCN, is detailed in algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 SILD+WCCN
Input:
- The matrix ξ of the N training samples.
- The weak labels (labelsW ) for extracting the positive-class image pairs
Pclass =
{
(ξ̌1i , ξ̂1i ) : l(ξ̌1i ) = l(ξ̂1i )
}
and negative-class image pairs
Nclass =
{
(ξ̌0i , ξ̂0i ) : l(ξ̌0i ) 6= l(ξ̂0i )
}
Output:
- The projection matrix Bsild+wccn of SILD+WCCN.
1: Ssildw =
∑C1
i=1(ξ̌1i − ξ̂1i )(ξ̌1i − ξ̂1i )T
2: Ssildb =
∑C0
i=1(ξ̌0i − ξ̂0i )(ξ̌0i − ξ̂0i )T
3: Compute the matrices: Ssildw and Ssildb
4: Sort the m eigenvectors U sild = (HZ)k according to Λ−1/2k in decreasing order.
5: W = ∑C1i=1((U sild)T ξ̌1i − (U sild)T ξ̂1i )((U sild)T ξ̌1i − (U sild)T ξ̂1i )T
6: Compute WCCN projection matrix (C): W−1 = CCT
7: Compute the new Bsild+wccn = CTU sild
4.2.5 Matching
To compare between two faces pair, we used the six reduced deep and shallow features
projected through the proposed SILD+WCCN subspace. Then, we applied cosine similarity
[116] for each of the six features from pair test of the two face images, so a six match scores
are done. After discriminant analysis methods, the using of cosine similarity distance has
an advantage comes from its connection to the Bayes decision rule [95]. Cosine similarity





Where ‖.‖ is the Euclidean norm. A high value of the produced score means a high
probability that X and Y are same family.
4.2.6 Score Fusion
Score fusion interested in normalizing the multiple scores and then fusing them. The
similarity scores, for deep feature, and the loglikelihood scores, for shallow scores, were
normalized to produce probabilities such that the scores lie in the range [0, 1]. We got
this by using logistic regression [56] method, hence taking yi as the input and generating
probability, Pi, as the output:
Pi = (1 + exp(ayi + b))−1 (4.11)
where a is a scaling factor and b is a bias.
We chose to use logistic regression for two reasons. First, it is a well establish method in
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statistics, pertinent to a family of methods called generalized linear models. Its optimization
procedure, known as "gradient ascent" [57], is well understood; it converges to a global
minimum, meaning that there is a unique solution. Second, its output can be interpreted
as a probability and so presenting this information to the user is more meaningful than
just the raw score.
The final combined score is obtained by taking the product of the two scores, PFeature1
for first feature and PFeature2 for second feature. Although the sum rule could have also
been used. Both rules result in similar generalization performance.
4.3 Experiments
In this section, we perform a number of experiments to evaluate the proposed kinship
verification systems and investigate the strengths of the proposed SILD+WCCN. Firstly,
we present the benchmark databases used in our experiments. Then, we discuss the
parameter settings used for kinship verification. Finally, we provide and discuss the results
and compare them with those of the state of the art.
4.3.1 Parameter Settings
Our approach’s performance is evaluated based on the same experimental protocol found
in the literature works [103,172,174], in which five-fold cross-validation for kin verification
is performed by keeping the same number of pairs images for each fold. This protocol is
followed to make sure that our results are directly comparable to the state of the art. The
negative pairs for kinship are generated randomly such that each image appears only once
in the training set. The number of positive pairs and negative pairs is the same for both
training and test. For score fusion, we use LR method and two SVMs methods [126] (i.e.
linear SVM and Kernel SVM). For performance evaluation, we use 4 folds for training and
the remaining fold for testing through five-folds cross-validation for both LR and linear
SVM methods. For Kernel SVM (with RBF kernel), we use 3 folds for training, one fold
for performance evaluation (parameter tuning) of RBF kernel and the last fold for testing
through five-folds cross-validation. For the SVM methods, the code we developed is based
on OSU SVM Classifier Matlab Toolbox [104] which implements a Matlab interface to
access LIBSVM [23]. For linear SVM, the value of penalty parameter is C = 1. For kernel
SVM, the penalty parameter C ∈ [0, 1000] and the standard deviation of RBF kernel
σ ∈ [0.01, 10].
4.3.2 Results and discussion
In this subsection, we introduce and discuss the evaluation’s results of the proposed
approach. Moreover, all the experiments were done for the original approach (SILD
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method), which works as a baseline for evaluating the proposed SILD+WCCN method.
Furthermore, the performances of the deep and shallow features are separately examined
as well as their fusion.
Experiments on LFW [67]: To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
compared our SILD+WCCN method to SILD [109], PHL+SILD [76], DDMML [101]
and MvDML [60] methods for face verification on LFW database as shown in Table 4.1.
In this comparison, we compared our method with the methods that used only shallow
features under image-restricted setting. Our SILD+WCCN method used MSBSIF as a
baseline descriptor.
Table 4.1: Performances (mean accuracy ± standard error (%)) of our SILD+WCCN compared with state of the art on
LFW database using only shallow features under image-restricted setting.
Method Mean Accuracy ± Standard Error (%)
SILD [109] 87.68 ± 0.50
PHL+SILD [76] 88.67 ± 0.70
DDMML [101] 93.28 ± 0.39
MvDML [60] 93.27 ± 0.28
MSBSIF+SILD (Our) 86.17 ± 1.05
MSBSIF+SILD+WCCN (Our) 94.63 ± 0.86
From this comparison, we see that our method got the first rank by using only MSBSIF
features description. Unlike to SILD, PHL+SILD, DDMML and MvDML methods which
used the combination of various features. SILD and PHL+SILD methods used eight features
using Original and Square root of Intensity, LBP, Gabor and Block Gabor. PHL+SILD
improves SILD with 1% using the same features description (i.e. the combination of eight
features), unlike to our SILD+WCCN method which improves SILD method with 8%
using the same features (i.e. MSBSIF description). This demonstrates that SILD method
fails to project MSBSIF features into discriminative subspace, unlike our SILD+WCCN
which projects these features to get more better discrimination.
This first experiment suggests that MSBSIF features is more discriminative through
the proposed subspace transformation method (i.e. SILD+WCCN) than SILD for face
verification from face images. The corresponding ROC curves of our SILD+WCCN and
SILD methods on LFW database are depicted in Figure 4.2.
Face recognition using deep features (i.e. VGG-Face [128]) shows interesting and
motivating results (i.e. 98.95% on LFW database). We inspired by the work of Parkhi et
al. [128] to project VGG-Face features into the discriminative subspace of the proposed
SILD+WCCN method for kinship verification.
Experiments on KinFaceW-II [103] and TSKinFace [133]: Tables 4.2 and 4.3
show kinship verification accuracy from different deep and shallow features and their fusion
using the proposed SILD+WCCN/LR method compared with SILD/SVM, SILD/KSVM,
SILD/LR, SILD+WCCN/SVM and SILD+WCCN/KSVM methods on KinFaceW-II and
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Figure 4.2: ROC curves of MSBSIF+SILD+WCCN and MSBSIF+SILD methods on the LFW database.
TSKinFace databases, respectively. These tables show that our SILD+WCCN method
improves the SILD method with a large margin. The performance is improved with
variation between 3% and 6%. It is also noticeable that the best results are obtained by
(Deep&Shallow) features description.
We start by studying the kinship verification accuracy using six features description
separately. These results, given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The combinations of deep and
shallow features used for multi-view kinship verification. We also used the VGG descriptor
that is based on a deep network [128], and was thus trained using a training set other than
the KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace databases. It follows that the proposed multiview-based
SILD+WCCN/LR approach outperforms the other approaches for all features description
separately. In particular, when using the VGG, MSLPQ and MSBISF features, our
SILD+WCCN method shows the highest kinship verification accuracy. We compare the
accuracy of multi-view deep and shallow features for kinship verification based on the
SILD+WCCN/LR approach on Father-Son (F- S), Father-Daughter (F-D), Mother-Son
(M-S) and Mother-Daughter (M-D) relations. For that we considered six multi-view of
deep and shallow features that were shown to have the highest kinship verification accuracy
in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
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Table 4.2: Performance comparisons (%) with the metric learning methods on KinFaceW-II database.
Method Feature F-S F-D M-S M-D Mean
SILD LPQ 78.20 74.60 77.00 72.60 75.60
SILD BSIF 80.40 75.20 76.60 73.00 76.30
SILD LBP 79.00 72.80 72.60 70.20 73.65
SILD HOG 73.00 66.00 69.80 65.20 68.50
SILD CoALBP 71.00 71.00 68.40 69.00 69.85
SILD VGG 75.40 70.60 75.00 75.80 74.20
SILD/SVM Deep&Shallow 82.40 77.40 79.20 77.40 79.10
SILD/KSVM Deep&Shallow 82.00 77.60 79.40 78.40 79.35
SILD/LR Deep&Shallow 85.20 77.40 81.20 79.00 80.70
SILD+WCCN LPQ 84.20 80.60 78.00 77.40 80.05
SILD+WCCN BSIF 83.80 77.20 79.80 78.80 79.90
SILD+WCCN LBP 82.80 79.20 74.80 73.20 77.50
SILD+WCCN HOG 72.80 74.80 72.80 72.40 73.20
SILD+WCCN CoALBP 76.80 75.60 76.20 74.80 75.85
SILD+WCCN VGG 78.20 74.00 76.80 80.20 77.30
SILD+WCCN/SVM Deep&Shallow 86.20 82.60 84.20 83.80 84.20
SILD+WCCN/KSVM Deep&Shallow 85.80 82.60 83.80 83.40 83.90
SILD+WCCN/LR Deep&Shallow 88.40 84.20 85.80 86.40 86.20
Table 4.3: Performance comparisons (%) with the metric learning methods on TSKinFace database.
Method Feature F-S F-D M-S M-D Mean FM-S FM-D
SILD LPQ 81.09 79.37 80.60 79.28 80.09 84.12 83.06
SILD BSIF 80.59 80.36 81.20 80.88 80.76 83.92 83.05
SILD LBP 77.18 76.89 78.54 76.71 77.33 81.37 79.19
SILD HOG 73.38 72.30 73.78 73.90 73.34 76.52 75.49
SILD CoALBP 71.32 73.60 70.76 71.42 71.78 73.19 74.50
SILD VGG 72.13 73.00 73.40 77.29 73.96 76.32 78.77
SILD/SVM Deep&Shallow 82.06 81.46 82.96 82.17 82.16 84.99 84.65
SILD/KSVM Deep&Shallow 82.06 81.45 82.46 82.13 82.03 84.78 84.71
SILD/LR Deep&Shallow 81.66 81.96 82.65 82.87 82.29 85.38 85.05
SILD+WCCN LPQ 86.64 85.06 85.30 85.26 85.57 87.82 88.15
SILD+WCCN BSIF 85.76 84.66 83.55 86.25 85.06 86.75 87.15
SILD+WCCN LBP 80.21 79.37 80.32 81.96 80.47 84.12 83.95
SILD+WCCN HOG 76.71 73.51 77.29 76.99 76.13 79.24 78.49
SILD+WCCN CoALBP 79.04 77.59 80.20 78.79 78.91 82.35 79.58
SILD+WCCN VGG 84.12 82.68 85.87 85.75 84.61 87.63 87.84
SILD+WCCN/SVM Deep&Shallow 88.40 87.15 88.11 89.54 88.30 90.36 90.54
SILD+WCCN/KSVM Deep&Shallow 88.16 87.00 87.69 89.58 88.11 90.50 90.97
SILD+WCCN/LR Deep&Shallow 89.08 87.05 88.59 89.63 88.59 90.94 91.23
For each specific case of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 (regardless the features, databases, and
relations types), the proposed approach SILD+WCCN performs better than the SILD
counterpart which obviously demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed SILD+WCCN
method. Moreover, our results demonstrate that SILD+WCCN is able to extract better
discriminative features than SILD method. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the performance
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comparisons of projection the different deep and shallow features (i.e. LPQ, BSIF, LBP,
HOG, CoALBP, VGG and Deep&Shallow) using the proposed SILD+WCCN method
compared with SILD method on KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace databases, respectively.
In these figures, the abbreviations D&S/SVM, D&S/KSVM and D&S/LR represent the
Deep&Shallow features fusion using the three different score fusion methodology. These
figures confirm the previous remarks and clearly depict that the proposed SILD+WCCN
greatly outperforms the SILD method using the different features description for both
KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace databases. Furthermore, all the score fusion methodology
(i.e. linear SVM, kernel SVM and LR) extract the complementarity of the different deep
and shallow features and each of these methods shows performances better than each
feature’s description individually. Moreover, LR method performs better than linear SVM
and kernel SVM methods in the most cases.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.3: Performance comparisons (%) of projection the different deep and shallow features on KinFaceW-II database
using the proposed SILD+WCCN method compared with SILD method, obtained on (a) F-S set, (b) F-D set,
(c) M-S set and (d) M-D set, respectively.
To check the performance of different kinship relations, we plot in Figures 4.5 and 4.6
the ROC curves of different methods (SILD+WCCN and SILD) using different deep and
shallow features on KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace databases. For clarity purpose, we plot
the deep and shallow features separately as well as their fusion (Deep&Shallow). The ROC
curves confirm the previous remarks for individual relations. Deep&Shallow features are
better than each feature individually and SILD performances are less than the proposed
SILD+WCCN metric learning method.
To analyze the effect of SILD/LR method and the proposed SILD+WCCN/LR method
on kinship verification, we perform an experiment on the face similarities. For a general
analysis, we plot, in Figure 4.7, the distributions of the similarities of positive pairs and
negative pairs for the all four relations types on KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace databases.
The similarities between face pairs in different methods are computed using Deep&Shallow
feature description. The positive and negative pairs similarities in SILD are dense and their
overlap is considerable while the distributions in SILD+WCCN subspace is spread and the
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Figure 4.4: Performance comparisons (%) of projection the different deep and shallow features on TSKinFace database using
the proposed SILD+WCCN method compared with SILD method, obtained on (a) F-S set, (b) F-D set, (c) M-S
set, (d) M-D set, (e) FM-S set and (f) FM-D set, respectively.
overlap is less significant. This experiment suggests that deep and shallow features are more
discriminative through the proposed subspace transformation method (i.e. SILD+WCCN)
for kinship verification from face images.
The corresponding ROC curves of different methods (SILD and SILD+WCCN) using the
different deep and shallow features on TSKinFace database for FMS and FMD relations are
depicted in Figure 4.8. This figure clearly depicts that our SILD+WCCN metric learning
method projects the face images pairs to discriminative subspace which facilitate the
score learning (score fusion) with the score fusion methods. Furthermore, our tri-subject
framework performs better than the bi-subject framework, benefiting the core of family
on Father-Mother-Son and Father-Mother-Daughter relations. Where the tri-subject
framework using FMS relation face images performs better than the bi-subject framework
using the Father-Son and Mother-Son separately relations, and the tri-subject framework
using FMD relation face images performs better than the bi-subject framework using the
Father-Daughter and Mother-Daughter separately relations.
4.3.3 Comparison with the results of the state of the art
The best kinship verification performances of our approach are achieved using deep
and shallow features (Deep&Shallow) on KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace databases. Our
SILD+WCCN/LR approach based on multi-view deep and shallow features outperforms the
current state of the art multi-view metric learning including [60, 101, 103, 174, 175, 193] on
KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace databases for bi-subject and tri-subject matching problems.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.5: ROC curves of different methods (SILD and SILD+WCCN) using the different deep and shallow features on
KinFaceW-II database obtained on (a) F-S set, (b) F-D set, (c) M-S set and (d) M-D set, respectively.
Bi-subject face matching: For the SILD/LR method, verification rates of 80.70%
and 82.29% are reported on KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace databases, respectively. For
SILD+WCCN/LR method, verification rates of 86.20% and 88.59% are reported on
KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace databases, respectively. These results are compared with
the state of the art in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. The comparison reveals that the proposed
SILD+WCCN/LR method outperforms the recent state of the art on the two databases,
KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace.
Tri-subject face matching: For the SILD/LR method, verification rates of 85.38% and
85.05% are reported on TSKinFace database for FM-S and FM-D relations, respectively.
For SILD+WCCN/LR method, verification rates of 90.94% and 91.23% are reported
on TSKinFace database for FM-S and FM-D relations, respectively. These results are
compared with the state of the art in Table 4.5. The comparison reveals that the proposed
SILD+WCCN/LR method outperforms the recent state of the art on the TSKinFace
database for both FM-S and FM-D relations.
Proposed SILD+WCCN method vs. SILD method: From the evaluation on
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.6: ROC curves of different methods (SILD and SILD+WCCN) using the different deep and shallow features on
TSKinFace database obtained on (a) F-S set, (b) F-D set, (c) M-S set and (d) M-D set, respectively.
the LFW database (face verification) using MSBSIF description, our SILD+WCCN
method performs better than the SILD method with about 8%. Further, for bi-subject
kinship verification on both KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace databases using Deep&Shallow
description, our SILD+WCCN method outperforms the SILD method with about 5.5%
and 6.3% on KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace databases, respectively. For tri-subject kinship
verification, our SILD+WCCN method outperforms the SILD method using Deep&Shallow
description on TSKinFace database with about 5.56% and 6.18% for FM-S and FM-D
relations, respectively. For a general observation, from individual features description
and their fusion (i.e. LPQ, BSIF, LBP, HOG, CoALBP, VGG and Deep&Shallow), our
SILD+WCCN work well and projects each of these features into new discriminative
subspace where their classification becomes easy compared with SILD counterpart. Which
means, the integrate of WCCN on SILD play an important role in the enhancement of
classification performances through decreasing the within-class variations effect by reducing
the expected classification error on the training step.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.7: The distribution of similarities between the positive pairs (blue) and negative pairs (red) using Deep&Shallow fea-
tures with, (a) SILD and (b) SILD+WCCN methods on KinFaceW-II database, (c) SILD and (d) SILD+WCCN
methods on TSKinFace database.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: ROC curves of different methods (SILD and SILD+WCCN) using the different deep and shallow features on
TSKinFace database obtained on (a) FMS relation, (b) FMD relation.
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Table 4.4: Performance comparisons (%) with state-of-the-art methods on KinFaceW-II database.
Method F-S F-D M-S M-D Mean
MNRML [103] 76.90 74.30 77.40 77.60 76.50
DMML [174] 78.50 76.50 78.50 79.50 78.25
MPDFL [175] 77.30 74.70 77.80 78.00 77.00
DDMML [101] 87.40 83.80 83.20 83.00 84.30
NRCML [172] 79.80 76.10 79.80 80.00 78.70
MKSM [193] 83.80 81.20 82.40 82.40 82.45
MvDML [60] 80.40 79.80 78.80 81.80 80.20
SILD/LR (Deep&Shallow) 85.20 77.40 81.20 79.00 80.70
SILD+WCCN/LR (Deep&Shallow) 88.40 84.20 85.80 86.40 86.20
Table 4.5: Performance comparisons (%) with state-of-the-art methods on TSKinFace database.
Method F-S F-D M-S M-D Mean FM-S FM-D
RSBM [133] 83.00 80.50 82.80 81.10 81.85 86.40 84.40
BSIF-HSV [168] 81.47 81.40 79.90 82.00 81.19 / /
DDMML [101] 86.60 82.50 83.20 84.30 84.15 88.50 87.10
MKSM [193] 84.80 83.20 85.19 84.90 84.52 / /
SILD/LR (Deep&Shallow) 81.66 81.96 82.65 82.87 82.29 85.38 85.05
SILD+WCCN/LR (Deep&Shallow) 89.08 87.05 88.59 89.63 88.59 90.94 91.23
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented an effective approach based on deep and shallow features
to the problem of kinship verification. To achieve a low dimensional and discriminative
subspace, we proposed the SILD+WCCN method. SILD+WCCN finds the projection
subspace, where the separation between data classes is enhanced. The experimental
evaluation shows the superiority of our method compared with its original form (i.e. SILD
method). The best results of our approach are obtained by fusing scores of six multi-view
deep and shallow features (Deep&Shallow) projected with the proposed SILD+WCCN/LR
method. These results outperform the state of the art on KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace
databases for bi-subject matching problem, and outperform the state of the art on the
available TSKinFace database for tri-subject matching problem. Furthermore, these results
point out to the need of using deep/shallow features for kinship verification. As future
work, we plan to investigate the complementarity of more features description for face
representation with the proposed dimensionality reduction method (SILD+WCCN/LR).
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5 AWeighted Exponential Discriminant Analysis through Side-Information for Face and...
5.1 Introduction
Biometric facial images include large human traits, such as identity, gender, expression,
age, and ethnicity [11,106,123]. Over the past two decades, automatic face recognition
under controlled conditions showed increasing results and best performances in wide-scale
biometric topics. However, satisfactory performances are still beyond reach because of
the big challenge of weakly labeled data setup and under unconstrained environments, in
which the latter is characterized by blurring images, low quality, without any restrictions
in terms of pose, background, expression, lighting, and partial occlusion. More recently,
many public datasets [44, 67,133,162,170] studied face and kinship applications that deal
with facial images in unconstrained environments. Most of the applications deal with a
scenario of verifying a pair of facial images to check whether the images belong to the
same person or to different persons. Therefrom, check the same person who appears in
the passport photo is a typical example where identity verification via face can operate,
especially by the security organizations [15,55,107].
Therefore, pairs of facial images are used for the training stage, over weakly labeled
data that denotes if the pair of images belong to the same person or the two facial images
belong to two different persons. Whereas in test stage, a new pair of facial images is
presented to check the appropriate decision if it is matched/mismatched to the person [66].
Other face application under unconstrained environments through weakly labeled data is
checking if two facial images belong to persons from the same family or not. The challenge
is to understand and extract the face similarities between family members, because many
research works have investigated and proved that facial traits are significant cues to verify
the kinship [44,101,103,133,175].
To tackle this problem, several algorithms have been proposed in the previous literature
works to increase the performance of the verification systems. Subspace transformation
methods are mostly used for face recognition, which is considered as one of the efficient
applied methods in this topic, the mutual role of using these methods is predominantly
to transform the high dimensional features into a new lower and discriminative subspace.
Which means, enhancing the separation between the classes [190]. The most used and
well-known subspace transformation methods are Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
[22] and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [127].
Unsupervised subspace transformation methods cannot properly conserve the features
structure model of different classes (i.e the structure of each data class is not taken
into consideration). Discriminative features are often conserved by supervised subspace
transformation methods. LDA (also called Fisher’s linear discriminant or FLD) is the
traditional method which learns extracted features and transforms them into discriminant
subspace. Unfortunately, it cannot be directly applied because of the small size sample
(SSS) problem [8,136] at the reason of the within-class scatter matrix’s singularity. As we
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know, face recognition is a typical small size problem. Many works have been reported to
use LDA for face recognition. The mostly used approach, called Fisherface (or PCA+LDA),
was proposed by Belhumeur et al. [12] and Swets et al. [145]. In their approach, PCA
was first employed to minimize the size of the original feature space from M to d, and then
the classical FLD is applied to minimize the dimension from d to n (n ≤ d). Whereas
some useful discriminative information may be lost, caused by the features that are thrown
away in the PCA phase. On the other hand, the PCA phase cannot guarantee the success
of transforming the within-class scatter matrix to be nonsingular.
Later on, the Exponential Discriminant Analysis (EDA) [190] method is proposed to
solve the singularity problem, which has showed interesting results in face recognition, by
projecting the features through nonlinear subspace. However, the supervised subspace
dimensionality reduction and transformation methods like LDA and EDA need the full
labeled class information. Sometimes this information is not available for all classes under
the unconstrained settings (i.e. the only information is that pair is match or mismatch/kin
or nonkin). Therefore, Kan et al. [109], proposed subspace transformation method called
Side-information based Linear Discriminant Analysis (SILD), in which they proposed a
substitutional solution to compute the between-class scatter matrix (Sb) and within-class
scatter matrix (Sw). Besides, defining a new representation that directly can be computed
through the side-information (i.e. weakly supervised information, where only the pairwise
label information is available to train the methods). Inevitably, SILD method suffers from
the SSS problem, thus the authors suggested the solution of Fisherface approach applied
in LDA-based methods. Recently, Ouamane et al. [121], proposed an effective method
named Side-information based Exponential Discriminant Analysis (SIEDA). Inspired by
EDA, the authors benefit from the advantages of the matrix exponential which preserved
the discriminative information included in the null space of the within-class scatter matrix
unlike to PCA+SILD approach. In addition, a kernel method (diffusion) is used for the
transformation of the nonlinear posed problems across linear problems. Similarly, to
the kernel methods, the within-class and between-class scatter matrices are transformed
through a new space by the exponential function [99,125,158,166,185,186]. Motivated by
this research, we propose in this work a novel Side-information based Weighted Exponential
Discriminant Analysis (SIWEDA) method for face and kinship verification in the wild.
We reformulate the Fisher criterion of the classical SIEDA to maximize the distance of the
between-class scatter matrix and minimize the distance of the within-class scatter matrix
using a weighting factor (α) in order to make best separation between classes. Moreover,
in unconstrained environment, the applicability of the texture information may be limited
by the image degradations. For this reason, feature extraction is a key step that promoted
and incubated from the facial recognition research community to describe facial images (i.e.
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [119], Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [120], Binarized
Statistical Image Features (BSIF) [77], Context-Aware Local Binary Feature Learning
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(CA-LBFL) [42], Rotation-Invariant Local Binary Descriptor (RI-LBD) [41] and Deep
Binary Descriptor with Multi-Quantization (DBD-MQ) [43]). We propose new local face
descriptor called Statistical Binarized Image Features (StatBIF). Our descriptor shows
more efficient traits unlike the well-known local descriptors in the literature works.
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the efficiency of the proposed framework
based on local histogram features of the local descriptors, Multi-scale Local Binary
Patterns (MLBP), Multi-scale Local Phase Quantization (MLPQ), Multi-scale Binarized
Statistical Image Features (MBSIF), and Statistical Binarized Image Features (StatBIF).
The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
1. We introduce a novel local feature for describing facial images. Our descriptor is
based on the local statistics traits of the facial image and the original BSIF operator.
2. We propose a new method SIWEDA for face and kinship verification based on the
classical SIEDA method. Furthermore, to lighten the class intra-variability, we
proposed two variants SIEDA+WCCN and SIWEDA+WCCN by integrating WCCN
in SIEDA and SIWEDA, respectively.
3. We extensively evaluate our approach against the state-of-the-art methods using
five challenging face and kinship databases namely Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace,
TSKinFace, YTF and LFW databases.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 gives demonstration of
the proposed descriptor for face and kinship verification. We present and describe our
SIWEDA method in Section 5.3. The experimental data and setup are presented and
results are discussed in Section 5.4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 5.5.
5.2 Statistical Binarized Image Features (StatBIF)
We propose a new operator to describe kin relation facial images inspired by the statistical
operator and the Binarized Statistical Image Features (BSIF) operator [77]. The BSIF
operator 5.1 computes an image patch code I of size l× l pixels and a linear filter Zi which





In order to enhance the discrimination of BSIF feature to local changes in the facial
image and to increase its robustness, we determine a new image space described by the
local statistical features extraction. Considering the same method as in LBP operator,
each pixel of a given facial image is represented by a statistical value calculated using
its neighborhood pixels to form a new image. Thus defined by the number of pixels P
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and the circle of radius R. When the new statistical images are produced, the basic BSIF
operator, with filter size l× l, is applied to each image separately. The binarized feature bi
is obtained by setting bi = 1 if si > 0 and bi = 0 otherwise. Formally, the Statistical BIF








where P and R are defined as the circle for calculating the statistical value of the pixel
where (R = l−12 and P = R×N) and l × l is the filter size for computing the BSIF code
(see Fig. 5.1). In Eq. 5.2, Stat refers to the statistical function used to generate the new
local statistical representation. In our experiments, we consider six statistical functions:
• The median:














































The computation of StatBIF features is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Examples of images
obtained by applying StatBIF feature for different statistical functions, on facial image
are shown in Fig. 5.2.
: Convolution
N : mber of !ltersNu
R : Radius of circle
Figure 5.1: Computation of the statistical binarized image features. First, the local statistics of the image are estimated on
the circle (P, R). Then, the original BSIF operator, with parameters l × l, is applied.
5.3 Side-Information based Weighted Exponential Discriminant
Analysis (SIWEDA)
5.3.1 Matrix Exponential
To introduce SIWEDA method we are going to give the following definitions and properties.






j! = I + X +
X2
2! + . . . +
Xn
n! + . . ., where I is the unit matrix with the
same size of X. Following are some properties of the matrix exponential:
1. exp(0) = I.
2. exp(X) is a full rank matrix.
3. If XY = Y X, then exp(X + Y ) = exp(X)exp(Y ) = exp(Y )exp(X).
4. (exp(X))−1 = exp(−X).
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Figure 5.2: Examples of the generated faces by applying the statistical binarized image features, with various scales.
5. For the invertible matrix Z, exp(Z−1XZ) = Z−1exp(X)Z.
6. IfX = diag(x1, x2, ..., xm) is a diagonal matrix, exp(X) = diag(exp(x1), exp(x2), ..., exp(xm)).
7. |exp(X)| = exp(tr(X)).
8. If (v1, v2, ..., vm) are eigenvectors for matrix X and Λ1,Λ2, ...,Λm the corresponding
eigenvalues, then (v1, v2, ..., vm) are also eigenvectors of exp(X) that correspond to
the eigenvalues exp(Λ1), exp(Λ2), ..., exp(Λm).
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5.3.2 Side-Information based Exponential Discriminant Analysis (SIEDA)
Supervised subspace transformation methods, such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
[127] and exponential discriminant analysis (EDA) [190], enhance the discrimination of
the extracted features by transforming these data in a sub-space where it is easier to
perform its separation and classification. These methods need the class information for
each sample. The within class scatter matrix (Sw) and the between class scatter matrix












(mi − m̄)(mi − m̄)T (5.10)
where L represents the total number of classes. The mean of the ith class is mi and
the total mean is m̄. While ξij represents each sample included in the ith class, and ni
represents the number of samples contained in the ith class.
That means, LDA and EDA fail in weakly labeled data. Kan et al. [109] proposed a new
representation to resolve this problem by directly operating the Sw and Sb matrices with
the side-information. The positive classes pair images are directly utilized to calculate the
within class scatter matrix and the negative classes pair images are used to compute the
between class scatter matrix. Let us refer Pclass =
{
(ξ̌1i , ξ̂1i ) : l(ξ̌1i ) = l(ξ̂1i )
}
as the collection
of positive-class image pairs and Nclass =
{
(ξ̌0i , ξ̂0i ) : l(ξ̌0i ) 6= l(ξ̂0i )
}
as the collection of
negative-class image pairs, where the image ξ is represented by the class label l(ξ). Here,
the within-class and between-class scatter matrices of Side-Information based Linear








(ξ̌0i − ξ̂0i )(ξ̌0i − ξ̂0i )T (5.12)
The target function for SILD is:




|UT (V Tb ΛbVb)U|
|UT (V Tw ΛwVw)U |
(5.13)
where:
Ssildw = V Tw ΛwVw
Ssildb = V Tb ΛbVb
(5.14)
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To make better separation of the discriminative information, Ouamane et al. [121]
proposed SIEDA method. Like EDA [190], SIEDA replaces the eigenvalues Λwk by
exp(Λwk) in Ssildw , and the eigenvalues Λbk by exp(Λbk) in Ssildb . Thus, from property (8) of
the matrix exponential the target function for SILD becomes:
U siedaopt = argmaxU
|UT (V Tb exp(Λb)Vb)U|





This problem is reduced to a generalized eigenvalue problem:
(exp(Ssildw ))−1exp(Ssildb ) = V TΛV (5.16)
The SIEDA transformation matrix is given by the eigenvectors Vk of (exp(Ssildw ))−1exp(Ssildb ),
ordered according to their corresponding eigenvalues Λk in descending order of magnitude.
In Eq. (5.13), the inter-class distance of training samples from different subjects
(ξ̌0i , ξ̂0i )|C0i=0 for all pairs are maximized by the numerator while the intra-class distance
of training samples from the same subjects (ξ̌1i , ξ̂1i )|C1i=0 for all pairs are minimized by









The between-class distance (distb) and the within-class distance (distw) can be calculated
by trace of two scatter matrices: distb = trace(Ssildb ) = Λb1 + Λb2 + · · · + Λbn and
distw = trace(Ssildw ) = Λw1 + Λw2 + · · ·+ Λwn .
Whereas, from property (6) of the matrix exponential, the two distances becomes: distb =
trace(exp(Ssildb )) = exp(Λb1) + exp(Λb2) + · · ·+ exp(Λbn) and distw = trace(exp(Ssildw )) =
exp(Λw1) + exp(Λw2) + · · ·+ exp(Λwn).
Therefore, the ratio exp(Λbk)/exp(Λwk) is bigger than Λbk/Λwk . Thus, we can conclude
that there are differences in diffusion scale between the within and between-class distances
and that leads to a best separation.
5.3.3 Proposed Side-Information based Weighted Exponential Discriminant
Analysis (SIWEDA)
To enhance the separation between the positive and negative classes, we propose SIWEDA
method to maximize the objective function of SIEDA method. (α = 1) is the particular
weighting factor value of the objective target function (5.15) of the classical SIEDA. We
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generalize the objective target function to contain and accept different values of weighting
factor (α).
From (5.13) the generalized objective target function of SILD is:





|UTα(V Tw ΛwVw)U |
= argmaxU
|UT (V Tb αΛbVb)U|
|UT (V Tw αΛwVw)U |
(5.18)
where α > 0.
Then, from property (8) of the matrix exponential the generalized target function
becomes:
U siwedaopt = argmaxU
|UT (V Tb exp(αΛb)Vb)U|





The aim of SIWEDA is to seek m discriminant vectors such the trace of between-class
scatter matrix is maximized and the trace of within-class matrix is minimized. While
the objective function for discriminant SIEDA criterion is to increase simultaneously the
between-class distance and decrease the within-class distance. However, the difference
between the two distances is limited by using the specific weighting factor (α = 1).
By applying the weighting factor (α), the distance becomes: distb = trace(exp(αSsildb )) =
exp(αΛb1) + exp(αΛb2) + · · ·+ exp(αΛbn) and distw = trace(exp(αSsildw )) = exp(αΛw1) +
exp(αΛw2) + · · ·+ exp(αΛwn).
Therefore, the ratio:
exp(αΛbk)/exp(αΛwk) > exp(Λbk)/exp(Λwk) > Λbk/Λwk (5.20)
where α > 1.
The projection matrix U siwedaopt is composed by the most significant eigenvectors of
(exp(αSsildw ))−1exp(αSsildb ).
From SIWEDA method, we can deduce that there is a large difference in the diffusion
scale across the within and between-class distances which enhance the separation.
For more explanation of our method, Figure 5.3 illustrates an example of the proportion of
Λk, exp(Λk) and two weighting exponentials exp(2×Λk) and exp(5×Λk) and their respective
sums. In this figure, the largest eigenvalue Λ5 = 33.33% while its corresponding exponential
exp(Λ5) = 63.64%, exp(2 × Λ5) = 88.47% and exp(5 × Λ5) = 99.33% and the smallest
eigenvalue Λ1 = 6.67% while its corresponding exponential exp(Λ1) = 1.17%, exp(2 ×
Λ1) = 0.029% and exp(5 × Λ1) = 10−7%. We have: Λbk/Λwk < exp(Λbk)/exp(Λwk) <
exp(2× Λbk)/exp(2× Λwk) < exp(5× Λbk)/exp(5× Λwk). We see that (α = 5) neglected
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the Λ4 which may contain a significant information with sum of 0.67%, unlike to (α = 2)
which conserve the Λ4 with sum of 11.70%. This means that, each set of training data from
different datasets is adapted with a specific weighting factor (α), that can be simplified
the separation between the positive and negative classes.
In section 5.4, our experiments show that by changing the value of the weighting factor
(α) gives us the ability for easier selection the eigenvalues of high significance and eliminate
those with less discriminative information. Thus, the small eigenvalues are reduced and
large eigenvalues are enlarged.
































5.3.4 Within-class covariance normalization
The first use of the within-class covariance normalization (WCCN) is in the community
of speaker recognition. While Dehak et al. [34] founded that it is the best technique
to project the reduced-vectors of LDA method to a new subspace determined by the
square-root of the inverse of the within-class covariance matrix. We propose a new variant




(U siweda)T ξ̌1i − (U siweda)T ξ̂1i
(U siweda)T ξ̌1i − (U siweda)T ξ̂1i
(5.21)
where, U siweda is the SIWEDA projection matrix found in Eq.5.19. TheWCCN projection
matrix C is obtained by Cholesky decomposition of the inverse ofW : W−1 = CCT . Where
the new projection matrix Zsiweda is obtained by: Zsiweda = CTU siweda. By imposing
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upper bounds on the classification error metric [10], WCCN decreases the within-class
variations effect by reducing the expected classification error on the training step.
The procedure of this proposed variant, Side-Information Weighted Exponential Dis-
criminant Analysis integrating within class covariance normalization (SIWEDA+WCCN),
is detailed in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Side-Information Weighted Exponential Discriminant Analysis plus Within Class Covariance Normalization
Input:
- The matrix ξ of the N training samples.
- The weak labels (labelsW ) for extracting the positive-class image pairs
Pclass =
{
(ξ̌1i , ξ̂1i ) : l(ξ̌1i ) = l(ξ̂1i )
}
and negative-class image pairs
Nclass =
{
(ξ̌0i , ξ̂0i ) : l(ξ̌0i ) 6= l(ξ̂0i )
}
- α is the maximum separation weighting value.
Output:




i=1(ξ̌1i − ξ̂1i )(ξ̌1i − ξ̂1i )T
2: Ssildb =
∑C0
i=1(ξ̌0i − ξ̂0i )(ξ̌0i − ξ̂0i )T
3: Compute the weighted matrices: exp(αSsildw ) and exp(αSsildb )
4: Compute the eigenvectors Vk and corresponding eigenvalues Λk of
(exp(αSsildw ))−1exp(αSsildb ).
5: Sort the m eigenvectors U siweda = Vk according to Λk in decreasing order.
6: W = ∑C1i=1((U siweda)T ξ̌1i − (U siweda)T ξ̂1i )((U siweda)T ξ̌1i − (U siweda)T ξ̂1i )T
7: Compute WCCN projection matrix (C): W−1 = CCT
8: Compute the new Zsiweda = CTU siweda
5.3.5 Similarity measure
We compute the similarity of the two feature vectors by the cosine distance in the
SIWEDA+WCCN subspace as follows:
Cos(ξ̌, ξ̂) = (C
TU siwedaξ̌)T (CTU siwedaξ̂)∥∥∥(CTU siwedaξ̌)∥∥∥ ∥∥∥(CTU siwedaξ̂)∥∥∥ (5.22)
After discriminant analysis methods, the using of cosine similarity distance has an
advantage comes from its connection to the Bayes decision rule, as the optimal used
method is the Bayes classifier for decreasing the classification error [95].
5.4 Experiments
The experiments are organized into three parts: First part presents the benchmark
datasets utilized in our experiments; Second part gives the parameter settings utilized in
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our framework; Third part provides the results with their discuss and compare the best
ones with those of the state of the art.
5.4.1 Parameter Settings
Face matching
The LFW dataset is divided into two views: view 1 is utilized for model selection, and
view 2 is put to evaluate performance, containing three evaluation paradigms: 1) the image
unrestricted protocol, 2) the image restricted protocol and 3) the unsupervised protocol.
In our experiments, the aligned images (LFW-a) were used, and the proposed approach
was evaluated on the view 2 using image restricted protocol, where no outside additional
training data was used. The dataset is subdivided into 10 disjoint folds cross-validation.
While for training step, 9 folds are used and the remaining fold for testing step. Each
fold includes 300 matched (positive) pairs and 300 mismatched (negative) pairs. The final
performance is reported as the mean accuracy ± standard deviation (SE) as well as the
ROC curve through the 10-fold cross-validation.
The YouTube Face (YTF) dataset we followed the same evaluation protocol founded
in [162] of unconstrained face verification including 5000 video pairs, which were divided
into 10 folds and each fold contains 250 positive pairs and 250 negative pairs. We learned
the feature representation using MLBP, MLPQ and MBSIF descriptors and our StatBIF
descriptor for each frame of video clips, separately. As all facial images have been aligned
already, we averaged all descriptors of one video clip to make a mean vector as the feature
of the video.
Kinship verification We evaluated the performance of the proposed framework on
the same experimental protocol cited in the literature works [103,174], whither five-fold
cross-validation for kinship verification is carried out, while preserving the number of pairs
images nearly equal in all folds. By following this protocol, we ensure that our results
directly compared to the state of the art. We generated the negative pairs of the kinship
randomly such that the appearance of every facial image is only once in the training set.
In the training and test phases, the number of negative pairs and positive pairs is equal.
Features extraction Concerning the face normalization, all face attributes descriptions
are extracted from images that are aligned and cropped into a resolution of 64× 64 pixels.
We extract at Multi-scale the Local Binary Patterns (MLBP) [119], the radius R = {1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6} and the number of pixels in the neighborhood P = 8. For Multi-scale Binarized
Statistical Image Features (MBSIF) [77] we use eight filters with different sizes W = {3, 5,
7, 9, 11, 13}. In the Multi-scale Local Phase Quantization (MLPQ) [120], the window size
is M = {3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}. For Statistical Binarized Image Features (StatBIF), we use six
scales, StatBIFl=3, StatBIFl=5, StatBIFl=7, StatBIFl=9, StatBIFl=11 and StatBIFl=13.
From each scale the extracted features are the combination of six statistical features of
(median, mean, standard deviation, variance, skewness and kurtosis).
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Every facial image is subdivided into 36 blocks, each of size 12× 12 pixels. By using
histograms of 256 bins, we assemble the local features extracted from each block. Thereafter,
we concatenate the histograms of all the 36 blocks, where the dimension of the obtained
vector from each descriptor is 6× 36× 256.
5.4.2 Results and discussion
To verify our framework, we generate several experiments listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The
mean verification accuracies of our SIEDA+WCCN method compared to SIEDA using the
proposed StatBIF descriptor and the three existing descriptors MLBP, MLPQ and MBSIF
on the experimental datasets is shown in Table 5.1. As can be seen in this table, the best
performance for kinship verification using StatBIF descriptor through SIEDA+WCCN
method outperforms the use of this descriptor through SIEDA method only. Whereas,
our StatBIF descriptor shows the best accuracy with scales, l = 13 for Cornell KinFace
dataset and l = 5 for both, UB KinFace and TSKinFace datasets. As we can see from
LFW dataset, SIEDA+WCCN failed to project the StatBIF features into discriminative
subspace, because there is a limitation of separation over the specific weighting factor
(α = 1).
Table 5.1: Mean verification accuracy (%) of our SIEDA+WCCN method compared to the classical SIEDA method using
StatBIF, MLBP, MLPQ and MBSIF descriptors on Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace, TSKinFace and LFW.
Descriptor
Cornell UB KinFace TSKinFace LFW
Mean Set 1 Set 2 Mean F-S F-D M-S M-D Mean Mean ± std
MLBP+SIEDA 71.39 71.51 67.46 69.49 80.02 79.48 81.19 81.06 80.44 93.97 ± 1.01
MLPQ+SIEDA 73.85 72.23 68.69 70.46 81.88 80.38 83.43 83.55 82.31 93.67 ± 0.97
MBSIF+SIEDA 74.94 72.01 68.66 70.34 80.71 80.18 81.48 82.95 81.33 94.43 ± 0.96
MLBP+SIEDA+WCCN 73.83 72.51 69.44 70.98 80.80 79.97 82.26 82.06 81.27 93.97 ± 1.01
MLPQ+SIEDA+WCCN 75.25 72.22 70.91 71.57 82.47 80.78 83.72 84.65 82.91 94.30 ± 0.86
MBSIF+SIEDA+WCCN 75.95 72.51 70.90 71.71 82.07 81.38 82.65 84.35 82.61 94.43 ± 0.96
StatBIFl=3 + SIEDA 76.89 72.73 69.95 71.34 81.10 80.98 81.28 83.75 81.78 92.20 ± 1.17
StatBIFl=5 + SIEDA 73.12 72.73 70.66 71.70 81.19 82.57 82.16 84.75 82.67 93.50 ± 0.97
StatBIFl=7 + SIEDA 73.56 72.74 69.41 71.08 80.90 81.08 82.94 83.85 82.19 93.60 ± 1.07
StatBIFl=9 + SIEDA 74.61 70.76 68.91 69.84 80.90 80.08 82.84 84.05 81.97 93.77 ± 1.01
StatBIFl=11 + SIEDA 75.62 71.26 68.67 69.97 81.68 79.68 82.65 82.86 81.72 93.57 ± 0.99
StatBIFl=13 + SIEDA 76.28 70.72 68.91 69.82 81.19 78.59 81.77 82.86 81.10 94.13 ± 0.92
StatBIFl=3 + SIEDA + WCCN 76.91 73.22 71.42 72.32 82.37 81.87 82.16 84.75 82.79 92.60 ± 1.12
StatBIFl=5 + SIEDA + WCCN 75.91 73.23 71.66 72.44 82.46 82.87 83.04 86.05 83.61 93.87 ± 0.93
StatBIFl=7 + SIEDA + WCCN 75.28 73.74 71.13 72.44 81.97 81.37 83.82 85.15 83.08 94.00 ± 1.00
StatBIFl=9 + SIEDA + WCCN 75.63 71.74 70.14 70.94 81.97 80.58 83.62 84.25 82.61 94.20 ± 0.92
StatBIFl=11 + SIEDA + WCCN 77.01 72.24 69.65 70.95 82.94 81.37 83.53 83.56 82.85 94.03 ± 0.96
StatBIFl=13 + SIEDA + WCCN 77.71 72.73 70.41 71.57 82.85 79.69 83.43 83.86 82.46 94.27 ± 0.90
Table 5.2 demonstrates the mean verification accuracy of our SIWEDA+WCCN method
using different descriptors with different weighting factors on the experimental datasets.
This table shows that the weighting factors (α > 1) have the best performance com-
pared with the SIEDA+WCCN method (α = 1). Also, there is specific value of (α)
that was adapted to the training set of different datasets, which increase the perfor-
mance of face and kinship verification through the SIWEDA method. We see that by
using SIWEDA+WCCN method over different weighting descriptors (StatBIFl=11,α=5),
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(StatBIFl=5,α=20), (MBSIFα=15), (StatBIFl=9,α=15), and (StatBIFl=9,α=15) show the best
accuracies compared to the classical SIEDA+WCCN method (α = 1) for Cornell Kin-
Face dataset, UB KinFace dataset, TSKinFace dataset, LFW dataset and YTF dataset,
respectively.
Table 5.2: Mean verification accuracy (%) of our SIWEDA+WCCNmethod using StatBIF descriptor with different weighted
factors on Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace, TSKinFace, LFW and YTF datasets.
Descriptor
Cornell UB KinFace TSKinFace LFW YTF
Mean Set 1 Set 2 Mean F-S F-D M-S M-D Mean Mean ± std Mean ± std
MLBP (α = 1) 73.83 72.51 69.44 70.98 80.80 79.97 82.26 82.06 81.27 93.97 ± 1.01 70.80 ± 0.58
MLPQ (α = 1) 75.25 72.22 70.91 71.57 82.47 80.78 83.72 84.65 82.91 94.30 ± 0.86 71.92 ± 0.52
MBSIF (α = 1) 75.95 72.51 70.90 71.71 82.07 81.38 82.65 84.35 82.61 94.43 ± 0.96 70.92 ± 0.51
StatBIF (l = 3, α = 1) 76.91 73.22 71.42 72.32 82.37 81.87 82.16 84.75 82.79 92.60 ± 1.12 71.40 ± 0.42
StatBIF (l = 5, α = 1) 75.91 73.23 71.66 72.44 82.46 82.87 83.04 86.05 83.61 93.87 ± 0.93 72.40 ± 0.33
StatBIF (l = 7, α = 1) 75.28 73.74 71.13 72.44 81.97 81.37 83.82 85.15 83.08 94.00 ± 1.00 71.68 ± 0.44
StatBIF (l = 9, α = 1) 75.63 71.74 70.14 70.94 81.97 80.58 83.62 84.25 82.61 94.20 ± 0.92 71.32 ± 0.48
StatBIF (l = 11, α = 1) 77.01 72.24 69.65 70.95 82.94 81.37 83.53 83.56 82.85 94.03 ± 0.96 70.96 ± 0.62
StatBIF (l = 13, α = 1) 77.71 72.73 70.41 71.57 82.85 79.69 83.43 83.86 82.46 94.27 ± 0.90 70.72 ± 0.62
MLBP (α = 5) 78.07 74.48 74.19 74.34 81.49 79.27 82.94 82.36 81.52 94.20 ± 1.00 75.28 ± 0.50
MLPQ (α = 5) 77.29 72.46 73.66 73.06 83.64 81.17 84.89 85.95 83.91 95.43 ± 0.80 75.84 ± 0.43
MBSIF (α = 5) 78.04 73.44 74.4 73.92 84.61 82.07 85.48 86.35 84.63 95.10 ± 0.88 74.56 ± 0.67
StatBIF (l = 3, α = 5) 77.99 73.94 75.39 74.67 83.54 81.97 83.63 86.05 83.80 93.60 ± 0.99 74.48 ± 0.38
StatBIF (l = 5, α = 5) 75.91 74.72 74.92 74.82 83.73 82.96 84.59 86.45 84.43 94.73 ± 0.87 77.04 ± 0.61
StatBIF (l = 7, α = 5) 75.95 74.91 74.15 74.53 83.82 82.56 85.08 86.15 84.40 95.13 ± 0.86 76.92 ± 0.70
StatBIF (l = 9, α = 5) 77.29 75.48 73.44 74.46 83.53 81.17 85.28 85.75 83.93 95.23 ± 0.80 78.56 ± 0.44
StatBIF (l = 11, α = 5) 78.40 74.94 73.43 74.19 84.31 81.67 84.89 85.36 84.06 94.93 ± 0.81 78.28 ± 0.56
StatBIF (l = 13, α = 5) 77.66 74.42 76.89 75.66 83.43 81.47 84.21 84.76 83.47 95.03 ± 0.79 77.52 ± 0.30
MLBP (α = 10) 76.65 73.21 75.95 74.58 80.71 77.98 81.96 80.77 80.36 94.30 ± 0.96 75.44 ± 0.44
MLPQ (α = 10) 77.23 73.96 74.17 74.07 83.63 80.97 85.08 86.05 83.93 95.73 ± 0.75 76.60 ± 0.41
MBSIF (α = 10) 76.91 74.69 76.40 75.55 84.61 81.77 86.45 85.95 84.70 95.47 ± 0.80 75.08 ± 0.54
StatBIF (l = 3, α = 10) 77.99 74.93 76.64 75.79 83.73 81.86 84.40 85.45 83.86 93.80 ± 0.97 73.68 ± 0.46
StatBIF (l = 5, α = 10) 76.63 75.46 76.41 75.94 84.22 82.67 85.08 86.75 84.68 95.20 ± 0.82 77.28 ± 0.71
StatBIF (l = 7, α = 10) 75.17 75.65 75.15 75.40 84.21 82.56 85.09 86.05 84.48 95.57 ± 0.78 77.12 ± 0.57
StatBIF (l = 9, α = 10) 76.58 75.19 74.66 74.93 83.92 81.67 85.77 85.65 84.25 95.73 ± 0.74 79.24 ± 0.44
StatBIF (l = 11, α = 10) 77.64 75.67 75.16 75.42 84.50 82.36 85.97 85.26 84.52 95.33 ± 0.75 78.96 ± 0.54
StatBIF (l = 13, α = 10) 76.91 75.14 76.89 76.02 83.14 82.17 84.60 85.36 83.82 95.17 ± 0.75 77.16 ± 0.49
MLBP (α = 15) 76.76 72.94 76.19 74.57 80.22 77.18 81.67 80.67 79.94 94.27 ± 0.94 75.40 ± 0.52
MLPQ (α = 15) 76.52 74.71 74.67 74.69 83.54 80.97 84.98 85.75 83.81 95.67 ± 0.75 77.48 ± 0.34
MBSIF (α = 15) 77.26 75.17 76.39 75.78 84.80 82.27 86.16 86.35 84.90 95.57 ± 0.75 75.32 ± 0.57
StatBIF (l = 3, α = 15) 77.25 75.69 76.37 76.03 83.93 81.56 84.40 85.05 83.74 93.70 ± 1.00 73.16 ± 0.57
StatBIF (l = 5, α = 15) 76.92 75.46 76.92 76.19 83.92 83.16 84.99 86.95 84.76 95.33 ± 0.80 77.16 ± 0.78
StatBIF (l = 7, α = 15) 75.17 75.65 75.40 75.53 83.82 82.36 85.28 86.05 84.38 95.90 ± 0.75 77.80 ± 0.55
StatBIF (l = 9, α = 15) 76.19 75.17 75.15 75.16 84.02 81.57 85.86 84.96 84.10 95.97 ± 0.66 79.60 ± 0.57
StatBIF (l = 11, α = 15) 76.91 75.16 75.39 75.28 84.41 82.16 86.16 84.16 84.22 95.43 ± 0.80 78.56 ± 0.60
StatBIF (l = 13, α = 15) 76.91 75.63 76.16 75.90 83.33 81.57 83.81 85.56 83.57 95.33 ± 0.71 77.32 ± 0.48
MLBP (α = 20) 75.88 73.95 76.21 75.08 79.73 76.68 80.89 79.77 79.27 94.17 ± 0.96 75.08 ± 0.62
MLPQ (α = 20) 76.16 75.19 74.69 74.94 83.54 81.37 85.76 85.05 83.93 95.43 ± 0.79 77.68 ± 0.35
MBSIF (α = 20) 76.56 75.16 76.92 76.04 85.00 81.67 85.86 85.95 84.62 95.43 ± 0.79 75.72 ± 0.53
StatBIF (l = 3, α = 20) 76.56 75.93 75.87 75.90 84.02 81.56 84.89 85.15 83.91 93.63 ± 1.04 72.20 ± 0.72
StatBIF (l = 5, α = 20) 75.15 75.71 76.92 76.32 83.83 83.16 85.18 86.55 84.68 95.40 ± 0.81 76.52 ± 0.74
StatBIF (l = 7, α = 20) 74.84 76.16 75.65 75.91 83.62 82.86 85.67 85.35 84.38 95.80 ± 0.73 77.80 ± 0.44
StatBIF (l = 9, α = 20) 76.54 75.68 75.40 75.54 83.73 81.07 85.38 84.86 83.76 95.93 ± 0.66 79.20 ± 0.74
StatBIF (l = 11, α = 20) 76.91 74.90 75.14 75.02 84.31 82.07 86.06 83.66 84.03 95.40 ± 0.83 78.12 ± 0.66
StatBIF (l = 13, α = 20) 77.25 75.63 76.16 75.90 83.04 81.67 83.62 84.66 83.25 95.33 ± 0.75 77.24 ± 0.46
5.4.3 Weighting factor (α) effect
For each specific case of Table 5.2 (regardless the features, datasets, and face matching
problem), the proposed approach SIWEDA+WCCN performs better than its classical
SIEDA+WCCN counterpart which obviously demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
SIWEDA+WCCN method. Moreover, our results demonstrate that SIWEDA+WCCN is
able to extract better discriminative features than SIEDA+WCCN.
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5.4.4 Effect of score fusion
Toward to answer the question: What is the best weighting scale of our StatBIF descriptor
can be used? We check the complementarity of different weighting scales (i.e. α = 15
and α = 20) of StatBIF descriptor. The Multi-scale StatBIF (MStatBIF) score fusion is
performed using logistic regression method [56]. We experimented with three datasets
LFW and YTF for face matching problem and TSKinFace for kinship verification problem.
Table 5.3 shows the comparison of MStatBIF with different weighting scales of our StatBIF
descriptor. As we can see from this table, our MStatBIF shows best and stable performance
from the three datasets LFW, YTF and TSKinFace. Furthermore, the Cornell KinFace
and UB KinFace datasets are gathered with a mixture of four relations types, Father-Son,
Father-Daughter, Mother-Son, and Mother-Daughter pair images, unlike to TSKinFace
dataset that subdivided into four subsets (i.e. F-S subset, F-D subset, M-S subset, and
M-D subset) which make better scores learning with logistic regression method [83,85].
Table 5.3: Mean verification accuracy of MStatBIF with different weighting scales of StatBIF descriptor on LFW, YTF and
TSKinFace datasets.
Method LFW YTF TSKinFace
StatBIF (l = 3, α = 15) 93.70 ± 1.00 73.16 ± 0.57 83.74
StatBIF (l = 5, α = 15) 95.33 ± 0.80 77.16 ± 0.78 84.76
StatBIF (l = 7, α = 15) 95.90 ± 0.75 77.80 ± 0.55 84.38
StatBIF (l = 9, α = 15) 95.97 ± 0.66 79.60 ± 0.57 84.10
StatBIF (l = 11, α = 15) 95.43 ± 0.80 78.56 ± 0.60 84.22
StatBIF (l = 13, α = 15) 95.33 ± 0.71 77.32 ± 0.48 83.57
StatBIF (l = 3, α = 20) 93.63 ± 1.04 72.20 ± 0.72 83.91
StatBIF (l = 5, α = 20) 95.40 ± 0.81 76.52 ± 0.74 84.68
StatBIF (l = 7, α = 20) 95.80 ± 0.73 77.80 ± 0.44 84.38
StatBIF (l = 9, α = 20) 95.93 ± 0.66 79.20 ± 0.74 83.76
StatBIF (l = 11, α = 20) 95.40 ± 0.83 78.12 ± 0.66 84.03
StatBIF (l = 13, α = 20) 95.33 ± 0.75 77.24 ± 0.46 83.25
MStatBIF (α = 15) 96.03 ± 0.66 80.08 ± 0.53 86.37
MStatBIF (α = 20) 96.20 ± 0.63 80.24 ± 0.47 86.30
5.4.5 Computational cost
We calculated the computational time needed for the face and kinship verification of one
pair face samples using different weighting scales of our SIWEDA+WCCN method. The
experiments were implemented using MATLAB 2018a on a PC with an Intel Core i7 2.00
GHz CPU and 8 GB of RAM. The feature extraction for the MLBP, MLPQ, MBSIF
and StatBIF descriptors takes 7.3 ms, 37.6 ms, 27.3 ms and 23.1 ms for each sample,
respectively. Furthermore, in addition to its robustness, our StatBIF descriptor got the
second rank in term of time cost compared with the three well known descriptors. In
training step (offline), the estimation of the projection matrices is performed only once. In
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the online step, we evaluate the time cost needed by each method to project and match the
test pair which is provided in Table 5.4 in ms. This table shows that the best performing
method, SIWEDA, runs faster compared with the SIEDA method (i.e. α=1). Furthermore,
we see that the time cost of feature extraction is negligible compared to the projection
and matching time.
Table 5.4: Time Cost (TC), in ms, taken by different weighting factors for the projection of one pair of facial images.
Database
Projection and matching
α=1 α=5 α=10 α=15 α=20
Cornell KinFace 42.03 39.18 35.64 32.53 31.15
UB KinFace 45.88 41.22 37.45 34.80 30.88
TSKinFace 52.60 48.14 46.39 41.01 39.06
LFW 73.22 71.68 46.21 43.56 39.25
YTF 67.95 65.41 63.55 59.96 57.26
5.4.6 Comparison with the results of the state of the art
- Matching Face pairs in the Wild Table 5.5 shows the comparison of our results
under restricted setting protocol with the state of the art methods on the LFW dataset.
The corresponding ROC curves of our framework and the state of the art methods on
LFW dataset are depicted in Fig. 5.4. The best achieved verification accuracy of our
framework is 96.20%, which is very close to the human performance (i.e. 97.53% on
LFW dataset). Furthermore, 80 positive and negative pairs facial images from the 6,000
pairs (almost average of 8 positive and negative pairs for each fold) that are misclassified
by our approach compared to human performance. Comparing to the state of the art,
our result is the first. The framework MRF-Fusion-CSKDA [7] achieves currently the
second rank on the LFW dataset in term of verification accuracy. MRF-Fusion-CSKDA is
resulted by the fusion of three descriptors which extracted at multi-scale features, MSLBP,
MSBSIF, and MSLPQ, and kernel methods. Differently, we utilized only one descriptor
(StatBIF), with an effective approach, SIWEDA+WCCN, achieving first rank. Thus, our
framework is less complicated and more efficiently computational than the second ranking
method. Furthermore, Table 5.6 shows the comparison of our results under restricted
setting protocol with the state of the art methods on the YTF dataset. The corresponding
ROC curves of our framework and the state of the art methods on YTF dataset are
depicted in Fig. 5.5. Thus, our framework got a competitive performance compared to
state of the art methods on YTF dataset under restricted setting protocol.
- Kinship Verification in the wild Table 5.7 compares the proposed approach with
the state of the art methods on the Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace and TSKinFace datasets.
We notice that the best verification accuracy of our framework achieves 78.40% on Cornell
KinFace, 76.32% on UB KinFace and 86.37% on TSKinFace. As can be seen from these
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results, our approach outperforms the other state of the art methods on two kinship
datasets. In addition, we can see that SIWEDA+WCCN improves with a significant
margin the kinship performance (more than 4% improvement on Cornell KinFace and UB
KinFace). From TSKinFace dataset, we see that the proposed SIWEDA+WCCN method
obtains the first best results for all relationships.
Our approach vs. DeepFace [146] (using 4.4M outside data) We compared our
approach using the provided data only on LFW dataset with DeepFace [146] method which
used 4.4 Millions outside facial images belonging to more than 4,000 identities for training
the network model. We got a competitive performance compared with DeepFace method
under restricted setting on LFW dataset (we refer that our StatBIF+SIWEDA+WCCN
method and DeepFace method got a verification accuracies of 96.20% and 97.15%, respec-
tively). Moreover, the authors in [146] combine three networks feeding by three types of
inputs (i.e. a 3D-aligned 3-channels (RGB) facial images; a gray facial images plus image
gradient magnitude and orientation; and a 2D-aligned RGB facial images) of size 152 by
152, unlike to our approach (StatBIF+SIWEDA+WCCN) which used gray input facial
images of size 64 by 64 with no preprocessing stage applied to the facial images (a raw
facial images was used).
Our approach vs. Deep multi-metric learning [101] In this comparison, we focus
on three datasets LFW, YTF and TSKinFace. We see that our approach improves the
performance with about 3% from LFW dataset, got a competitive performance from YTF
dataset, and improves the performance with about 2% from TSKinFace dataset compared
with DDMML. The Discriminative Deep Multi-Metric Learning (DDMML) [101] method
used the combination of multiple features (multi-view features) to describe the facial
images. The work of Lu et al. [101] adopts the different sizes to extract the features of
the input facial images for each dataset (i.e. 80 × 150 for LFW dataset, 100 × 100 for
YTF dataset, and 64× 64 for TSKinFace dataset). Furthermore, they extract different
features for each dataset, which are six original and square root features of Sparse SIFT
(SSIFT) [53] on the “funneled” LFW dataset, histogram of oriented gradients (HOG)
[29] on the LFW-a dataset and high-dimensional LBP (HDLBP) [24] on the original
LFW (i.e. they used the combination of six of original and square root features applied on
three versions of LFW dataset). For YTF dataset, three features description including
LBP [119], Center-Symmetric LBP (CSLBP) [162] and Four-Patch LBP (FPLBP) [163]
are used as in [162]. For TSKinFace dataset, they used four descriptors LBP, Dense
SIFT (DSIFT), HOG and LPQ. On the other hand, our approach used efficient methods
(SIWEDA+WCCN) using the proposed descriptor (StatBIF) only. Furthermore, our
approach used the same parameter settings of the all four used descriptors in our work for
both face matching and kinship verification problems (i.e. for each dataset the input size is
64× 64 and we used the same features extraction parameters for MLBP, MBSIF, MLPQ,
and MStatBIF descriptors on each dataset) attains stable, robust and good performances.
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Therefore, the DDMML method accepts only a specific input size of facial images and
adapted descriptors (under human surveillance/guidance learning) for each dataset, unlike
SIWEDA+WCCN do. Besides, this means that the DDMML method has weak learning
compared with our SIWEDA+WCCN method for face and kinship verification in all
scenarios.
Table 5.5: Comparison verification accuracy of StatBIF+SIWEDA+WCCN with image restricted setting (no outside train-
ing data was used) on LFW dataset.
Method Mean Accuracy ± Standard Error (%)
Eigenfaces, original [150] 60.02 ± 0.79
Nowak2, original [118] 72.45 ± 0.40
Nowak2, funneled [65] 73.93 ± 0.49
Hybrid descriptor-based, funneled [163] 78.47 ± 0.51
3x3 Multi-Region Histograms [140] 72.95 ± 0.55
Pixels/MKL, funneled [130] 68.22 ± 0.41
V1-like/MKL, funneled [130] 79.35 ± 0.55
APEM (fusion), funneled [90] 84.08 ± 1.20
MRF-MLBP [6] 79.08 ± 0.14
Fisher vector faces [142] 87.47 ± 1.49
Eigen-PEP [91] 88.97 ± 1.32
MRF-MBSIF-CSKDA [7] 93.63 ± 1.27
MRF-Fusion-CSKDA [7] 95.89 ± 1.94
POP-PEP [89] 91.10 ± 1.47
DDML [59] 90.68 ± 1.41
LM3L [63] 89.57 ± 1.53
Discriminative deep multi-metric learning [101] 93.28 ± 0.39
CA-LBFL [42] 92.75 ± 1.13
StatBIF-SIWEDA-WCCN (Our) 96.20 ± 0.63
Table 5.6: Comparison verification accuracy of StatBIF+SIWEDA+WCCN with image restricted setting (no outside train-
ing data was used) on YTF dataset.
Method Mean Accuracy ± Standard Error (%)
MBGS L2 mean [162] 76.40 ± 1.80
APEM-FUSION [90] 79.10 ± 1.50
STFRD+PMML [27] 79.50 ± 2.50
VSOF+OSS [115] 79.70 ± 1.80
DDML [59] 82.34 ± 1.47
LM3L [63] 81.30 ± 1.20
Discriminative deep multi-metric learning [101] 82.54 ± 1.58
CA-LBFL [42] 83.30 ± 1.30
StatBIF-SIWEDA-WCCN (Our) 80.24 ± 0.47
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Table 5.7: Comparison verification accuracy of StatBIF+SIWEDA+WCCN with state of the art on the Cornell KinFace,
UB KinFace and TSKinFace datasets.
Method Cornell UB KinFace TSKinFace
Pictorial structure model [44] 70.67 / /
Transfer subspace learning [170] / 68.50 /
Neighborhood repulsed metric learning [103] 71.60 67.05 /
Discriminative multimetric learning [174] 73.50 72.25 /
Prototype discriminative feature learning [175] 71.90 67.30 /
Relative symmetric bilinear model [133] / / 81.85
BSIF-HSV [168] / / 81.19
Discriminative deep multi-metric learning [101] / / 84.15
MHDL3 - {HOG + Color + LPQ} [105] 76.60 / /
Heterogeneous similarity learning [131] 68.40 56.20 /
StatBIF-SIWEDA-WCCN (Our) 78.40 76.32 86.37





































Figure 5.4: ROC curve of StatBIF-SIWEDA-WCCN and other state-of-the-art methods on the LFW dataset under image
restricted setting.
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Figure 5.5: ROC curve of StatBIF-SIWEDA-WCCN and other state-of-the-art methods on the YTF dataset under image
restricted setting.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed an approach to the problem of face and kinship verification
through the weighting factor (α) of SIWEDA+WCCNmethod in various texture descriptors
(MSLBP, MSLPQ, MSBSIF and the proposed StatBIF), we experimented with four
weighting factors (α = 5, α = 10, α = 15 and α = 20) in addition to the classical value
(α = 1). Thorough experiments are performed on five datasets in the wild, namely the
LFW, the YTF, the Cornell KinFace, the UB KinFace and the TSKinFace. The obtained
results show the effectiveness of using our StatBIF descriptor over the different values of
weighting factors superior to one (α > 1) for face and kinship verification compared with
the classical value of weighting factor (α = 1). These results point out the importance
of StatBIF-SIWEDA-WCCN approach for face and kinship verification in all scenarios.
Additionally, our results compare favorably against the recent approaches in the literature
on the benchmark datasets. Moreover, our approach demonstrates better results than the
discriminative deep multi-metric learning method on LFW and TSKinFace datasets.
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6.1 Introduction
Many researchers [101, 103, 105, 133, 134, 168, 174, 175, 191, 193] used metric learning
methods and have achieved reasonably good performance in kinship verification, but none
of these methods tackle the kinship verification as a cross-view matching problem.
To our best knowledge, our work is the first effort that tackles the kinship verification
problem with a method used in the cross-view matching problem that arise from many
applications like heterogeneous face recognition [94] and viewpoint invariant person
re-identification [50]. The Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (XQDA) [93]
method shows the best performances in person re-identification field. Motivated by this
research, we propose Tensor Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (TXQDA) to
analyze the multifactor structure of face images which is related to kinship, age, gender,
expression, illumination and pose.
In our framework, the set of face images are represented as a third-order tensor based
on local histogram features of the local descriptors, Multi-Scale Local Phase Quantization
[120], and Multi-Scale local Binarised Statistical Image Features [77]. The contributions
of this work are summarized as follows:
1. We tackle for the first time the kinship verification problem as a cross-view matching
problem because every kin relation is typically viewpoint changes from two face
images belonging to two different persons.
2. We propose a robust automated facial verification framework suitable for kinship
verification, from face images captured in unconstrained environments. The face
data is represented as a high order tensor based on the combination of different local
features in order to provide a more powerful face model.
3. We propose a novel method for dimensionality reduction and classification, called
Tensor Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (TXQDA), which preserves the
data structure, enlarges the margin between samples, helps lighten the small sample
size problem and reduced the computational cost.
4. We extensively evaluate our TXQDA method against the state-of-the-art methods
using five challenging kinship databases namely Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace,
TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II and FIW.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 describes the proposed Tensor Cross-view
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis. Our tensor kinship verification pipeline is presented in
Section 6.3. The experiments and results are given in Section 6.4. Finally, concluding
remarks are given in Section 6.5.
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6.2 Tensor Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
The variables and mathematical notations that we used in our work are as follows :
Lowercase and uppercase symbols (e.g., i, j, F, N and V) indicate scalars; Bold lowercase
symbols (e.g., x, y and z) indicate vectors; italic uppercase symbols (e.g., U, X, Y and
W ) indicate matrices; bold italic uppercase symbols (e.g., X , Y , and Z) indicate tensors.
A tensor is explained as a multidimensional array [82,179]. N is considered the order of
the tensor and X is called an Nth-order tensor. Ik, 1 ≤ k ≤ N, is the dimension of the kth
mode. For more details on concepts of tensor algebra, see Appendix C.
6.2.1 Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (XQDA)
XQDA [93] is the extended method of the Bayesian face [111] and KISSME [81]
approaches to cross-view metric learning, where considered to learn a subspace W =
(w1,w2, . . . ,wr) ∈ <d×r with cross-view (i.e. Parent-Child) data, and learn a distance
function in the r dimensional subspace for the cross-view similarity measure at the same
time. We assume that we have a cross-view training set {X,Z} of c classes, in which
X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn) ∈ <d×n includes n samples in a d-dimensional space from one view
(i.e. Parents samples), Z = (z1, z2, . . . , zm) ∈ <d×m includes m samples in the same
d-dimensional space but from the other view (i.e. Children samples). Note that Z is
the same with X in the single-view matching scenario. Considering a subspace W , the
distance function in the r dimensional subspace is computed as:




E )W T (x − z) (6.1)
Where Σ′I = W TΣIW and Σ
′
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I corresponds to the Generalized Rayleigh Quotient:




The two covariance matrices ΣE and ΣI are computed as follow:
nIΣI = X̃X̃T + Z̃Z̃T − SRT −RST (6.3)
Where X̃ = (√m1x1,
√m1x2, . . . ,
√m1xn1 , . . . ,
√mcxn),
Z̃ = (√n1z1,
√n1z2, . . . ,
√n1zm1 , . . . ,
√nczm),





xi, . . . ,
∑
yi=c






zj, . . . ,
∑
lj=c
zj), yi and lj are class labels, ni
is the number of samples in class i of X, and mi is the number of samples in class i of Z.
nEΣE = mXXT + nZZT − srT − rsT − nIΣI (6.4)
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6.2.2 Tensor Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (TXQDA)
Let a Tensor cross-view training set {X ,Z} of c classes, where: X ∈ <I1×I2×···×IN×n
contains n samples of one view (Parents samples) and Z ∈ <I1×I2×···×IN×m contains m
samples of other view (Children samples). The goal of our TXQDA is the calculation of
N projection matrices (W1 ∈ <I1×I
′
1 ,W2 ∈ <I2×I
′
2 , . . . ,WN ∈ <IN×I
′
N). Thus, we calculate













I = X̃k,p(X̃k,p)T + Z̃k,p(Z̃k,p)T − Sk,p(Rk,p)T −Rk,p(Sk,p)T (6.6)
Where X̃k,p = (√m1xk,p1 ,
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√nczk,pm ),
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Where, for all presentations, xk,p and zk,p are the pth column vectors of the k-mode
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Now that the solution for one mode is known, the optimization problem in equation
6.5 can be solved iteratively. The projection matrices W1,W2, . . . ,WN are first initialized
to identity. At each iteration W1,W2, . . . ,Wk−1,Wk+1, . . .WN are hypothetical known
and Wk is estimated. Set: U = X ×1 W1 . . . ×k−1 Wk−1 ×k+1 Wk+1 . . . ×N WN and
Y = Z ×1 W1 . . .×k−1 Wk−1 ×k+1 Wk+1 . . .×N WN are replaced in equation 6.5 by X and
Z . The new equation can be solved by the generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem:
ΣkEWk = ΛkΣkIWk (6.8)
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Where, Wk is the eigenvectors matrix and Λk the eigenvalues matrix.
The iterative process of TXQDA breaks up on the recognition of one of the following
situations: i) The number of iterations reaches a predefined maximum; or ii) the difference
of the estimated projection between two consecutive iterations is less than a threshold,∥∥∥W iterk −W iter−1k ∥∥∥ < IkIkε, where Ik is the k mode dimension of W iterk . The number
of iterations, for our TXQDA algorithm, is empirically tuned and the better value is
Iterationmax = 2.
We summarize the advantages of our algorithm, Tensor cross-view quadratic discriminant
analysis (TXQDA), as follows:
1. TXQDA preserves the data structure, where these data stacked in a tensor mode
providing the maximum extraction of information. Unlike in the case of XQDA
method, the feature vectors are purely concatenated neglecting the natural structure
of data.
2. TXQDA also helps lightening the small sample size problem. This is an intrinsic
limitation of the XQDA when applying the histograms concatenation of local de-
scriptors for all face blocks (the features length is larger than the number of training
samples)
3. TXQDA is a cross-view dimensionality reduction method. It can obviate the curse
of dimensionality dilemma by using higher order tensors and k-mode optimization
approach, where the latter is performed in a much lower-dimension feature space
than the traditional vector-based methods, such as XQDA, do.
4. Many more feature dimensions are available in TXQDA than in XQDA because
the available feature dimension of XQDA is theoretically limited by the number of
classes in the data, whereas the TXQDA is not.
5. TXQDA reduces the computational cost to a large extent, as the k-mode optimization
in each step is performed on a feature space of smaller size.
Consequently, the classification with the proposed TXQDA is better than XQDA. The
entire procedure for the proposed Tensor Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
(TXQDA) is provided in Algorithm 3. The input of this algorithm is defined as follow:
• The tensor X ∈ <I1×I2×···×IN×n contains n samples of one view (Parents samples).
• The tensor Z ∈ <I1×I2×···×IN×m contains m samples of other view (Children samples).
• Iterationmax is the maximal number of iterations.
• The final lower dimensions: Í1 × Í2 × · · · × ÍN.
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Whereas the output can defined as follow:
• The projection matrices Wk = W iterk ∈ <Ik×Ík , k = 1, · · · ,N
Algorithm 3 Tensor Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (TXQDA)
Input:
• X ∈ <I1×I2×···×IN×n
• Z ∈ <I1×I2×···×IN×m
• Iterationmax
• Í1 × Í2 × · · · × ÍN
Output:
• Wk = W iterk ∈ <Ik×Ík , k = 1, · · · ,N
Algorithm:
1. Initialization: W 01 = II1 ,W 02 = II2 , · · · ,W 0N = IIN
2. For iter : 1 to Iterationmax
a) For k=1 to N
• U = X ×1 W iter−11 . . .×k−1 W iter−1k−1 ×k+1 W iter−1k+1 . . .×N W iter−1N
• Uk ⇐k U
• Y = Z ×1 W iter−11 . . .×k−1 W iter−1k−1 ×k+1 W iter−1k+1 . . .×N W iter−1N















E = mUk,p(Uk,p)T + nY k,p(Y k,p)T − sk,p(rk,p)T −
rk,p(sk,p)T − nIΣpI
• Compute ΣkEW iterk = ΛkΣkIW iterk , obtain W iterk .
b) If iter > 2 and
∥∥∥W iterk −W iter−1k ∥∥∥ < IkIkε, k = 1, · · · ,N, break;
3. Sort the ÍN eigenvectors W iterk ∈ <Ik×Ík according to Λk in decreasing order,
k = 1, · · · ,N.
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6.3 Proposed Tensor Kinship verification pipeline
In this section, we explain the details of employing the proposed TXQDA for kinship
verification from pairs of face images. As depicted in Fig. 6.1, the block diagram of
the proposed approach consists of three essential components: feature extraction, tensor
subspace transformation and comparison. We focus in this work on subspace transformation














































































































Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the proposed face pair matching system.
6.3.1 Feature extraction
To describe face images, we extract two popular local texture descriptors: the Binarized
Statistical Image Feature (BSIF) [77] and the Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [120]. To
increase the verification rate, we extract the two descriptors at multiple scales by varying
the values of their parameters, i.e., W the filter size of BSIF; M the window size of LPQ.
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6.3.2 Tensor Design
In the offline (training) stage, the optimal multilinear projection matrices are estimated,
and in online (test) stage, new samples are projected by these tensors and matched. The
training 3rd order tensors X ,Z ∈ <I1×I2×I3 is constructed using the histograms of different
local descriptors extracted from the training face images. The three modes of the tensors X
and Z are defined as follows: I1 corresponds to the local descriptors extracted at different
scales, I2 represents the histograms, and I3 face samples in the database .
The input tensors X and Z are reduced according to I1 and I2 modes and projected
into another subspace based on the proposed TXQDA method. Then, we obtain a reduced
tensor with Í1 × Í2  I1 × I2.
The training data of TXQDA method includes the match pairs (positive pairs) only.
The two tensors (X and Z) are used to compute the covariance matrix of the intrapersonal
variations ΣI and the covariance matrix of the intrapersonal variations ΣE of the TXQDA
method.
In the test phase, each face pair passes the same steps of feature extraction as in the
training phase, then projected in the tensor dimensionality reduction and classification
(TXQDA). Finally, the cosine similarity is used to check whether the pair of reduced
features matches (belonging to the same family) or not.
6.3.3 Matching
To compare between two faces pair, we used the reduced features projected through the
TXQDA space which are concatenated to form one feature vector. Then, we applied cosine
similarity [116] for each pair test of the two face images, so a match score is done. After
discriminant analysis methods, the use of cosine similarity distance has an advantage
which comes from its connection to the Bayes decision rule [95]. Cosine similarity between





Where ‖.‖ is the Euclidean norm. A high value of the produced score means a high
probability that bt1 and bt2 belong to the same family.
6.4 Experiments
In this section, we perform a number of experiments to evaluate the proposed kinship
verification system and investigate the strengths of the Tensor representation. Firstly, we
present the benchmark databases used in our experiments. Then, we discuss the parameter
settings used for kinship verification. Finally, we provide and discuss the results and
compare them with those of the state of the art.
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6.4.1 Parameter Settings
Our approach’s performance is evaluated based on the same experimental protocol found
in the literature [103, 172, 174], in which five-fold cross-validation for kin verification is
performed by keeping the same number of pairs images for each fold. This protocol is
considered to make sure that our results are directly comparable to the state of the art.
The negative pairs for kinship are generated randomly such that each image appears only
once in the test set. The number of positive pairs and negative pairs is the same in the
test stage.
To mitigate the effect of face normalization and to be consistent with several previous
works, including [101,103,105,133,168,174,175,187,191,193], all feature descriptions are
extracted from face images that are aligned and cropped using the position of the eyes to
64× 64 pixels.
Regarding feature extraction, we use eight filters with different sizes W = {3, 5, 7, 9,
11, 13, 15, 17} in the Multi-Scale Binarized Statistical Image Features (MSBSIF). In the
Multi-Scale Local Phase Quantization (MSLPQ), the window size is M = {3, 5, 7, 9, 11,
13, 15, 17} . Every face image is subdivided into 16 blocks, each of size 16× 16 pixels. We
use histograms of 256 bins to aggregate the local features extracted from each block.
6.4.2 Results and discussion
In this subsection, we introduce and discuss the results of the proposed approach based on
third order tensor representation. Moreover, all the experiments were done for the original
linear approach XQDA, which works as a baseline for evaluating the proposed TXQDA
method. Furthermore, the performances of the local descriptors MSLPQ and MSBSIF are
separately examined as well as their fusion. In the linear case, feature level fusion is made
by concatenating vectors from different scales for each face descriptors. For the proposed
multilinear case, fusion is performed based on tensor, where vectors of different scales of
two descriptors, LPQ and BSIF, are stacked in the second mode of the tensor.
Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 show kinship verification accuracy from different
descriptors and their fusion using the proposed TXQDA method compared with linear
XQDA method on Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace, TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II and FIW
databases, respectively. We remarked that the performance is improved with variation
between 5% and 9%. Moreover, the proposed TXQDA method stacked the features in
the second tensor mode to provide the maximum extraction of information. Consequently,
many more feature dimensions are available in TXQDA than in XQDA. Furthermore,
XQDA is theoretically limited by the number of classes in the data, whereas the TXQDA
is not. It is also noticeable that the best results are obtained by (MSLPQ(3+5+7+9+11) +
MSBSIF(3+5+7+9+11) ) description.
In Table 6.3, the tri-subject kinship verification is performed by Logistic Regression
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(LR) [56] score fusion method as used in [83]. The scores of Father-Son and Mother-Son
are fused to generate FM-S scores for tri-subject matching. The scores of Father-Daughter
and Mother-Daughter are fused to generate FM-D scores for tri-subject matching.
As shown in Table 6.2 our TXQDA method processes the age difference factor and
benefits from the child-young parent set (Set 1) in which this set is gathered to lighten the
age difference shown in the child-old parent set (Set 2). XQDA method does not benefit
from the child-young parent set and this demonstrates that the XQDA method neglected
to process the age difference factor. Moreover, the multifactor structure (kinship, gender,
age, expression, illumination and pose) was analyzed and separated from different tensor
dimensions of the proposed TXQDA method.
Table 6.6 shows kinship verification accuracy of the proposed TXQDA method compared
with linear XQDA method and three other methods (i.e. Neighborhood Repulsed Metric
Learning [103] (NRML) method, Side-Information based Linear Discriminant analysis
[109] (SILD) method and Multilinear Side-Information based Discriminant Analysis [14]
(MSIDA) method) using (MSLPQ+MSBSIF) features description on Cornell KinFace, UB
KinFace, TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II and FIW databases.
Moreover, the NRML and SILD methods, which are the most used methods for kinship
verification, give lower performance than the XQDA and TXQDA methods in all cases.
The performance becomes clear, significant and better by using the viewpoint changes
methods compared with NRML and SILD methods.
Furthermore, Cornell KinFace and UB KinFace databases are gathered with mixture of
four kin relations, which make hard learning of kin relations from different persons with
different gender and with high significant age difference. Our proposed Tensor cross-view
based method shows the superiority with a large margin in results compared with NRML
and SILD methods on Cornell KinFace and UB KinFace. On Cornell KinFace database,
TXQDA method performs with 9% of performance better than XQDA method, 9.42%
of performance better than MSIDA, 18% of performance better than SILD and 17.5 %
of performance better than NRML. On UB KinFace database, TXQDA method works
with a performance of 9% better than XQDA method, a performance of 9.48% better than
MSIDA, a performance of 24% better than SILD and a performance of 21 % better than
NRML.
This demonstrates that the proposed Tensor XQDA works well on the difficult cases,
where the viewpoint changes exist under the mixture of four kin relations (i.e. Father-
Daughter and Mother-Son are a face images pairs that include two different person with
different gender, and Father-Son and Mother-Daughter are a face images pairs that include
two different person with same gender). Furthermore, TXQDA method works with a
performance of 4.4% better than XQDA method, a performance of 4.83% better than
MSIDA, a performance of 6.8% better than SILD and a performance of 7.3 % better than
NRML on the TSKinFace database. Our TXQDA method works with a performance
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of 5.50% better than XQDA method, a performance of 5.00% better than MSIDA, a
performance of 10.65% better than SILD and a performance of 14.20% better than NRML
on the KinFaceW-II database. Moreover, our TXQDA method works with a performance
of 7.93% better than XQDA method, a performance of 9.98% better than MSIDA, a
performance of 11.05% better than SILD and a performance of 9.61% better than NRML
on the FIW database.
Besides, our results show that the multifactor structure belonging to kinship, gender, age,
expression, illumination and pose is taken into consideration in our TXQDA method to a
large extent than the XQDA method. It is remarkable that SILD method used the positive
and negative pairs in the training stage unlike the proposed TXQDA which obtained better
performances than SILD by using only the positive pairs. Our TXQDA presented the
face image as a matrix, where the face feature descriptions are stacked in a tensor mode
providing the maximum extraction of information. Unlike in the case of XQDA method,
the feature vectors are purely concatenated neglecting the natural structure of data. As
shown in our results, the tensor is an elegant way of presenting and fusing data.
Table 6.1: The mean accuracy (%) of kinship verification for TXQDA and XQDA using different MSLPQ and MSBSIF
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Table 6.2: The mean accuracy (%) of kinship verification for TXQDA and XQDA using different MSLPQ and MSBSIF
scales and their fusion on the UB KinFace database.
Descriptor
XQDA TXQDA
Set 1 Set 2 Mean Set 1 Set 2 Mean
MSLPQ(3+5+7) 76.74 80.21 78.48 91.28 90.53 90.91
MSLPQ(5+7+9) 78.50 80.96 79.73 91.03 89.27 90.15
MSLPQ(9+11+13) 74.71 76.19 75.45 90.25 88.29 89.27
MSLPQ(13+15+17) 75.47 75.66 75.57 87.00 88.04 87.52
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9) 79.22 80.19 79.71 91.28 90.02 90.65
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9+11) 78.46 80.93 79.70 91.76 90.26 91.01
MSBSIF(3+5+7) 77.00 76.73 76.87 91.02 90.77 90.90
MSBSIF(5+7+9) 79.69 78.90 79.30 91.26 91.28 91.27
MSBSIF(9+11+13) 79.23 80.47 79.85 91.28 90.76 91.02
MSBSIF(13+15+17) 77.39 73.43 75.41 89.78 89.02 89.40
MSBSIF(3+5+7+9) 82.25 79.70 80.98 91.25 91.03 91.14
MSBSIF(3+5+7+9+11) 79.45 80.41 79.93 91.51 90.77 91.14
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9+11) + 82.24 82.92 82.58 92.03 91.02 91.53MSBSIF(3+5+7+9+11)
Table 6.3: The mean accuracy (%) of kinship verification for TXQDA and XQDA using different MSLPQ and MSBSIF
scales and their fusion on the TSKinFace database.
Descriptor
XQDA TXQDA
F-S F-D M-S M-D Mean FM-S FM-D F-S F-D M-S M-D Mean FM-S FM-D
MSLPQ(3+5+7) 86.84 83.47 83.33 85.06 84.68 87.41 85.46 87.18 88.42 88.54 88.69 88.21 92.82 94.45
MSLPQ(5+7+9) 83.63 81.78 83.33 84.66 83.35 86.64 85.36 84.27 85.05 85.73 86.11 85.29 91.26 91.77
MSLPQ(9+11+13) 81.48 79.18 79.53 81.37 80.39 85.20 84.86 82.23 81.78 84.08 83.13 82.81 90.58 90.18
MSLPQ(13+15+17) 80.90 78.69 78.95 78.28 79.21 85.38 83.67 81.55 80.89 83.69 82.63 82.19 90.19 87.89
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9) 85.77 84.66 84.99 86.35 85.44 87.31 86.15 87.09 87.72 88.16 89.09 88.02 92.91 94.45
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9+11) 86.84 84.06 83.72 84.76 84.85 87.22 85.95 88.35 88.61 88.25 89.28 88.62 93.01 94.44
MSBSIF(3+5+7) 83.14 82.76 81.77 85.15 83.21 85.78 85.25 88.06 88.32 88.54 89.68 88.65 93.98 94.34
MSBSIF(5+7+9) 84.32 82.57 81.97 84.56 83.36 86.74 86.85 86.41 88.12 88.54 88.10 87.79 93.69 94.74
MSBSIF(9+11+13) 82.95 79.99 80.51 82.67 81.53 84.79 84.36 85.15 85.45 86.80 86.01 85.85 92.52 91.96
MSBSIF(13+15+17) 82.27 75.90 79.14 79.29 79.15 84.99 85.45 84.17 83.37 86.70 85.11 84.84 91.75 91.46
MSBSIF(3+5+7+9) 84.90 84.26 82.26 86.15 84.39 87.52 87.35 89.03 88.32 89.13 89.48 88.99 94.08 94.44
MSBSIF(3+5+7+9+11) 85.29 83.06 84.02 86.35 84.68 87.32 87.35 89.03 88.12 89.13 89.38 88.92 94.08 94.34
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9+11) + 87.04 85.26 84.40 86.85 85.89 88.02 88.35 89.32 90.69 90.29 90.97 90.32 94.85 95.63MSBSIF(3+5+7+9+11)
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Table 6.4: The mean accuracy (%) of kinship verification for TXQDA and XQDA using different MSLPQ and MSBSIF
scales and their fusion on the KinFaceW-II database.
Descriptor
XQDA TXQDA
F-S F-D M-S M-D Mean F-S F-D M-S M-D Mean
MSLPQ(3+5+7) 83.80 77.40 79.00 80.20 80.10 88.00 83.20 83.60 83.60 84.60
MSLPQ(5+7+9) 83.80 78.20 79.60 77.80 79.85 89.20 83.40 84.00 84.20 85.20
MSLPQ(9+11+13) 81.80 79.00 77.80 78.40 79.25 87.00 81.40 83.80 85.20 84.35
MSLPQ(13+15+17) 80.80 77.60 75.40 78.20 78.00 89.00 80.80 81.80 83.60 83.80
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9) 84.20 77.60 80.20 80.00 80.50 89.20 83.80 83.00 84.80 85.20
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9+11) 84.00 78.80 80.40 80.00 80.80 89.40 83.40 83.60 85.00 85.35
MSBSIF(3+5+7) 83.60 78.60 79.20 79.60 80.25 86.60 85.20 82.20 83.20 84.30
MSBSIF(5+7+9) 84.40 79.40 78.80 77.80 80.10 88.00 84.20 83.40 82.00 84.10
MSBSIF(9+11+13) 83.40 78.60 77.40 77.20 79.15 86.60 82.20 81.20 82.00 83.00
MSBSIF(13+15+17) 82.00 76.00 77.20 76.60 77.95 86.40 81.20 82.80 81.60 83.00
MSBSIF(3+5+7+9) 84.40 80.20 79.20 79.60 80.85 87.60 85.20 81.60 83.80 84.55
MSBSIF(3+5+7+9+11) 84.60 79.20 78.80 79.60 80.55 88.00 85.80 82.20 85.00 85.25
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9+11) + 85.00 80.60 80.60 80.40 81.65 90.20 86.40 85.60 86.40 87.15MSBSIF(3+5+7+9+11)
Table 6.5: The mean accuracy (%) of kinship verification for TXQDA and XQDA using different MSLPQ and MSBSIF
scales and their fusion on the four grandparent-grandchild subsets of FIW database.
Descriptor
XQDA TXQDA
GF-GD GF-GS GM-GD GM-GS Mean GF-GD GF-GS GM-GD GM-GS Mean
MSLPQ(3+5+7) 55.91 57.92 58.08 57.59 57.38 65.57 63.92 63.85 65.08 64.61
MSLPQ(5+7+9) 55.73 58.07 57.78 57.87 57.36 65.54 64.81 63.96 64.62 64.73
MSLPQ(9+11+13) 55.98 58.30 57.85 57.16 57.32 66.11 64.23 63.00 64.54 64.47
MSLPQ(13+15+17) 56.07 58.06 57.22 56.70 57.01 65.49 65.18 62.65 64.14 64.37
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9) 56.15 58.29 57.98 58.54 57.74 65.89 64.43 63.82 64.71 64.71
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9+11) 56.36 58.90 58.27 58.15 57.92 65.32 63.79 63.49 64.15 64.19
MSBSIF(3+5+7) 55.85 59.06 58.46 57.26 57.66 65.35 64.50 64.32 64.61 64.70
MSBSIF(5+7+9) 55.58 58.03 59.27 57.06 57.49 65.25 64.21 63.52 64.45 64.36
MSBSIF(9+11+13) 56.30 56.80 58.44 56.73 57.07 66.00 65.04 64.74 64.95 65.18
MSBSIF(13+15+17) 56.32 58.01 57.81 56.53 57.17 65.46 64.18 63.24 64.75 64.41
MSBSIF(3+5+7+9) 56.04 58.61 59.00 57.60 57.81 65.20 64.59 63.15 64.43 64.34
MSBSIF(3+5+7+9+11) 55.93 58.43 59.35 57.70 57.85 65.26 64.22 63.78 65.33 64.65
MSLPQ(3+5+7+9+11) + 56.04 59.23 59.00 58.12 58.10 66.43 66.79 65.24 65.67 66.03MSBSIF(3+5+7+9+11)
Table 6.6: Comparison verification accuracy (%) of the proposed TXQDA with XQDA, NRML, SILD and MSIDA methods
using MSLPQ+MSBSIF features description on the Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace, TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II
and FIW databases.
Method
Cornell KinFace UB KinFace TSKinFace KinFaceW-II FIW
Mean Mean Mean FM-S FM-D Mean Mean
NRML 75.52 70.55 80.83 84.26 85.53 72.95 56.42
SILD 71.38 67.36 83.46 86.44 87.82 76.50 54.98
XQDA 84.10 82.58 85.89 88.02 88.35 81.65 58.10
MSIDA 83.62 82.05 85.49 91.26 91.27 82.15 56.05
TXQDA 93.04 91.53 90.32 94.85 95.63 87.15 66.03
To analyze the performance of different kinship relations, we plot in Figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.4
and 6.5 the ROC curves of different methods (NRML, SILD, XQDA, MSIDA and TXQDA)
using the best performing features (MSLPQ+MSBSIF) on UB KinFace set 1, UB KinFace
set 2, Cornell KinFace, TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II and FIW databases, respectively.
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Figure 6.2: ROC curves of different methods (NRML, SILD, XQDA, MSIDA and TXQDA) using the best performing
features (MSLPQ+MSBSIF) obtained on (a) UB KinFace set 1, (b) UB KinFace set 2, (c) Cornell KinFace
databases, respectively.
6.4.3 The robustness’s evaluation of the proposed TXQDA method
In this subsection, we tested the robustness of the proposed tensor method on TSKinFace
database through additive noise and degradation of test set. For the clarification, we
express the interference of face recognition η = ηf + ηq [48], where ηf indicates facial
variations such as kinship, expression, illumination, misalignment and age, and ηq indicates
the image variation due to sensor or coding-related issues, such as Gaussian noise, blur,
compression, and low resolution. Most of the studies on the TSKinFace database focused
only on the effect of ηf , whereas our extended experiments study both the pure effect of ηq
and the superposed interference of ηf + ηq. For an inclusive study, we generate four types
of noise or degradations that are most common in real-world systems but that have not
appeared in the standard database. Specifically, we generate the following versions of test
sets: 1) three levels of Gaussian noise. The images are normalized in the range of (0; 1),
and then we apply additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard derivations of σ
= 0.01; 0.02; 0.03; 2) three different Gaussian blur test sets using a Gaussian kernel of size
10×10 with σ = {1; 3/2; 2}; 3) three different compressed images using MATLAB’s JPEG
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Figure 6.3: ROC curves of different methods (NRML, SILD, XQDA, MSIDA and TXQDA) using the best performing
features (MSLPQ+MSBSIF) on TSKinFace database obtained on (a) F-S set, (b) F-D set, (c) M-S set and (d)
M-D set, respectively.
codec of quality 60, 45 and 30; and 4) three different low-resolution sets of test images by
first downsampling the images by ratios of 2, 3, and 4 and then interpolating them to the
original resolution by the “nearest” method in MATLAB. Example test images are shown
in Fig. 6.6, and as shown in this figure, these degraded faces are recognizable by humans
and are very common in real-world surveillance scenarios. Therefore, it is important to
study how the accuracy of the metric learning methods change under these degradations.
Table 6.7 shows that TXQDA and XQDA show much better robustness than the other
methods under image blur, noise, compression, and reduced resolution. However, our
Tensor XQDA preserves the data structure and extracts more discriminative information
from degraded face images compared with XQDA method.
6.4.4 Computational cost
We computed the computational time needed for the kinship verification of one pair face
samples (Parent-Child) using different methods. The experiments were implemented using
MATLAB 2014a on a PC with an Intel Core i7 2.00 GHz CPU and 8 GB of RAM. The
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Figure 6.4: ROC curves of different methods (NRML, SILD, XQDA, MSIDA and TXQDA) using the best performing
features (MSLPQ+MSBSIF) on KinFaceW-II database obtained on (a) F-S set, (b) F-D set, (c) M-S set and
(d) M-D set, respectively.
Table 6.7: Comparative verification rates (%) of extended TSKinFace evaluation on the robustness to the four types of






Gaussian Blur Gaussian Noise JPEG Compression Reduced Resolution Summarized
Accuracy 21 3/2 2 0.01 0.02 0.03 60 45 30 1/2 1/3 1/4
NRML
FS 81.00 -7.02 -7.81 -12.68 -6.93 -8.49 -14.33 -5.95 -6.63 -7.22 -6.73 -7.12 -12.97 72.34 (-8.66)
FD 79.88 -6.27 -8.47 -13.65 -7.67 -9.66 -13.45 -7.07 -9.16 -12.85 -6.57 -8.67 -13.94 70.09 (-9.79)
MS 81.48 -8.67 -10.92 -14.13 -9.25 -11.11 -13.15 -9.06 -10.62 -13.64 -8.48 -10.43 -13.94 70.36 (-11.12)
MD 80.97 -5.38 -9.37 -13.85 -5.38 -8.47 -13.35 -5.38 -8.67 -13.15 -5.38 -8.67 -13.95 71.72 (-9.25)
Mean 80.83 -6.83 -9.14 -13.57 -7.3 -9.43 -13.57 -6.86 -8.77 -11.71 -6.79 -8.72 -13.7 71.13 (-9.7)
SILD
FS 84,60 -9.25 -10.81 -12.76 -9.35 -10.23 -13.35 -6.43 -8.57 -9.06 -9.06 -9.45 -11.20 74.64 (-9.96)
FD 81.76 -9.05 -11.64 -12.94 -11.64 -11.84 -12.44 -8.65 -8.85 -9.25 -8.65 -9.35 -10.94 71.32 (-10.44)
MS 83.72 -10.52 -12.86 -16.46 -10.71 -12.57 -15.68 -10.32 -11.01 -11.20 -11.30 -11.98 -13.44 71.38 (-12.34)
MD 83.76 -9.17 -11.16 -15.04 -8.88 -10.66 -14.55 -9.97 -11.06 -14.15 -10.67 -10.87 -11.56 72.28 (-11.48)
Mean 83.46 -9.50 -11.62 -14.30 -10.15 -11.32 -14.01 -8.84 -9.87 -10.91 -9.92 -10.41 -11.79 72.41 (-11.05)
XQDA
FS 87.04 -6.73 -8.87 -10.72 -5.85 -7.12 -8.87 -3.90 -7.12 -7.99 -6.14 -8.87 -10.73 79.30 (-7.74)
FD 85.26 -5.08 -7.77 -10.25 -4.08 -4.98 -7.07 -3.59 -4.78 -4.98 -3.98 -6.68 -10.16 79.14 (-6.12)
MS 84.40 -4.09 -6.05 -8.68 -3.61 -4.48 -5.75 -3.12 -4.87 -5.27 -3.61 -5.65 -8.87 79.06 (-5.34)
MD 86.85 -5.88 -7.27 -8.87 -5.68 -7.87 -7.97 -5.68 -7.27 -7.27 -6.28 -6.87 -9.16 79.68 (-7.17)
Mean 85.89 -5.45 -7.49 -9.63 -4.81 -6.11 -7.42 -4.08 -6.01 -6.38 -5.00 -7.02 -9.73 79.30 (-6.59)
TXQDA
FS 89.32 -1.46 -4.56 -7.18 -0.87 -4.37 -6.80 -2.14 -3.01 -3.59 -2.62 -4.37 -7.09 85.32 (-4.00)
FD 90.69 -2.27 -5.15 -9.70 -1.38 -4.95 -8.41 -3.07 -4.16 -4.55 -3.26 -5.74 -10.49 85.43 (-5.26)
MS 90.29 -1.94 -5.63 -8.64 -0.78 -4.46 -7.57 -1.26 -3.69 -4.17 -2.62 -4.66 -7.86 85.85 (-4.44)
MD 90.97 -1.68 -5.46 -8.53 -1.29 -5.65 -6.95 -1.59 -4.17 -5.46 -2.48 -4.96 -8.13 86.27 (-4.70)
Mean 90.32 -1.84 -5.20 -8.51 -1.08 -4.86 -7.43 -2.02 -3.76 -4.62 -2.75 -4.93 -8.39 85.72 (-4.60)
To provide a comprehensive result, the verification accuracy across the three types of probe sets is reported.
1 The verification accuracy on the original TSKinFace database.
2 The verification accuracy across all types and all degrees of the tested noise and degradations.
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Figure 6.5: ROC curves of different methods (NRML, SILD, XQDA, MSIDA and TXQDA) using the best performing
features (MSLPQ+MSBSIF) on FIW database obtained on (a) GF-GD set, (b) GF-GS set, (c) GM-GD set and
(d) GM-GS set, respectively.
Figure 6.6: Examples of original and degraded images used in our extended TSKinFace evaluation. The last four columns
correspond to the most severe degrees of Gaussian noise, Gaussian blur, JPEG compression, and reduced
resolution applied on the test images.
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feature extraction for the case of MSLPQ+MSBSIF description takes 0.104 s. In training
stage (offline), the estimation of the projection matrices is performed only once. In the
online phase, we evaluate the time cost needed by each method to project and match the
test pair which is provided in Table 6.8 in ms. This table shows that the best performing
variant, TXQDA, runs faster compared with all the other methods. Furthermore, we
see that the time cost of projection and matching is negligible compared to the feature
extraction time. The total time cost for our framework using MSLPQ+MSBSIF features
and TXQDA method is about 0.109 s for both Cornell KinFace and UB KinFace databases,
and 0.110 s from TSKinFace and KinFaceW-II databases, and 0.115 s for FIW database.
Table 6.8: Time Cost (TC), in ms, taken by different methods for the projection of one pair of face images.
Database Feature extraction
Projection and matching All steps
NRML SILD XQDA MSIDA TXQDA NRML SILD XQDA MSIDA TXQDA
Cornell KinFace 14.22 22.93 10.61 5.22 4.54 119.14 127.85 115.53 110.14 109.46
UB KinFace 15.17 11.91 7.06 5.73 4.94 120.09 116.83 111.98 110.65 109.86
TSKinFace 104.92 43.04 12.15 10.92 5.90 5.88 147.96 117.07 115.84 110.82 110.80
KinFaceW-II 21.17 11.99 11.03 6.32 6.05 126.09 116.91 115.95 111.24 110.97
FIW 97.27 90.11 78.96 21.16 10.41 102.19 195.03 183.88 126.08 115.33
6.4.5 Comparison with the results of the state of the art
The best kinship verification performances of our approach are achieved using two de-
scriptors (MSLPQ(3+5+7+9+11) + MSBSIF(3+5+7+9+11) ) on Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace,
TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II and FIW databases. For the XQDA (linear), verification rates of
84.10%, 82.58%, 85.89%, 81.65% and 58.10% are reported on Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace,
TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II and FIW databases, respectively. For TXQDA (multilinear),
verification rates of 93.04%, 91.53%, 90.32%, 87.15% and 66.03% are reported on Cornell
KinFace, UB KinFace, TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II and FIW databases, respectively. These
results are compared with the state of the art in Tables 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13. The
comparison reveals that the proposed Tensor cross-view analysis based method outperforms
the recent state of the art on the five databases, Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace, TSKinFace,
KinFaceW-II and FIW. This demonstrates the effectiveness of using the cross-view methods
in kinship verification topic.
TXQDA vs. KVRL-fcDBN [79]: In this comparison, we focus on two databases
Cornell KinFace and UB KinFace. The work of Kohli et al. [79] was based on a deep
learning approach (KVRL-fcDBN), where fcDBN algorithm was used to learn more than
600,000 outside face images and obtained 89.50 % on Cornell KinFace and 91.80 % on
UB KinFace databases. However, in our work, we used Tensor cross-view metric learning
method (i.e. TXQDA) to learn the provided data only (i.e. no outside data was used) and
we achieved good performances, 93.04 % and 91.53 % on Cornell KinFace and UB KinFace
databases, respectively. Our TXQDA outperforms the KVRL-fcDBN approach on Cornell
KinFace database and got a competitive performance on UB KinFace database.
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TXQDA vs. DDML [101], DDMML [101] and MvDML [60]: In this
comparison, we focus on TSKinFace and KinFaceW-II databases for monocular and
multiple feature description. From mono-view feature description, the Discriminative
Deep Metric Learning (DDML) [101] method used LPQ descriptor with face images with
input size of 64× 64. First they divide each face image into 4× 4 non-overlapping blocks,
where the size of each block is 16× 16. Then, they extract a 256-bin LPQ histogram with
window size of 3, 5 and 7 for each block respectively, and finally concatenate them to
form a 12,288-D feature vector, which is the same used face features description in our
work (i.e. MSLPQ(3+5+7)). For bi-subject kinship verification, from the MSLPQ(3+5+7)
features description, our TXQDA method outperforms the DDML method with about 8.28
% and 2.40 % on TSKinFace and KinFaceW-II databases, respectively. For tri-subject
kinship verification, from the MSLPQ(3+5+7) features description, our TXQDA method
outperforms the DDML method with about 9.12 % and 11.25 % on TSKinFace database
for FM-S and FM-D relations, respectively. From multi-view feature description, we can
see that our approach which using the MSLPQ+MSBSIF feature description, improves
the performance with about 2.85 % and 6.95 % compared with DDMML and MvDML
on KinFaceW-II database, respectively. Furthermore, our TXQDA method improves the
performances with about 6 % compared with DDMML for bi-subject kinship verification
on TSKinFace database and improves the performances with about 6.35 % and 8.53 %
compared with DDMML for FM-S and FM-D tri-subject relations on TSKinFace database.
TXQDA vs. MSIDA [14]: From the five kinship databases, our TXQDA outper-
forms the MSIDA [14] method with about 9.42%, 9.48%, 4.83%, 5.00% and 9.98% on
Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace, TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II and FIW databases, respectively.
Furthermore, our TXQDA used only the positive pairs in the training step, unlike MSIDA
do. The framework of Bessaoudi et al. [14] needs the MPCA method step for the features
dimension reduction before using the MSIDA method. Our TXQDA method deals with
the face images directly, without the need of using the features dimension reduction step.
Furthermore, our TXQDA method work well compared with MSIDA method when the
data classes contain face images from different persons with very large age difference (i.e.
the four grandparent-grandchild relations of FIW database).
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Table 6.9: Performance comparisons (%) with state-of-the-art methods on Cornell KinFace database.
Method Mean Accuracy (%)
Pictorial structure model [44] 70.67
Neighborhood repulsed metric learning [103] 69.50
Multiview neighborhood repulsed metric learning [103] 71.60
Discriminative multimetric learning [174] 73.50
Prototype discriminative feature learning [175] 71.90
MHDL3 - {HOG + Color + LPQ} [105] 76.60
Multiple kernel similarity metric [193] 81.70
Heterogeneous similarity learning [131] 68.40
Kinship metric learning [195] 81.40
Multilinear side-information based discriminant analysis [14] 86.59
Neighborhood repulsed metric learning [103] (Our) 75.52
Side-information based linear discriminant analysis [109] (Our) 71.38
Cross-view quadratic discriminant analysis [93] (Our) 84.10
Multilinear side-information based discriminant analysis [14] (Our) 83.62
TXQDA (Our) 93.04
Table 6.10: Table 8: Performance comparisons (%) with state-of-the-art methods on UB KinFace database.
Method Mean Accuracy (%)
Transfer subspace learning [170] 68.50
Neighborhood repulsed metric learning [103] 65.60
Multiview neighborhood repulsed metric learning [103] 67.05
Discriminative multimetric learning [174] 72.25
Prototype discriminative feature learning [175] 67.30
Heterogeneous similarity learning [131] 56.20
PML-COV-S [114] 84.50
Kinship metric learning [195] 75.50
Multilinear side-information based discriminant analysis [14] 83.34
Neighborhood repulsed metric learning [103] (Our) 70.55
Side-information based linear discriminant analysis [109] (Our) 67.36
Cross-view quadratic discriminant analysis [93] (Our) 82.58
Multilinear side-information based discriminant analysis [14] (Our) 82.05
TXQDA (Our) 91.53
Table 6.11: Performance comparisons (%) with state-of-the-art methods on TSKinFace database.
Method Mean Accuracy (%) FM-S (%) FM-D (%)
Relative symmetric bilinear model [133] 81.85 86.40 84.40
BSIF-HSV [168] 81.19 / /
Discriminative deep multi-metric learning [101] 84.15 88.50 87.10
Multiple kernel similarity metric [193] 84.52 / /
Multilinear side-information based discriminant analysis [14] 85.18 / /
SILD+WCCN/LR [83] 88.59 90.94 91.23
Neighborhood repulsed metric learning [103] (Our) 80.83 84.26 85.53
Side-information based linear discriminant analysis [109] (Our) 83.46 86.44 87.82
Cross-view quadratic discriminant analysis [93] (Our) 85.89 88.02 88.35
Multilinear side-information based discriminant analysis [14] (Our) 85.49 91.26 91.27
TXQDA (Our) 90.32 94.85 95.63
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Table 6.12: Performance comparisons (%) with state-of-the-art methods on KinFaceW-II database.
Method Mean Accuracy (%)
Multi-view multi-task learning [134] 77.20
Discriminative deep multi-metric learning [101] 84.30
Multi-view deep metric learning [60] 80.20
Heterogeneous similarity learning [131] 70.40
Multiple kernel similarity metric [193] 84.30
Large-margin multi-metric learning [61] 80.00
Kinship metric learning [195] 85.70
SILD+WCCN/LR [83] 86.20
Neighborhood repulsed metric learning [103] (Our) 72.95
Side-information based linear discriminant analysis [109] (Our) 76.50
Cross-view quadratic discriminant analysis [93] (Our) 81.65
Multilinear side-information based discriminant analysis [14] (Our) 82.15
TXQDA (Our) 87.15
Table 6.13: Performance comparisons (%) with state-of-the-art methods on the four grandparent-grandchild relations from
FIW database.




Neighborhood repulsed metric learning [103] (Our) 56.42
Side-information based linear discriminant analysis [109] (Our) 54.98
Cross-view quadratic discriminant analysis [93] (Our) 58.10
Multilinear side-information based discriminant analysis [14] (Our) 56.05
TXQDA (Our) 66.03
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented an effective approach based on tensor cross-view method to
the problem of kinship verification. To achieve a low dimensional and discriminative tensor
subspace, we extended XQDA to TXQDA, which operate on multilinear data. TXQDA
finds multilinear projections of the tensor, where the separation between data classes is
enhanced. Furthermore, TXQDA was proposed to separate the multifactor structure of
face images related to kinship, age, gender, expression, illumination and pose from different
dimensions of the tensor. Therefore, TXQDA has many advantages as it, i) preserves
data structure, ii) enlarges the margin between samples, iii) helps lightening the small
sample size problem, and iv) reduces the computational cost. The experimental evaluation
showed the superiority of our method. The best results of our approach are obtained
by fusing histograms of two multiple scale local texture descriptors (MSLPQ+MSBSIF)
projected with the proposed TXQDA method. These results outperform the state of
the art on Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace, TSKinFace, KinFaceW-II and FIW databases.
Furthermore, these results point out to the need of using cross-view methods for kinship
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verification. As future work, we plan to investigate higher tensor orders (> 3) for face
representation with the proposed multilinear dimensionality reduction method.
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7 General conclusion and perspectives
7.1 General conclusion
Kinship verification from facial images, one of the new topics in computer vision that
has been studied and used for several years. Moreover, facial kinship verification can
be applied to potential applications, such as the creation of family trees, family album
organization, image annotation, finding missing children and forensics. Checking if two
persons are from the same family or not can be automatically verified through facial
images. Furthermore, kinship verification shows more and more development. In addition
to the bi-subject matching challenges, verifying kinship encountering the more challenging
tri-subject matching problem. Learn and extract the face similarities between family
members is challenging. Many encouraging results have been shown over the past a few
years, kinship verification from facial images still remains open.
Over the recent years, many methods have been proposed to improve the performance
of the kinship verification frameworks from facial images. Metric learning methods which
are considered as one of the greatest applied dimensionality reduction methods, are widely
used for face recognition. The aim of these methods is to learn and reduce the subspace of
the large features in a low and distinct subspace, leading to a better separation between
the data classes.
One of the most important methods, are the linear dimensionality reduction methods
that include the PCA and LDA methods. The goal of PCA is to increase the variance
of transformed features, extracted in the projected subspace. However, LDA maximizes
the covariance of the inter-class while minimizes the covariance of the intra-class in the
projected subspace. For vector-based features representation, the key shortcoming is
that this representation forfeits part of the natural spatial structure of the facial images,
which impedes the subsequent algorithm to erect the optimal face model and thus a weak
classification model. To solve the aforementioned difficulty, many researchers proposed to
use tensor representation instead of vector-based representation as the input data. Many
researches proved that high order data representation based on tensor analysis, lead to
increase the performances in the face recognition. The linear dimensionality reduction
methods have been extended into multilinear subspace methods which are based on the
high order tensor representation replaced by their vectorized forms. Furthermore, the
multilinear transformations methods have the number of dimensions (N) that defines its
order, analyze the multifactor structure of the face images (i.e. expression, illumination
and pose) from different dimensions of the tensor. Therefore, this thesis was devoted
to the problem of automatic kinship verification from faces (bi-subject and tri-subject
kinship verification) by vector-based and tensor-based subspaces analysis. Our work
has contributed to the development of linear and multilinear metric learning subspaces
algorithms using multiple features (i.e. different scales of texture descriptors, multiple
deep and shallow features and multiple shallow features). Furthermore, the combination
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of multiple features was performed by two criterions as it: i) over a tensor design (early
tensorial features fusion); and ii) over a score fusion (late features fusion).
In chapter 1, we gave a general introduction of the contexts, motivations, objectives
and contributions of this thesis.
In chapter 2, we mentioned a general overview state of the art methods of the kinship
verification as well as their different types: features learning-based kinship verification,
metric learning-based kinship verification and convolutional deep learning-based kinship
verification. On the other hand, we presented the kinship problem from facial images and
its measuring characteristics as well as the general kinship verification system.
In chapter 3, we presented a new efficient method for facial kinship verification based
on multiple scales texture feature projected through Side Information Exponential Dis-
criminant Analysis (SIEDA) nonlinear subspace and fused several features using Logistic
Regression (LR) scores fusion. Furthermore, we investigate the effectiveness of the color-
texture information over discriminative subspace utilizing the two-step learning strategy,
SIEDA and Logistic Regression methods, for automatic facial verification of kinship. More-
over, we tested various color spaces and descriptors on four benchmark kinship databases.
Especially, each color channel of facial image from each unique color space is projected over
the same implicit learned color channel subspace, and then all the channels information
are combined to achieve a better discrimination.
In chapter 4, we proposed a novel discriminative subspace by extending Side-Information
based Linear Discriminant analysis (SILD) to SILD integrating Within Class Covariance
Normalization (SILD+WCCN) subspace transformation approach for facial kinship veri-
fication. Therfore, WCCN minimizes the class intra-variability influence by decreasing
the expected classification error on the training step. Moreover, we propose two effective
automated facial kinship verification frameworks appropriate for bi-subject and tri-subject
matching kinship verification, from facial images captured in unconstrained environments.
The facial data is appeared as a multiple feature based on the integration of various deep
and shallow traits in order to get a more descriminative face model. Also, we widely
evaluated the proposed SILD+WCCN/LR approach versus the state-of-the-art approaches
utilizing two challenging facial kinship databases namely KinFaceW-II and TSKinFace.
In chapter 5, we introduced a new local feature descriptor for extracting features from
facial images. Our descriptor is based on the local statistics traits of the facial image and
the original BSIF operator. Besides, we proposed a novel approach called SIWEDA for face
and kinship verification based on the classical SIEDA approach. Furthermore, to lighten
the class intra-variability, we proposed two variants SIEDA+WCCN and SIWEDA+WCCN
by integrating WCCN in SIEDA and SIWEDA, respectively. We extensively evaluated
our approach against the stateof-the-art methods using five challenging face and kinship
databases namely Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace, TSKinFace, YTF (video still-frames)
and LFW databases.
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In chapter 6, we tackled for the first time the kinship verification problem as a cross-view
matching problem because every kin relation is typically viewpoint changes from two face
images belonging to two different persons. Moreover, we proposed a robust automated
facial verification framework suitable for kinship verification, from face images captured
in unconstrained environments. The face data is represented as a high order tensor
based on the combination of different local features in order to provide a more powerful
face model. Furthermore, we proposed a novel method for multi-linear dimensionality
reduction and classification, called Tensor Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
(TXQDA), which preserved the data structure, enlarged the margin between samples,
helped lighten the small sample size problem and reduced the computational cost. Also,
we extensively evaluate the proposed TXQDA method against the state-of-the-art methods
using five challenging kinship databases namely Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace, TSKinFace,
KinFaceW-II and FIW.
The performance of the TXQDA method was compared to that of subspace metric
learning methods counterparts such as SILD, NRML, XQDA, and MSIDA. The proposed
method has been validated by several types of analyzes using five kinship databases:
Cornell KinFace, UB KinFace, TSkinFace, KinFaceW-II and FIW. The results of the
experimental study show that TXQDA is a robust and effective verification method for
tensor cross-view matching because it surpasses all the traditional metric learning methods.
7.2 Perspectives
This section presents some ideas for future research in order to design solutions for kinship
verification task, as well as to collect new databases in which the proposed methods can be
applied. Furthermore, many problems of facial recognition by multidimensional analysis
have been addressed in this thesis, the field of multilinear subspaces analysis still presents
many unresolved problems which have yet to be taken into account. Therefore, we tried to
conclude our perspectives into two big ideas including data collections and tensor subspace
analysis for kinship verification.
7.2.1 kinship verification and the lack of big collected data
• Kinship verification is lacking of largest family facial data. Furthermore, the proposed
algorithms for kinship verification still stacked in small databases which affect the
training performance of models. So, we planned to gather and collect a new database
to verify bi-subject matching, tri-subject matching and multi-subject matching
(family matching).
• Kinship verification has yet to show an advantage using other modalities than face
(i.e. voices, videos and gaits). Also, collecting videos, voices (extracted from videos
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for example) and gaits images are one of the most important priorities of our next
works.
• The existing kinship verification databases includes only one face for parent and
one face for child. This is a very limited case for verifying kinship. In addition to
the obstacle generally faced the face verification in unconstrained environments (i.e.
facial images captured under uncontrolled environments without any restrictions
in terms of pose, lighting, background, expression, and partial occlusion), kinship
verification inserts another layer of obstacles which is far from being easy. So,
collecting a new database that includes different facial images of parents and their
children can extremely help automatic kinship verification algorithms to better
understand facial kinship cues.
7.2.2 Development of tensor subspaces analysis metric learning
• Evaluating of a new effective metric learning methods based on multilinear subspaces
analysis (tensor-based subspace analysis), which further enlarge the optimisation
criterion of our TXQDA method.
• Combining features has become one of the most effective strategies to improve the
kinship verification performance. The integration in chapter 6 of TXQDA with the
local texture descriptors MSLPQ and MSBSIF showed promising results for facial
kinship verification. It would therefore be interesting to study the integration of
the feature vectors projected by TXQDA with our StatBIF local statistical features
descriptor (proposed in Chapter 5) in order to extract the most discriminating
information for better classification.
• Lastly, in multilinear subspaces analysis, there are still many unresolved issues, such
as optimal initialization, optimal projection order, and optimal stopping criterion.
This thesis has made some attempts to solve some of these problems in the proposed
methods TXQDA. However, it will be beneficial if further research leads to a deeper
understanding of these issues.
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Figure B.1: The relationship between sensitivity, specificity, and similar terms can be understood using the following table.
Consider a group with P positive instances and N negative instances of some condition. The four outcomes can
be formulated in a 2 × 2 contingency table or confusion matrix, as well as derivations of several metrics using
the four outcomes.
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This section focuses on the algebra of the multilinear Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant
Analysis (TXQDA) method. The variables and mathematical notations that we used in
our work are as follows : Lowercase and uppercase symbols (e.g., i, j, F, N and V) indicate
scalars; Bold lowercase symbols (e.g., x, y and z) indicate vectors; italic uppercase symbols
(e.g., U, X, Y and W ) indicate matrices; bold italic uppercase symbols (e.g., X , Y , and
Z) indicate tensors. A tensor is explained as a multidimensional array [82, 179]. N is
considered the order of the tensor and X is called an Nth-order tensor. Ik, 1 ≤ k ≤ N, is
the dimension of the kth mode.
The following definitions explain the mathematical tools used to deal with the high
order tensors
Definition 1. The inner product 〈X ,Y 〉 ∈ <I1×I2×···×IN of two tensors X and Y which
have the same order and dimensions is defined by:




The Frobenius norm of a tensorX ∈ <I1×I2×···×IN is defined as ‖X‖F =
√
〈X ,X〉, and
the Euclidean distance between two tensors X ,Y ∈ <I1×I2×···×IN is defined as D(X ,Y ) =
‖X-Y‖F.
Definition 2. The k-mode flattening a tensor B ∈ <I1×I2×···×IN to a matrix B(k) ∈
<Ik×
∏
i 6=kIi is defined by:
Bk ⇐k B (C.2)
Where







The unfolding operation on a 3rd-order tensor is illustrated by Fig. C.1.
Definition 3. The k-mode product of a tensorX ∈ <I1×I2×···×IN and a matrix
G ∈ <I′k×Ik(k=1,2,. . . ,N) is an I1 × I2 × . . . Ik−1 × Ík × Ik+1 × . . .× IN tensor denoted by





With j = 1, . . . , Ik in which Gi,j indicates the element in the matrix G of coordinates
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(i, j). Fig. C.2 illustrates an example of 1-mode vector product of third-order tensor
X ∈ <300×6×4 with matrix GT ∈ <4×300, resulting tensor X × 1GT ∈ <4×6×4.











Figure C.2: Visual illustration of 1-mode vector product of third-order tensor X ∈ <300×6×4 with matrix GT ∈ <4×300.
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D Detailed results of color spaces on the four databases
Tables D.1, D.2, D.3 and D.4 provide the detailed mean accuracy of kinship verification of
different descriptors and color spaces on the Cornell KinFace, TSKinFace, KinFaceW-I and
KinFaceW-II databases, respectively. The values in the tables are the kinship verification
rates (accuracy in %).
Table D.1: The mean accuracy (%) of kinship verification on Cornell database.
``````````````̀Descriptor
Color space HSL HSV Lab Luv RGB YCbCr YUV Gray
MSBSIF 80.45 81.50 76.57 76.95 76.19 78.01 77.68 74.48
MSLPQ 79.04 78.71 79.13 77.71 77.64 77.65 78.38 76.94
MSCoALBP 76.83 76.16 73.07 73.72 71.31 76.56 74.42 71.01
Fusion1 80.11 80.48 79.11 78.38 77.60 77.32 77.63 76.25
Fusion2 79.70 79.68 77.28 76.24 75.51 79.06 77.31 73.77
Fusion3 79.34 78.96 77.65 77.98 77.26 78.70 79.07 77.60
Fusion4 79.32 79.37 77.65 77.63 77.89 77.98 79.77 75.51
Table D.2: The mean accuracy (%) of kinship verification on TSKinFace database.
``````````````̀Descriptor
Color space HSL HSV Lab Luv RGB YCbCr YUV Gray
MSBSIF 87.54 87.74 86.34 86.78 83.47 87.44 87.32 82.39
MSLPQ 86.58 86.80 86.40 86.21 83.89 86.83 86.16 83.23
MSCoALBP 81.87 81.54 77.02 77.95 78.78 77.86 81.26 76.23
Fusion1 87.76 87.64 86.95 86.96 84.06 87.32 87.25 82.98
Fusion2 87.72 88.11 86.48 86.66 84.46 87.52 87.54 82.59
Fusion3 87.02 87.74 86.46 86.68 84.88 86.97 87.66 83.63
Fusion4 87.57 88.01 86.88 86.53 84.56 87.30 87.59 83.28
Table D.3: The mean accuracy (%) of kinship verification on KinFaceW-I database.
``````````````̀Descriptor
Color space HSL HSV Lab Luv RGB YCbCr YUV Gray
MSBSIF 78.19 78.98 78.11 78.70 77.55 78.41 78.05 76.50
MSLPQ 77.51 76.94 77.44 77.40 76.75 77.36 77.77 76.30
MSCoALBP 74.44 73.80 73.50 72.50 72.36 72.41 73.04 71.33
Fusion1 78.13 78.85 78.04 78.97 77.42 78.18 78.35 76.91
Fusion2 79.18 79.91 78.88 79.19 78.53 78.21 78.22 77.43
Fusion3 78.91 79.55 78.77 79.07 78.33 78.31 78.71 77.28
Fusion4 78.86 80.00 78.98 79.44 78.71 78.11 79.06 77.59
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Table D.4: The mean accuracy (%) of kinship verification on KinFaceW-II database.
``````````````̀Descriptor
Color space HSL HSV Lab Luv RGB YCbCr YUV Gray
MSBSIF 87.50 86.85 83.85 84.35 78.55 84.45 84.50 77.45
MSLPQ 86.15 85.70 82.85 82.50 78.20 84.55 83.00 77.00
MSCoALBP 79.60 81.00 74.75 74.50 74.05 79.00 77.60 72.25
Fusion1 87.50 87.35 84.00 84.90 79.00 84.50 84.65 77.35
Fusion2 87.60 87.40 83.75 84.15 79.30 85.05 84.50 77.85
Fusion3 86.65 86.55 83.25 83.45 79.95 85.10 84.15 78.05
Fusion4 87.55 87.30 84.45 84.45 80.15 85.00 84.25 77.95
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